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CHAPTER 1 3

REFLECTIONS ON THE EFFORTS TO FEBRUARY 20, 197 0

The appointment of a Task Force was to mark

the beginning of a new approach to the problems encountered

at Chedabucto Bay caused by the grounding of the ARROW on

February 4th and the subsequent escape of her cargo of Bunker

"C" oil and pollution of the shores of the Bay. A valiant

effort in cooperation launched by representatives of the

owners of the ship, its insurers, and the owners of the cargo

with the assistance of the Department of Transport had been

thwarted by the actions of the wind and the sea . The original

attempt to off-load the cargo from the wreck and after the

breaking of the ship to refloat the stern section and tow

it to sea had met with failure . Tons of oil had already

escaped from the ruptured forward part of the ship while the

after section of the ARROW rested on the bottom with 9 of

her original 27 cargo tanks still full .

The thick, viscous oil that had already

reached the shores of Chedabucto Bay was snuffing out life

in both animals and plants in the intertidal zone . It was

adhering to rocks, molluscs and barnacles and to the algae

growing on the rea bed . This algae was being ripped from

the bottom and stranded on shore . The black viscous liquid

was polluting everything it touched . By the day the stern

section sank., 36 statuta miles of the North Shore of Cheda-

bucto Bay and 56 statute miles of the South and Southeast

Shore were heavily polluted . An undetermined but large

additional mileage of the shore line received light fouling .

By the time further oil had escaped, as a result of the

sinking, this area of pollution was greatly extended .

Fairly extensive bird mortality was observed

along the shore as well . The chief species affected wer e
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Old Squaw, Horned Grebe and Red-breasted Margansers . Since

the dead birds were completely coated with oil identification

was difficult . It was evident to all concerned that a massive

clean up operation was necessary and a Task Force was assembled

and given the financial resources and authority to tackle the

job. Before reviewing this next phase of proceedings I will

comment on some of the activities that occurred between the

grounding of the ARROW and the appointment of the Task Force

some 16 days later .

FAILURE TO REPORT

Although the ARROW grounded on a rock within

Canadian waters at 9 :35 on the morning of February 4th, it

was not until almost noon when her Captain reported the

grounding to any Canadian authority . When the report did

come it was to the effect that there was no immediate danger

and he hoped to get his ship off the Rock at high tide that

evening. It should have been obvious to the Master and his

officers that the ARROW was hard aground and that a tremendous

pollution potential existed and every effort taken immediately

to avoid or minimize it . Instead the Captain kept the ship's

engines full astern for the whole day while the ship grated

and twisted over the Rock enlarging the apertures in her

bottom . It seems that many ships' Masters, when involved

in their first major marine disaster, cannot caccept the

reality of their situation . They apparently will not admit

to themselves that they have brought their ship to an end,

but tend rather to minimize their plight . Some method must

be devised to overcome this psychological barrier and ensure

that, in the future, potential pollution incidents are im-

mediately brought to the attention of Canadian authorities .

The law must be changed to make this mandatory. At the time

of the ARROW grounding there was no such requirement other
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than section 6 (2) in Part I of the Oil Pollution Prevention

Regulations . These regulations were not designed to cover a

potential spill and are of doubtful application to a major

disaster of this kind .

NO GOVERNMENT CONTRO L

Another factor which, in my opinion, contri-

buted to the extent of the pollution in Chedabucto Bay was

the failure of Canadian legislation to provide for the im-

mediate exercise of control over the grounded tanker by a

competent force with the resources necessary to handle the

task . On the morning that the ARROW met her fate there was

no Canadian government agency ready to tackle the emergency .

Even though Section 495 (c) had been passed by Parliament

after the clear warning received from the sinking of the

TORREY CANYON on the south coast of England, no funds had

been voted by Parliament with which to establish a contingency

force under the legislation . The teeth which had been ori-

ginally inserted in this legislation had unfortunately been

taken out by amendment to the Bill before it was passed .

This left the Minister with some responsibility but no money

or access to it .

Until the minister was persuaded to pursue his

authority under section 495 (c), by proclamation on Friday,

February 6th, which was not communicated to Mr. Hornsby until

the following evening, there was bound to be some confusion

at Port Hawkesbury . The owners of the vessel and its cargo

were operating under laws applicable to the marine world

under which they were faced with a direct conflict of intexest .

On the one hand, they were at the outset interested in the

salvage of the vessel and its cargo as a great amount of money

was involved . On the other hand, they must have had in mind

the possibility of civil liability for damage caused to th e
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shore and its inhabitants arising out of their activities at

the scene . And then, of course, there was the moral respon-

sibility of the cargo owner to take what action it could to

prevent, minimize and clean up the pollution, as well as the

0174 ners° authority and responsibility under the TOVALOP agree-

ments to do the same . only through government could the

people who lived and worked in the area have a say, but

government was not yet in a position to represent them.

OFF-LOADING ATTEMPT

During this early period when no one was

specifically in command of the overall operation, a good

deal of time was spent in an attempt to off-load the ARROW' s

cargo by use of her own pumpso This, of course, necessitated

the raising of steam in the boilers which caused difficulty .

Captain Madsen in his testimony expressed the opinion that

the cargo could not have been pumped in this manner afte r

the ship had broken her back, which he felt probably took

place on day Oneo All of the cargo lines on the forward end

of the ship were shattered and the indications which he got

during the later discharge of the stern section, was to the

effect that the pipe lines there were probably fractured

also as they all appeared to be open to the sea . Another

indication was that the valves on the after cargo tanks were

impossible to turn which suggested that these valves had in

fact been knocked out of line when the cargo pipes at the

bottom of each tank were displaced . Furthermore, no one

that he talked to had actually checked to see whether the

cargo lines were broken or not and this was a fairly easy

thing to do . If they were broken then they would have been

filled with sea water when the valves were opened .

Mr . Kerr and Mro Partridge, who are not as

familiar with this type of ship as Captain Madsen, and who
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did not have his extensive experience in the salvage field,

felt that an off-loading operation could be maintained until

such time as the ship had definitely broken her back on

Saturday morning . After that time, in their opinion, the

ARROW was incapable of pumping off her cargo . This opinion

was subsequently shared by Mr . Hornsby and all others who

visited the ship . Captain Madsen, of course, was not at the

scene and the Atlantic Salvage people were there . It is

therefore very difficult to determine which opinion is more

likely to be correct. The importance of the answer to this

question, however, points out very clearly the need to have

a highly qualified person familiar with the type of ship in-

volved at the scene immediately after the grounding so that

an accurate assessment of the situation can be made . Captain

Madsen says that he would have immediately assembled .the ne-

cessary equipment to lift the whole ship on a bubble of air to

free it from its predicament . This procedure was in fact

adopted by Atlantic Salvage four days later after the ship

had been broken in two . We know now that refloating of the

stern section was not successful but we can only speculate

as to whether refloating of the whole ship would have been

successful had it been commenced on day One .

On Saturday evening, however, Mr . Costeletos,

the owner's naval architect, was of opinion that the cargo

still could have been off-loaded by use of the ship's pumps .

I am satisfied from all the evidence that this opinion was

unfounded . Coming from the source that it did, however, it

could not bedisregarded by those at the scene and as a re-

sult it was resolved to take a second look at the ship the

next day before.proceeding with a plan to separate the stern

section as suggested by Atlantic Salvage Limited . The time

required for the second look may very . well have delayed

subsequent operations and is the type of delay that must be

avoided in the future . This can only be done by a
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clear cut decision-making authority supported by competent

technical advice being placed immediately at the scene o f

the disaster with authority to exercise complete control over

the entire operation .

THE ON-SCENE COCitdANDE R

Some criticism has been directed against Mr .

Hornsby for the manner in which he conducted operations at

Port Hawkesbury during this period . This criticism emanates

mainly from the representatives of the owners of the ARROW ,

but has also been expressed by some of the scientific personnel

at the scene . The complaint of the scientific group was not

directed against Mr . Hornsby personally but rather was an

expression of their frustrations during an emergency . It

is best summarized in a report filed on February 17th, 1970

by Dr. Thomas as follows :

"The organization of efforts to minimize the
effects of disaster was inadequate at all
times. Transportation, communication and
general coordination were rudimentary . Those
present did not possess all the required infor-
mation on salvage or clean up and there was
much conflict of authority,. This suggests
that responsibility for the organization at
such disasters must be vested in a Government
of Canada body which could be effective . The
Department of National Defence appears to be
the logical choice as they could handle trans-
portation, people and communication rapidly .
Appropriate experts from other governmental
departments and private organizations could
work through such a body . "

The complaints of the owners' representativf:s,

however, were to the effect that. Mr . Hornsby was failing to

make prompt decisions as Lequired of the on-scene commander

and that this caused a general delay and uncertainty with

the conduct of the operations .

To the extent that these complaints, both

of the owners' representatives and of the scientific group,
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attribute any failure on the part of Mr . Hornsby to carry out

his assigned responsibilities, they are unfounded . To the

extent that they point out a need for a more suitable type

of emergency organization for the future, they are sound .

It must be remembered that Mr . Hornsby at no time expected to

become involved in a major pollution disaster of this magni--

tude, nor did he pretend to have„any special qualifications for

such a post . He simply attended at the site pursuant to his

minimal responsibility for the enforcement of the oil pollu-•

tion prevention regulations, to act as an observer of what

was taking place . The Atlantic Salvage and Imperial Oil people

were assuming responsibility for the operation at the begin-,

ning as representatives of the ship owners, the cargo owners,

and their insurers . When he was in fact notified of his new

responsibility to act as on-scene commander pursuant to the

Minister's declaration under section 495 (c) of the Canada

Shipping Act, his position was still not absolutely clear .

Imperial oil forces were acting as agents of the Crown and

although he was the senior Government official at Port Hawkes-

bury, all major decisions had to be cleared through the Deputy

Minister at Ottawa .

Apart from the allegation of t-lessrs . Kerr and

Partridge that Dir . Hornsby did not clearly communicate his

approval of their plan to refloat the stern section, ther e

is no suggestion of any inadequacy on the part of Mr . Hornsby

in fulfilling his role . Priorities were promptly determined,

requests for equipment promptly filled, and excellent use

made of the limited resources available to the group . It

was natural that demands for communications and . .other such

services by the many people doing so many important jobs

would far exceed the facilities available at Chedabucto Bay,

but this did not result from any lack of effort made by

officials at the scene .

As far as the Atlantic Salvage complaint to
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the effect that they were not given the complete go ahead with

their plan to refloat the stern section, I .say again that it

was merely a misunderstanding . Mr. Hornsby and all others

concerned were under the impression that permission to proceed

had been given along with certain reservations, as to the

release of oil and destination of the tow which would be settled

as the operations progressed . Messrs . Kerr and Partridge felt

that their plan had been turned down . They did proceed, how-

ever, and with encouragement from Mr . Evans,made plans to

undertake the operation and, in my opinion, their misunder-

standing was not the source of any delay . It was the storm

that caused the delay of the refloating operation and th e

final sinking of the ship .

Rather than criticism, high praise should be

given to all of those persons who worked themselves to ex-

haustion in making a valiant effort in an attempt to prevent

and minimize the pollution being caused by the grounding of

the ARROW . They were working against time and making the beat

of the facilities available to them . They were working on a

task unfamiliar to them and in a spirit of cooperation generated

by the emergency . Their actions should be judged in the light

of these conditions .

THE OWNERS

There was also some criticism of the action

taken by the owners of the ARROW who were responsible for the

incident in the first place . It was, of course, their Captain

who had been negligent and their ship that was polluting the

shores of Nova Scotia . This ship was owned by a company with

no other assets and operated under a set up that would prevent

any effective claim being made to recover damages should the

ship itself be destroyed . The owners were, however, a party

to the Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement concerning liability

for oil pollution set tip by international tanker owners after
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the TORREY CANYON disaster in England in 1967, and although

this arrangement was only available as a means of recovery by

a national government expending funds in the clean up of an

oil spill, it did provide a source of funds roughly equivalent

to the amount for which an owner would be liable under the

limitation of liability provisions of the Canada Shipping Act .

I will deal with this TOVALOP agreement in more detail at a

later stage . The owners were also indirectly represented at

Chedabucto Bay by Mr. Kerr, who was dispatched there by their

insurers . As soon as salvage of the vessel became known to be

impossible, his responsibility was to take whatever action was

necessary to prevent or minimize pollution . The owners were

also represented at the scene in the early days by Imperial

Oil LImited . Although Imperial Oil felt a moral responsibility

to dispatch personnel to Port Hawkesbury to do whatever could

be done to prevent the escape of their cargo from the ship,

their action was confirmed by the owners who undertook-to be

responsible for their costs . In addition, the owners dis-

patched some of their key men from New York, Monte Carlo and

Greece to Chedabucto Bay, and even though their presence did

little to resolve the problems, it cannot be said that the

owner callously abandoned its ship or tried to avoid respon-

sibility for the damage caused .

NO CONTINGENCY PLANS

Another criticism raised at the hearings can

be applied equally against the owners and the Canadian govern-

ment . It was to the effect that no preconceived contingency

plan for such an oil spill had been developed and no effective

agency established to carry out the plan . The owners' repre-

sentatives admitted that tankers under their management had

been involved in oil spills before and that they were familiar

with the major oil spill caused by the grounding of the

I
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TORREY CANYON . Officials of the Department of Transport were

in the same osition They had had to deal with spills in

I

P • ith spills in
I

coastal waters previously and had realized at the time of

the TORREY CANYON incident the need for some plan to handl e

this sort of spill in the future . Olympic Maritime of Monte ~

Carlo, who admitted they were the managers of the Onassi s

fleet, which included the ARROW, had assumed no responsibility ~

for the establishment of a contingency plan and maintenance

of personnel for its use in the event of a major spill from

one of their vessels . Apart from participation in TOVALOP

no such plan was prepared and this policy did not change even

after the ARROW incident . Their only direction to a Master

of one of their ships is to report the grounding immediately

to them so that they can arrange for action to be taken in

that part of the world where the ship finds itself .

The ARROW was, of course, under a time charter

to Esso International and was engaged in transporting cargo for

Imperial Oil . Imperial Oil Limited had realized the need to

develop plans for the protection of the environment and in

t
It

1
1969 had prepared an oil spill clean up manual to guide their

personnel in attacking spills caused by their company's opera-

tions throughout the country . They had a central committee ~

in Toronto and regional committees throughout Canada prepared

to go into action as soon as receiving notification of a spill .

They are one of the few companies dealing with petroleum pro- ~

ducts that had advanced their contingency plan to this stage .

imperial oil's manual was not designed, how- ~

ever, to cope with a situation such as that which occurre d

at ChQdabucto Say . Although the organization was there, not

sufficient technical research had been conducted to attack

the problems of Bumker "C" spilled in a cold marine environ-

ment

. The Department of Transport had realized the
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need for such a plan after the TORREY CANYON and submitted

amendments to the Canada Shipping Act to Parliament authorizing

the Minister to step in and take charge of a potential pollu-

tion situation . Apparently the legislators were not as

impressed with the seriousness of the situation as the senior

members of the Department of Transport and the provision in

the legislatian authorizing the recovery of monies expended

was deleted .

"495D. All expenses incurred by,

(a) the Minister in removing, destroying or
selling a vessel, its cargo or fuel pur-
sua:• tt to section 495C, -

(b) Her majesty in preventing the spreading of
any cargo or fuel that has escaped or been
disc'iarged from a vessel, and

(c) Her lf.ajesty in cleaning any property fouled
by ayty cargo or fuel that has escaped or
been discharged from a vessel ,

shall conEcitute a debt due to Her Majesty b y

I

'I

(d) the )wner, the charterer and the master of
the vessel at the time it became distressed
or s tranded or was wrecked, sunk or abandoned,
as the case may be ; or

(e) the person whose act or fault or whose ser-
vani:s' act or fault caused the distress,
stranding, wrecking, sinking or abandoning
of the vessel or the escape or discharge
of ►:he cargo or fuel from the vessel . "

This left the Minister with no source o f

funds to back up his new legislative responsibility . The mood

of Parliament permeated the Civil Service and efforts which

had been commenced-to establish an overall attack on pollution

made little headway and as a result when the ARROW grounded

on February 4th, 1970 there was no contingency plan under

which government forces could attack the problem . At that

time, such a spill was not considered to be a government

responsibility . Its clean up was left to the owner of the
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ship and its cargo spurred on by the cajolry of the Depart-

ment .

Apparently no real lesson was learned from the

TORREY CANYON disaster or the major oil spills that preceded

it . The attitude that it can't happen here prevailed an d

the voices of those who called out, warning of the dangers of

pollution were ignored . There was virtually no preparation

in Canada for such a marine disastera It is hoped that the

lesson has now been brought home and that Canada will never

again be unprepared in this field .

THE ARROWS CONDITION:

Strong positions were taken throughout the

hearings concerning the condition of the ARROW and her equip-

ment . At Phase I of this Irquiry it was determined that the

cause of the grounding was the negligent navigation by the

Captain of the ship . It was, of course, his responsibility

to navigate his ship in the light of conditions existing at

.the time, including the condition of the ship and its equip-

ment . It does not necesarily follow, however, that his error

of judgment could not have been avoided if his ship had been

better equipped with navigational aids . Nor can it be said

that the condition of the ship did not contribute to the ex-

tent of the pollution of Chedabucto Bay . I put these pro-

positions in the negative because there is no evidence to

confirm them . We can only look at the facts and base pro-'

bative arguments upon them o

The captain of the TORREY CANYON had under

his command a new ship containing all of the latest electronic

aids to navigation and yet he managed to ground a fully loaded

120 thousand ton tanker on a well known rock on the south

coast of England, spilling her cargo of fuel'oil in the-Englteh

Channel and polluting both the shores of England and France .
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The Captain of the ARROW was sailing a 22-year old vessel

carrying 16 thousand tons, ill-equipped with navigational

aids when he grounded his ship on Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto

Bay . In both cases the responsibility for the grounding falls

on the Captain who could and should have avoided these navi-

gational hazards by the exercise of proper skills and pro-

cedures as a navigator . In the case of the ARROW, however,

the Master did not have available to him as many aids to

navigation and it can be argued that if he had this additional

electronic assistance he may have been warned of his predica-

ment before it was too late to avoid the tragedy .

The radar .set on the ARROW was not functioning

properly . It had been spoking or sectoring during the pre-

vious month and was more than useless to the navigator . It

was, in fact hazardous to use it as spurious blips were being

shown causing nothing but uncertainty . The blaster should not

have been using the radar at all . Had the set been working,

however, he may have avoided the grounding .

The ARROW was not equipped with either Loran

or Decca, two of the most modern aids to navigation . Once

again it can be argued that electronic navigational systems

which were available at Chedabucto Bay might have prevented

the disaster if the ARROW had been supplied with equipment

for their usP .

The second proposition deals with the con-

dition of the ARROW and whether it may have contributed to the

extent of the pollution . Once again a comparison may be made .

The TORREY CANYON ripped the bottom of her forward tanks when

she hit the rock and continued to spill her cargo during the

nine days she remained on the rock before she broke her back,

rAhen another 50 thousand tons of crude oil was spilled into

the seas<. She was a new ship . The ARROW was about the oldest

ship in her fleet . At her last major inspection period she
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had had her deck plates renewed but subsequently on different

voyages had suffered damage . On her voyage from Aruba to

Salem on December 27th, 1969 high seas damaged the hatch of

number 7 port cargo tank and pipes were broken . When she

arrived in Salem oil was found to be escaping from a rivet

on her starboard side near number 6 tank . After her fatal

grounding, oil was escaping from the vent pipe above the

foredeck and its condition was such that attempts to plug the

holes were unsuccessful . There was also an aperature in num-

ber 4 hatch coaming through which oil escaped into the sea .

The emeogency diesel generator was not working

and had not .been in order since the Master took command . Had

it been working, the attempts to raise steam on board would

have been greatly assisted . There was also evidence that the

watertight doors on the front bulk head of the poop deck were

twisted and caused difficulty when it was necessary to make

them watertight, and that valves on the tanks of the after

deck could not be moved due to distortion of the reach rods .

Whether these last two circumstances were due to the condition

mf the ship or were damaged when the ship grounded is a matter

of conjecture . Captain Madsen was of opinion that the ship

was sound and that the damage observed was caused by the

grounding . He found no weakness in the structure of th e

ship which would have contributed to the escape of oil apart

from the damage caused as a result of the grounding .

The main check on the condition of ships such

as the ARROW is done by classification societies such as the

American Bureau of Shipping . Surveys are conducted in three

year intervals and classifications assigned on the basis of

these surveys . The standards that must be maintained by the

ships are dictated by the requirements of their insurers and

the International Conventions for the Safety of Life at Sea .

Additional supervision of the condition of
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these tankers is carried out by Esso International . Captain

Madsen described how they satisfy themselves that tankers

they charter meet warranties as to fuel consumption, speed,

pumping performance, etcetera . This grogramme of inspection

was only begun in 1968 and therefore it did not apply to the

ARROW itself but is now done beforp any new ship i'a taken on

charter .

The only international agreement dealing with

oil pollution was established to prevent or control the de-

liberate dumping of oil into the sea and does not establish

any standards of navigation, construction or equipment aimed

at the prevention or minimization of major oil spills .

It is impossible to say that any consideration

has been given to the prevention or minimization of the hazard

of a major oil spill in the establishment of classifications

assigned by associations such as the American Bur3au of Ship-

ping or in the granting of certificates of compliance with

any of the existing international conventions controlling

ships at sea . Nor is the inspection being made by the

charterers directed towards this end . Should increased stan-

dards or recruirements be necessary, a new international agree-

ment will have to be reached, or unilateral regulations

adopted for the passage of ships through Canadian waters .

The international approach,is, of course, the most desirable

since oil can flow for hundreds of miles on the surface of the

sea before polluting a land mass . Agreements of this nature,

however, are slow in realization and the other alternative

may be necessary as a stop-gap measure .

GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION

1
f

The fact that there was no government organi-

zation in existence prepared and authorized to deal with the

potential pollution threat caused by the grounding of the

I
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ARROW does not mean that there was any lack of governmental

participation in the efforts to minimize that threat . The

federal departments of Transport, National Defence, Fishery

and Forestry, Energy Mines and Resources assigned personnel

and equipment to the areas as soon as the threat to th e

ecology became apparent . Many of the Departments of the

Government of the Province of Nova Scotia pitched in as well .

There was no lack of desire on behalf of government agencies

and personnel to assist in this calamity, but their efforts

were not conducted on an organized basis during the early

days of the affair .
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CHAPTER 1 4

THE TASK FORCE

By February 13 the shores of Chedabucto Bay

were heavily polluted with oil that had escaped from the

grounded tanker ARROW and the initial efforts of the owners

of the ship and the cargo to remove the potential of further

pollution which remained in the stern section of the ship had

failed . The enormity of the problem of cleaning up the Ba y

and handling the sunken wreck had been realized by the minister

of Transport and his senior advisors at the time of his visit

to the area that day. The resources already committed to the

problem were obviously insufficient and the fact that it was

the first major spill in this country left the Minister with

no previous experience or knowledgeable personnel to-fall back

on. Nor were there any funds authori?;ed by Parliament to-deal

with this unique situation .

A decision was taken to establish a Task Force

to attack the problem and give it full authority and backing

for such an operation . The full resources of the public ser-

vices of Canada were made available to the Minister for the

selection of the~teaia . By February 20th the three men to head

the Task Force had been chosen .

Dr . Patrick Duncan McTaggart-Cowan, the exe-

cutive director of t"ie Science Council of Canada was chosen

to act as chairman of the Task Forcea Before assuming his

executive post with the. Science Council of Canada, he had been

president of a Canadian university and from 1959 to 1963 had

been head of the Tintaorological Service of Canada . He held

:.i B .A . in Mathematics and Physics If-rom the University of

British Columbia and a Bachelor's Degree in Natural Science

from Oxford . During the last war he was on loan from the

Canadian Government to the Royal Air Force where he acted as

Command meteorologica ;. Officer of the R .A .F . Ferry Command .
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In recognition for these wartime services he was subsequently

awarded a degree of Doctor of Science by the University of

British Columbia .

Dr . H. Sheffer, the vice-chairman of the

Defence Research Board of Canada, was named Deputy head of

the Task Force . He possessed a Ph .D. degree in chemistry

and a great deal of administrative experience .

Captain (N) M. A. Martin, the Deputy Chief

of Staff (Combat Readiness) Maritime Command Headquarters,

Canadian Armed Forces, was the third member selected for the

Task Force . He was a highly qualified naval officer, know-

ledgeable in the field of combined military operations making_

use of land, sea and air forces simt:itaneotisly .

The Minister's verbal inEtruction$ to the

Task Force were to deal with the oil in the wreck, the

oil on the water and the oil on the sYore, and, having done

that, to write a report telling him hcw we could do better

next time in the kind of preparedness we should have for

future cases .'

The Task Force went tc. work- immediately. Dr .

McTaggart-Cowan assigned his librarian at the Science Council

to the task of pprusing the world's literature on oil spills

in cold environments and then they he3dgd for Halifax, where

they met with Commodore Morrow of Maritime Cotmnand on --`ebruary

21st, and were briefed on the situaticn to data by the key

people involved. Mr . Weston was asker. to outline in general

but briefly what had happened to date at Chedabucto Say ,

which he did . Other briefings were preecxated . 3s well and

the Task Force began to formulate somt . organizational pla :6s .

They immediately realized the need to set tip a headquarters

for the operation* at Port Hawkesbury and &iscussed the type

of facilities they would require with Maritime Command be-

fore they left for the scene . Now the.t the Usk Force had

taken over, Mr . Weston and the local Department of Transport
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officials were relieved of their former obligations, but from

then on were assigned the t9sk of providing administrative

support to the Task Force. Swpegi&b oil Limited offered their

services and it was ag reed that Mr . O'Connell would be aeoigned

to Port Hawkesbury to assist La the future operations . The

Task Force moved directly to Port Hawkesbtary that day and set

up headquarters in the Port Hawkesbury motel . During the'

evening Mr. Weston described to them in detail Captain Aadoen°s

plan for removing oil from the stern section of the ARROW,

while they were in the process of determining their initial

options, and planning their attack on their assignment .

The Task Force mobilized vast forces for the

clean up of the oil in and around Chedabucto Bay . There was

hardly a discipline recognized in the sciences and engineering

faculties of the universities that was not represented . The

Armed Services and the Department of Transport produced ships,

seamen, divers, communications experts, vehicles, helicopters,

and technici8nso Scientists were recruited at the universities

and through the Departments of Fisheries, Energy Mines and

Resources, the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, the Fisheries

Research Board and whssxe~.rer else necessary .

Captain Svend Madsen was invited to return to

Port Hawkesbury and then assigned to the task of removing the

remainder of the cargo from the sunken ARROW by the method

which he had been developing . To assist in this operation,

the American Salvage tug CURB was chartered and the Canadian

naval divers brought to the scene . The oil barge IRVING MALE

was equipped to lighter the wreck by use of the ' hct tap'

method devised by Captain AYadsen p

Co7 =cnicaitions were one of the initial pro-

blems encountered as so many people were drawn to the scene

and this problem was overcome by cooperation among the Coast

Guard, R . C . M . P ., marine radio and the mobile aircraft control

tower brought to the area . Different frequencies assigned to
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these groups made the problem more difficult then it would

have been had there been a common frequency available, but

their skills were used to overcome this deficiency .

The Emergency Measures Organization of Nova

Scotia turned out to be an organization which greatly assisted

the Task Force. Dr . McTaggart-Cowan says that they seemed to

be.able to know where to find the myriad of odd items required

by operation oil (as it became known), and were usually abl e

to effect very prompt delivery .

An intensive meteorological system was ne-

Executive Assistant - Mr . K . B . Yuen, Headquarters ,

cessary and supplementary stations had to be established around

Chedabucto Bay . To maintain this service meteorologists ha d

to be seconded from military stations and carry out this work

during what would normally have been their periods of leave .

Dr . William L . Ford was selected to head up

the scientific coordination team for the Task Force . He was

then the director of the Atlantic Oceanographic Laboratory

of the Bedford Institute of Oceanography and took immediate

leave of this post in order to devote his full time to Opera-

tion Oil . Working with the scientific coordinator on the

team were

Marine Science Branch, Department of Energy
Mines and Resources

Chemical Science - Dr. A . Y . MacLean, Nova Scotia
Technical College

Environmental Sciences (Physical) - Dr . C . S . Mason,
Atlantic Oceanographic Laboratory, Marine
Scientists Branch, Department of Energy Mines
and Resource s

Environmental Sciences (Ecological) - Dr . R. W.
Tritest Marine Ecological Laboratory,
Fisheries Research Board of Canada

Clean Up Technology - Dr . W . D. Jamieson, Atlantic
Research, Atlantic Regional Laboratory,
National Research Council .
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A scientific liaison officer was established

at Port Hawkesbury to maintain communication between the Task

Force and the scientific coordination team. An ad hoc ad-

visory committee of senior officers of participating organi-

zations was convened to review progress with the scientific

coordination team and to ensure that measures for cooperation

and coordination were commensurate with the task ahead . The

members of this committee were

Dr . J . S. Blanchard, President, Nova Scotia Re-
searcch Foundation

Mr. R . N . Gordon, Regional Director, Department
of Fisheries and Forestry

Dr . D . R. Idler, Atlantic Regional Director of
Research, Fisheries Research Board of Canada

Dr . B . D. Loncarevic, Acting Director, Atlantic
Oceanographic Laboratory

Dr. A.C . Neish, Director of Atlantic Regional
Laboratory

Dr . J . G . Retallick, Director General, Defence
Research Establishment (Atlantic )

Dr . G . A. Riley, Director, Institute of Oceano-
graphy, Dalhousie Universit y

Mr . E . L . Rowe, Director, Nova Scotia Water Re-
sources Commission

Mr . G . H . Watson, Wild Life Biologist, Canadian
Wild Life Service .

I have enumerated the persons, organizations

and resources assigned to Operation Oil to indicata the com-

petence of the forces brought to bear on the problems of

Chedabuct.a Bay by the. Task Force . It is not my intention to

deal specifically with the detailed activities conducted

under Operation Oil as this has been very fully covered by

the Report of the Task Force filed with the minister of Trans-

port on September lst, 1970 . The first volume of their report

I
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deals with what was done by the Task Force to carry out its-

terms of reference and makes recommendations for the future .

The second volume of that report contains the report of the

scientific coordination team to the Task Force, which embodies

not only the results of their work but also of the research

conducted and marks a s®al Canadian contribution to the world

scientific literature dealing with oil spills in cold water

areasm Volume three of the report contains individual reports

on the many activities conducted during operation Oil made

by the persons or groups assigned to the various tasks .

A tramend®us effort was made by all partici-

pants in Operation Oil to accomplish their assigned tasks .

From the outset it was apparent that there . was very little

assistance to be derived from the scientific literature of

the world as no major oil spill of Bunker "C' fuel had been

experienced in cold water temperatures before . Nor had the

problem of removing oil from a submerged tanker been en-

counteredo By the time the Task Force took over about 8

thousand tons of the ARROW' s cargo had escaped from the ship

and the calamity had reached catastrophic proportions . One

hundred and ninety of the 375 statute miles of shore line in

Chedabucto Bay had been contaminated in varying degrees. The

threat from the oil remaining in the sunken stern section

presented a real danger of a further massive flow. Fishing,

fish operations, bird gigeo and the marine eco-system were

being menaced by oil still floating in the Bay and the effect

of this massive pollution on the economy and ecology of this

part of Nova Scotia was unknown a

It is only necessary here to deal with the

highlights of the Operationo Once the problems were isolated

and the options detsrrninado a concerted effort was made by

the Task Force to clean up Chedabucto Bay . The efforts con-

tinued through the Spring and Summer and to the extent that it

was possible to complete such an assignment by the Fall .
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Through the tremendous efforts of the team

of Navy divers and the many persons assisting them, Captain

Madsen was able to remove 1 .3 million gallons of the remaining

cargo of the ARROW resting on the bottom of the sea and de-

posit it in the tanks of the YRVING WHALE . This left about a

thousand gallons which was subsequently removed when the

water was warmer in October . it was, of course, impossible

to drain thp oil from every nook and cranny in the wreck and

small amounts of oil can be seen today coming to the surface

especially when the temperature rises or the wreck is dis-

turbed by the action of the sea . The main threat, however,

of further pollution from the stern section of the ship has

been abated .

There was oil left in the bow section still

resting on that part of Cerberus Rock where it had originally

been grounded . It was impossible, however, to attack the

problem of this oil at the same time as the stern section

with the men and equipment available . Consequently, about 500

tons of oil was released from the bow during this period and

blown ashore by the gales before anything could be done about

it .
.
The oil that was recovered from the stern

section was taken to the Imperial Oil refinery at Dartmouth .

It was found to contain a 12 percent water content and this

was subsequently removed and the oil readied for re-use .

While plans were proceeding to recover the

oil from the wrock the Task Force was trying to det~sirmine the

best method of dealing with the oil already ashore, the oil

approaching shore and the oil mixed with ice . No method was

found to deal w.-.th the oi.l in ice problem . It tiras realized

that the ice would eventually melt retzxininci the oil. to the

water and a proi~,rame of containment of this .oil was there-

fore pursued to prevent its spread as rash as possible . Dams

were built to prevent the flow of oil through the Lennox
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Passage and the Canso "_'ickleo These were areas where there

was an alternate method of access. Booms were used in other

areas but the state of the art in developing booms was

minimal and construction of booms was on the trial and error

basis .

many attempts were made to burn the oil

emulsion but it was found that temperatures up to a thousand

degrees Farenheit were necessary in order to cause combustion . .

This made burning virtually impossible .

An attempt was made to design a portable blast

furnace for burning the oaterials accumulated on the shor e

but this proved ineffective as well . A great deal more re-

search is necessary in this field .

Although it was not the most desirable solution

to the problem the oil that was gathered had to be taken to

dump sites where it was stored underground, in areas wher e

the heavy clay undegbuxden is impervious to Bunker "C° .

These areas were difficult to locate and the assistance of

the Provincial grorndwater and mining people was necessary

so there would be no possibility of the oil pollut:iag water

resources . The dump sites were covered with clay and then

top soil and trees were planted .

Thousands of suggestions were pouring in as

a --esult of the world-wide publicity to the spill about

methods czf recovering the oil. from the water . These, were

sifted by the members of the Task Force and t .ll<e sc:ient_{¢ic

coordination team and the most promising technique was one

developed on the West Coast following the Santa Barbara spill,

known as a°slick-lickPr° . Arrangements were made to have a

prototype brought in and after a*aumber cf design features

were altered and the machine greatly strengthened, three

more were built. This meant that there were four machines

capable of lifting oil from the 3urface for disposal .
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Basically the slick-lickers were made of a conveyor belt

which picked up and conveyed the oil on the surface to a

wringer similar to the old fashioned wringer-washer and the n

deposited the oil in a 45 gallon drum . The equipment was

mounted on a barge and when the drums on board were filled,

they were taken ashore and carted away by trucks to the dump

sites . Had these"slick-lickers been available earlier, it

would have been possible to prevent a good deal of the

pollution which found its way ashore .

The scientific coordination team conducted

extensive research into the possibility of using chemicals

for cleaning the shore pollution . They found that various

dispersants on the market had varying degrees of toxicity .

The difference between toxicity of the many dispersants and

the further difference between the toxicity of different

batches of the same commercial dispersants were taken into

consideration . The scientists realized that there was a great

deal of oil on the shore and that damage had been done t o

the intertidal zone . From their observations, little damage

had been found to the marine fauna and flora in the sub-

litteral area and in deeper water . The effect of the use of

chemical dispersants may have been to bring some toxicity to

this area and possibly cause some damage to the fishing in-

dustry, it was decided to attack the clean up problem with-

out usa of chemicals .

Later research established that some of the

chemicals proposed had a very low toxicity themselves, but

when they were mixed with the Bunker °°C" which was also low

on toxicity the combination became moderately toxic . Much

more research remains to be done in this field .

When the decision had been made not to use

chemical dispersants and burning had been found impractical,

the only remaining way to clean the shores and beaches was

mechanical . of the 190 miles of shoreline polluted only 3 0

I
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miles were attempted to be cleaned . The only areas that

could be cleaned were the beach areas and the rocky shores

were destined to remain bgack . Beaches that were lightly

oiled were cleaned by using manual labour . 'Slick-Pickers' as

they became knowno worked their way down this type of beach

with shovels placing the globs of oil in plastic bags . These

bags were subsequently carted off to dump sites . The heavily

fouled beaches had to be cleaned with bulldozers, front and

loaders and dump truc3cso In some areas the surface material

was removed to a depth of four feet and in others just inches .

These methods were auccossful in cleaning the beaches but

due to the presence of mo much oil on the adjacent rocky

shores, they became re=oi,ged two or three times during the

summers

The remainder of the oil polluting the shores

of Chedabucto Bay will remain until nature has removed it by

the process of bi.odegradationo Where the shores and beaches

are exposeda the cleaning process will be accelerated . It is

not. known hcd many years will be required before the remaining

.evidence of the ARROW disaster will be removed from the coast-

line. One year has already passed and many of the beaches

that were c :leaAed have been re-oiled . There is still some

oil coming to the surface from the wreck and other oil is

being moved about from one location on the shoreline to

anothero The shore Is still bl4ck .

The Task Force also attacked the problem of

cleaning fishing gear fouled by the ARROW's cargo . The

fishing vessel PIERRE STE . HELENE was the first to report

the oiling of' her seine neto These nets are worth about 25

thousand dollars and once fouled cannot be used . Their re-

placement would require a time lag of many months and . this

would mean that nianv fishermen would be unable to earn their

livelihocd during the regular fishing season . The scientific
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coordination team were able to design and have constructed

a large l.aundro:nat,at a cost of 22 thousand dollars, capable

of cleaning these seine nets . Already 200 thousand dollars

worth of gear has been cleaned with this piece of equipment

and the job was completed with such dispatch that very little

time was lost from the fishery .

Cleaning wharves and boats by steam was found

to be efficient, but, of course, oil was dumped back into the

sea in the course of the process . It was later found that

this could be absorbed by placing peat moss in the water and

then recovered with the slick-lickers before further pollution

was caused .

While the Task Force was conducting operation

03l, reports were received of heavy o i l having reached the

shores of Sable Island approximately a hundred mil.es .out on

the Atlt.ntic from the scene of the wreck . The importance of

determining the origin of this pollution was . immediately

realized and the scientific coordination team produced a more

accurate method of fingerprinting oi3 than had been previously

used . By this ° gas chromatography analysis' they were able to

astabiish that-4:he oil which arrived at Sable Island originated

in the cargo ~:anh .s of the ARROW. The ability of oil to move

such a distance on wat.ar before becoming a shore pollutant

must be tcepi;, in zr:.ind when formulating measures to prevent

or pollution in the future .

One of the important roles played by the Task

.Force dLring their s.tay at Chedabucto Day was in the field of

pazblie rel.us.ior: :; . The residents of. the area naturally were

dismayed by the caZtmity- and a great deal of misinformation

t,la!:.. hie i s, arc u_rsrl . The Task Force Commander and the

psib? ic reXyti;ior>s; f:e.aEx met with local residents and their

leaders, and lrit. t.h.er:i knaw what was being done . Where possible,

they invited their participation in the decisions concerning

1
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the clean up . They were asked to express their opinion as

to whether they would prefer the possibility of pollution in

a highly developed area as against the inconvenience of a

dam. They were asked to keep the Task Force informed of the

information they were acquiring and were encouraged to continue

with their fishing activities rather than give up in despair .

Qualified people were brought to give advice and the residents

were given every assurance that no effort would be spared to

overcome their plight o

By taking the people of Chedabucto Bay into

their confidence, the Task Force received their cooperation

in exchange . Many a misunderstanding was avoided and the

fishery continued in a normal way .

The Public Relations group dealt also with

the national and world. press . Organized arrangements were

made to meet the demanding requirements of the media who

brought home the real tragedy of such pollution to all

Canadians and the c-itizens of other countries bordering on

the sea .

A ;: .i:hough the work- of the Task Force was sub-

stantially completed by Septem'ner 1st, 1970 , at the time it

filed its report same of its work sti ll goes on . During the

Fall the x em.s.3nder of the oil that vas pumpable was removed

from the stern section at a period when the temperature of

the water was highes t . The dam., constructed to prevent

pollution oi :i.l eventually have to be removed . The research

into the many problems created by this oil spill and the

clean up ptocedu2es attempted continues and the scientific

assessmen t. ::= r.,f the effect of the spill on the ecology of the

area remains to be completed .

Ln the opinion of Your Commissioner the appoint-

men t of the Task Force to clean up the mess deposited in

Cizadabu: :;.o Bay by •rht:! gr.:)ti.ind.ed •':anke.r ARROW was absolutely

necessA~,y . The small force nrovided by the owners of the ship
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and the owners of the cargo and the Government at the outset

did everything they could under the circumstances to minimize

pollution damage, but they were unable to cope with the myriad

of problems created when they failed to contain or dispose of

the ARROW's cargo . The Task Force moved in with extensive re-

sources in the form of manpower and funds and did what had to

ba done to alleviate the situation . They used their scientific

and technical abilities to remove the balance of the threat

both frc►Yn the sunken ARROW and the oil emulsion floating on

the :;urface . Mechanically they cleaned the beaches and the

fishing gear fouled by Bunker "C" . The members of the Task

Force and the many hundreds of people who assisted are to be

congratulated for their excellent.• service rendered at Cheda-

bucto Bay . it is 4'allacy to suggest that the oil spill caused

by the ARROW has ',:,ee.Y cleaned up . The Task Force-realized at

the outset that all they could expect to do was remove the

pollutan4;. that vra :i rac:overable . Nor was there any chance of

cleaning more than 1 5 percent of the total polluted coastline .

Only, the sandy bea~r.hes could be cleaned without using disper-

sants and the csf.hax: 1 60 miles of rocky coast remained as black

as the day when the oil first reached the shores . The oil

is still there an4 will remain for years to come . Beaches

once clear:;zd will be re-oiled, &I-1--hough not as heavily as

beforf, : The fo;: c=s of nature will determine . when the last

evidence of the ARROW will disappear irom Chedabucto Bay .
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CHAPTER 15

DAMAGE®.®

The real damage caused by an oil spill is

not always apparent o The potential damage that may be caused

by a future spill is difficult to comprehend . In this chapter

I will deal with the actual damage to the marine and shore

enviroment demonstrated ag .Chedabucto Bay as a result of the

ARROW spill and the possibilities that may be expected from

spills In the gutur® o I will also deal with the costs asso-

ciated with this type of pollution and the chances of their

recovery .

OIL AS A POLLUTANT

We were fortunate in having available to the

Commission not only the extensive reports of the scientific

coordination team of the Task Force and the evidence of Dr .

Ford and some of itm other members, but the personal atten-

dance of Drm Molly Spooner as well . Dr. Spooner, who is

associated with the Marine Biological Associatiori of the

United Kingdomo at the Marine laboratory at Plymouth, is one

of the world's leading authorities in the field of marine

biology. She has participated in the extensive research con-

ducted following the TORREY CANYON incident in 1967 and was

associated with her huaband in the production of the report

TORREY CANYON POLLUTION AND MARINE LIFE published in 196 8

by the Plymouth Laboratory . This work which is filed as

Exhibit P38, with the records of this Commission, is the

most comprehensive scientific study on marine pollution by

oil yet published o

Dr . Spooner participated as a consultant in

many other oil spillso The spill of the GENERAL COLOCOTRONIS
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at Eleuthera in the Bahamas in one example .-_8he and her hus-

band attended on behalf of the West of England 8hippinq Federa-

tion and attempted to see that the situation van handtod

better than the TORREY CANYON catastrophe . She was also

asked to go out to a pipe line spill in Saudi Arabia at the

request of`the Arabian-American Oil Company in May of 1970 .

She has worked on two spills of bunker oil on the south coast

of England, one from the FINA NORVEGE in Plymouth Sound and

the other the HEMSLEY on,the north Cornish coast . During the

summer she acted as consultant to the government of Australia

concerning an objection being .taken against oil exploration

being carried on at the Great Barrier reef . They wanted her

opinion as to the likelihood of damage to the coral reef if

drilling were permitted in this area .

The extensive experience acquired by Dr . Spooner

in her research into these and many previous oil spills has

given her a broad knowledge of the subject .

A review of some of the factors common to

this type of catastrophe will enable us to understand more

clearly the true effect of the ARROW's spill in Chedabucto

Bay. From the work of the Scientific Coordination team and

the evidence of experts in this field the Commission is satis-

fied that the following facts are material to a full under-

standing of the problem .

oil is a compia:: mixture of hydrocarbons con-

taining appreciable quantities of sulphur and traces of metals .

When it is brought to a refinery in its crude form it is sub-

j ected to a series of distillations to separate tho different

components or fractions ofth® oil . . The lighter fractions

such as gasoline and kerosene are the most volatile. The

least volatile portion commonly known as pitch remains after

separation of the lighter fractions and is used as a basi s

of either Bunker "C " fuel oil or asphalt . In order to deter-

mine the desired viscosity and sulphur content of the Bunker "C"
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the pitch is blended with more volatile fractions of th e

oil separated during earlier stages of the distillation pro-

cess .

There are many different kinds of crude oil .

They vary considerably in the distribution of the light and

heavy fractions and also in the degree of aromatic content .

This variation applies to the refined products as well . The

extremely well purified products may b a quite harmless, such

as parafin, but those fractions having a high aromatic content

are immediately toxic and the number 2 fuel oil, for example,

which has a 41 percent aromatic content was responsible for

the extreme kills caused by a recent spill at West Falmouth,

Massachusetts . most lighter fuel oils do`have a rather high

aromatic content and consequently are high ly toxic. Bunker "C",

on the other hand, does not appear to have much immediate

toxicity . The lighter fractions are also raore volatile and

present the threat of fire or explosion in the event of a

spill . They evaporate more rapidly than the lower fraction s

in which evaporation is minimal, and c :)m}aa.=tian is very difficult .

The specific gravity of Bunker "C" oil i s

close to that of water and it has a tendency to mix with water .

Its viscosity is very high making pumping e:nd other 21-orms

of hancilino extremely aifficulta When ti :i ;:: type of oil is

spilled in salt water it has a strong tend-aii:cy to form a

stable water-in-oil emulsion .

The length of time that oil remains in water

is also important, If it has been weathered and has had

plenty of time to lose any lighter fraLt3cn :so it will be far

less toxic than imnadiate fresh crude . The 1ighscar -inds

will be lost by evaporation . In the case of Bunker 'C" which

is commonly known as number 6 oil . many a--- : the liqhter fractions

have already been removed by the refining process, and the

toxicity removed in this way .

The most highly refined fractions ot the oi).
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evaporate very quickly and provide little toxicity . Their

greatest danger is through their volatile quality . The number

2 fuel oil such as diesel oil has the highest aromatic content

and presents the most immediate toxic effects . The lower

fractions present the least toxicity . They are almost impos -

sible to burn when emulsified-with water and the highly vis-

cous nature of the emulsion makes it difficult to handle .

The pour point of Bunker °C" of the type

carried in the ARROW was 30 degrees Farenbeit . The freezing

point of sea water of normal aalinity is about 2 8 .5 degrees F.

At the time of the grounding of the ARROW the oil in her tanks

was being carried at about 135 degrees F and as I mentioned

earlier, the temperature of this oil would reduce by about

16 degrees each 24 hours after it ceased to be heated, with a

somewhat lesser heat loss each day . The oil in contact with

the skin of the ship where the water temperature was below

the pour point of the fuel would congeal and gradually a layer

of solid oil would develop around the outer surface of the

fuel . The thicker this layer became the slower the rate of

cooling and this is why the ARROW's tanks could still be pumped

some five weeks after the grounding . It is also why some

congealed oil wonld remain after the pump out and have to be

removed when temperatures increased at a later date .

once oil becomes mixed in water a series of

changes takes place . Not too much in known about the exact

nature ol these changes but depending on the type of oil

involved EAthf:r an cni<.--in-wat :r emulsion or water-in-oil

mixture results . Some water-in-oil emulsions may contain

up to 80 percent water r~nd even though the mass of t8n® oil

may have been appreciably .Led :iced by evaporation, after a

long period at sea t,hEi bulk of the emulsified material may

yet exce :yd that of the original oil . In Chedabucto Bay the

emulsion of Bunker "C" r.il and sea water contained from 33

to 53 percent water . Such a water-in-oil emulsion has been

I
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compared to butter, whereas an oil-in-water emulsion compares

to milk. An oil-in-water emulsion develops when the oil is

split into such small particles that the scattered parts will

not re-aggregate . In this form the oil is in the best possible

state for attack by oil-consuming bacteria which will eventually

destroy any that is not evaporated .

A water-in-oil emulsion may be converted to

an oil-in-water emulsion by the use of detergents, or as they

are better known today, dispersants . This was the technique

used on the Cornish beaches after the TORREY CANYON *pill .

The'dispersants merely break down the oil into minute particles

so that natural degradation through bacterial action can

follow . They do not in any way destroy the oil itself .

Unfortunately dispersants themselves contain

a high proportion of aromaticso The higher the proportion of

aromatics the more effective it is as a solvent but at the

same-time the more toxica Where the preservation of marine

life is important the use of dispersants to speed up the clean

up of the oil ia undesirable .

Once the oil escapes into the sea, there are

only four ways by which it may disappear . Firstly, it may be

physically removed or burnt . Secondly, the lighter fractions

may evaporate or thirdly, they may go into solution . These

dissolved oils are initially highly toxic but are quickly

dispersed by currents and 6iffusion and diluted to a non-toxic

level. Fourthly, the ri-ma.i.nincy residue will, be subject to

oxidation by chemical processes or by bacteria. The latter

process is known as biological degradation . The rate of de-

gradation is generally slew but will vary depending upon many

environmental factors including temperature, wind, wave action

and the degree of dispersion of the oil .

All method-G of removing the oil are affected

by the type and stability of the emulsion resulting after the

oil enters the sea . The Bunker "C" oil spilled from the ARROW
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formed a very stable emulsion . This type of emulsion made

burning very difficult, made the use of dispersants less effec-

tive, even if they were to be used, and hinds-rod the use of

absorption'agents such as peat moss, eel grase and straw.

The 'stiffness' of the emulsion, however, did assint-in the

mechanical removal of the contamination from the water and

the shore and probably prevented some contamination of sandy

beaches because it would cut down the tendency of the oil to

flow through sand .

The emulsification of the oil led to a marked ,

increase of viscosity over that of the original Bunker "C" .

Experiments conducted by the scientific coordination team

established that such an emulsion could only be burned after

pre-heating to a thousand degrees F3renheit and by introduction

of air to counteract the release of water vapour whigh tended

to 'blanket' the flame . They established as well that the

presence of water in the oil cut down the ability of peat moss

to absorb oil and decreased the tendency of the oil to spread .

Iiicroscopic examination of the emulsion o f

oil emanating from the ARROW made four months after the ground-

ing established that there were considerable colonies of

bacteria present in the minute water droplets in the emulsion .

I rientioned previously that chemical .oxidation

i•ras one possible means of the'destruction of the oil . Thi s

is believed to be a process of photo-oxidation utilizing the

energy of ultraviolet light . Since this form of light does

not penetrate any appreciable depth of water, the process

will only take place near the surface or on shore . It-is

most effective in the tropics and might be a significant

fact-or in our climate in summer, but. this remains to be

esta1:)l1s1,_e•J .

Biodegradation is the main hope for the des-

truction of the oil polluting the shores of Chedabucto Bay .

I
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The bacteria attack the lighter fractions of oil most eagerly

but those who go for the heavy and more complicated molecules

are very slow in acting . Whether or not this type of bacteria

is present and the time required to destroy the oil remains

to be seen .

Some of the oil may disappear without being

oxidized away . It may become buried in the sediments on the

bottom and put out of action in that manner . Another possi-

bility is the uptake of some of the oil by flora and fauna .

It may disappear into the bodies of plants and animals . Re-

searchers established that the lower fractions of oil are not

very toxic to marine organisms directly but there may be some

serious .sublethal effects in the long term . Fish and other

,marine'animals that ingest the oil may become tainted and un-

marketable because of their oily smell but this condition is

usually cleared up in a matter of months . After the fish have

rid themselves of the oil they can be harvested and sold without

difficulty, as no trace of the oil can be smelled or taste d

by the purchaser .

A difference of opinion has developed, however,

in the scientific community concerning the long term dangers

to the public•by the consumption of fish and other sea animals

that have been exposed to an oil polluted environment . Some

of the heavier fractions of the oil come within the category of

potential carcinogens or cancer producing agents . When these

substances are taken up by marine organisms they are held in

the Fatty tissues of the animals rather than being excreted .

These hydrocarbons are not removed by prolonged residence in

clean water . This is precisely the same as the DDT story .

The carcinogens like DDT continue to accumulate and if the

animal is eaten its entire load is passed on to the predator .

Thus the concentration at higher levels of the food chain can

be increased by several orders of magnitude .
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Dr . Max Blumer, the senior scientist in the

Department of Chemistry at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute

in l :assachusetts, is recognized as one of the world's leading

hydrocarbon chemists . He has done extensive research into the

effects of oil on marine life and has reached the conclusion

that crude oil and petroleum products are toxic to most or all

marine organisms . He argues that petroleum hydrocarbons are

persistent poisons that enter the marine food chain and are .

stabilized in the lipids of marine organisms . They are then

transferred from prey to predator . Dr . Blumer states that the

marine ecology is damaged by oil pollution in the following ways :

1 . direct of kill of organisms through coating and asphyxia-
tion .

2 . direct kill through contact poisoning of organisms .

3, direct kill through exposure to the water solub'le toxic
compounds of oil at some distance in space and time from
the accident .

4 . destruction of the generally more sensitive juvenile
forms of organisms .

5 . destruction of the food sources of higher species .

G . incorporation of sublethal amounts of oil and oil pro-
ducts into organisms resulting in reduced resistance
to infection and other stresses .

7 . . incorporation of carcinogenic and potentially mutagenic
chemicals into marine organisms .

8 . low level affects that may interrupt any of the numerous
events necessary for the propagation of marine species
and for the survival of those species which stand higher
in the marine food web .

Dr . Bluner estimates that present practices in

tanker ba :1.lasting introduce about 3 million tons of petroleum

into the ocean each year and the pumping of bilges l~y other

vessels contributes ancA.hc,r 500 thousand tons . Inport losses

from loaii ~..ng and unloading contribute another estimated million

tons and if you add to this the amount of oil spilled in the
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sea from accidents such as the ARROW, TORREY CANYON, spills in

harbours such as that at West Famouth, Massachusetts, losses

during exploration and production such as those at Santa Barbara

and the Gulf of Mexico, spills from storage tank and pipe line

breaks, and from untreated domestic and industrial wastes, be-

tween five and ten million tons of oil are dumped into the

marine environment annually . He therefore puts forth a very

strong argument in favour of measures to prevent any further

spills in the sea . in pursuing his argument he stresses the

hazard to public health through human consumption of the ac-

cumulated carcinogens and it is at this point where other

scientists disagree .

Dg . Molly Spooner stastces ~ that these carcinogens

may be found naturally in oysters and other shell fish and are

not necessarily producted from oil pollution . She does not

quarrel with Dr . Blumer°s chemical identification of the hydro-

carbons in .marine organisms but attempts to place their pre-

sence in a broader perspective . The only place where she has

heard of any direct connection between cancer and consumptio n

of fish products is in Iceland where a high incidence of stomaah .

cancer was associated with a similar high intake of smoked fish .

There was, however, no oil present in these fish and she at-

tributes the carcinogenic factor to the smoking of the fish .

Dr . Spooner states that the same material, 3-4 benzpyrene, that

was isolated by Dr . Blumer as the carcinogenic agent, is very

prevalent when autumn leaves are burned, or when food is cooked

on a Bar-B-0 . People are exposed to this hazard in many ways

at all times .

If fish or water should be polluted by oil

directly, then of course cons umption is restricted by the fact

that they would be tai.ried by smell and taste. The storage of

potential carcinogenic compounds in the fatty tissue of animals

does not grant this protection however, since no smell or taste

warns of its presence . This, of course, is one of the more
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cogent aspects of Dr. Blumer's argument .

Dr . A . E . Martin, M .D ., D . Ph ., senior medical

officer of the Department of Health and Social Security in

Great Britain, dealt with the possible connection between cancer

and oil pollution at a Symposium at Avonaaoreo He cited the

known incidences of a connection between cancer and certain

occupations such as chimney sweeps, tar workers and engineering

workers subject to oil contamination . Further research con-

ducted between the First and Second World Wars established that

tar could produce cancer of the skin when painted on rabbits

and mice and that the responsible agents were polycyclic hydro-

carbons present in the fractions with higher boiling points .

In 1933 a potent carcinogen was isolated as 3s4 benspyrene in

tar and others were subsequently identified both in tar, soot

and mineral oils . Today many other chemical substances and

physical causes have been found to produce various forms of

cancer in industrial workers .

Small amounts of the polycyclic carcinogenic

hydrocarbons including 3 :4 benzpyrene are nor mally found in

drinking water supplies . About ten times as much is in the

polluted air in urban communities . Very little information

is available on the amount of intake from food . Dr . Martin

also takes the position that a very small amount of oil in

drinking water cr food would make it undrinkable and not

edible . This, of course, does not apply to the accumulations

of hydrocarbons in tissue which can .neither be smelt or

tasted . _

Dr . Martin points out that the number of

cancers where a chemical or physical agent can be implicated

in man is very smal -'i. and in view of the state of researc h

in this field, it 3r~ d,_i'~,:a.cul} to judge the importance of many

of the carcinogens which occur in our environment . He con-

cludes that every effort: should be made to prevent contamina-

tion of drinking water supplies by oil and suggests that more
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information is required through research on the effect of

various quantities of polycyclic hydrocarbons .

Dr . A . Y. MacLean of the Chemical Engineering

Department of Nova Scotia Technical College attended the

Brussels Conference at which Dr . Blumer presented his paper .

He felt that Dr. Blumer had overstated his case and did not

believe that there was any scientific data presented upon

which the inference could be drawn that any human had in fact

received cancer from oil o

From all the .evidence made available to the

Commissiono the connection between oil spills in the marine

environment and cancer on humans is a possibility, but one

reViging . a great deal more research before any firm conclusio n

can be reachedo

Anothex~,matg®r of concern is the effect of

the total concentration of oil in the oceans of the world .

Xt is known that vast quantities of oil are deposited in the

ocean from many sources each year but the estimates vary . Dr .

Sgr,®®n®r felt-that ab®aat 3 million tons reached the sea where

Dro Blumer-,:placed the estimate from 5 to 10 million tons . Dr .

Fordp the head of the Bcienti$iC Coordination team, states

that insufficient investigation has been conducted in order

to determine the quantity or the effect such pollution is

having on the waters of the world . Whether the oil dumped

Into the sea is being naturally destroyed and having no effect

on marine ecology or whether the point has been reached where

no more oil can be received in the oceans without causing

serious-d~maqe.is unlcnowno All agree, however, that there is

potential danger and eVery effort should be made to prevent

further discharge into the ocean .

Now that I have reviewed generally the effect

of the introduction of oil into the marine environment, I will

deal specifically with the scientific findings resulting from

the ARROW's spill in Chedabucto Bay .
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DAMAGE TO MARINE ENVIRONMENT AT CHEDABUCTO BAY

The spilling of the cargo of Bunker °C" oil from

the tanks of the ARROW left Chedabucto Bay with heavy concen-

trations of oil-in-water emulsions on the shore line . There

was oil present in the water column and on the sea bottom,

although the concentrations there were very low .

Observations of the intertidal zone revealed

that oil was adhering to periwinkles and barnacles but the

species were all alive . Although common algae were in many

cases completely oiled, subsequent observations revealed no

indication of direct toxic effects on mature or juvenile

plants . Periwinkles appeared to be migrating from oiled to

clean locations .

Soft shell clams suffered about 20 percent

mortality . This appeared to be from suffocation from the oil

rather than toxicity. The clams moved up their rows to evade

the pools of oil that had drained down and if they survived

were unresponsive, although they subsequently recovered with

long exposure to air. As a matter of public safety these clam

beds which were non-commercial were closed . No further mor-

talities occurred after June but the beds remained closed and

further study will be conducted before reopening .

Studies of the sublittoral zone were conducted

by divers between low water mark and depths of 70 feet .

Thirty-three areas were surveyed and oil was found on the

bottom in only two of those areaso -Oil particles and alobules .

.are most abundant in the surf zones, and'near the surface .

In another area surveyed subseauently off the Canso shore where

there was 25 percent shore pollution, oil was found resting on

and floating just above the bottom three or four feet below

mean low water .

Few lobsters were observed in the early stages .

When the water temperature rose they began to appear . The

lobsters were clean and normal in behaviour, although one was
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found with oil on the ventral surface . Scallops were sampled

close to heavily oiled beaches, cooked and eaten with no evi-

dence of contamination . From visual examination there was

no conclusive evidence of any significant damage to the sub-

littoral fauna or flora in Chedabucto Bay .

Chemical analysis of a variety of animals

(clams, scallops, periwinkles, sea urchins, etc .) revealed that

oil was present not only in the digestive tract but in other

organs as well as the muscle tissues, and examination of

scalpins taken from the sublittoral zone in areas where glo-

bules were present on the bottom revealed that oil was present

in. the fa®cea but not on the gills .

Early in .match zooplankton samples were ob-

tained from the upper waters throughout Chedabucto Bay and

visually examined for oil o They appeared to have ingested an

oiglike substance and chemical analysis of the faeces showed

2,4 .perceaaL'Bunk®r .wC"o The animals containing th"e small

particles voided them within 24 hours and showed no signs of

distress . The oil passed through largely unaltered, was de-

-g acated with other undigested food, remained in the form of

faecal pellets considerably denser than sea water and there-

fore sank . in-the opinion of the Scientific Coordination team

this may constitute an important natural clean up process of

oil in the sea as the pellets contain a concentrated bacterial

flora which should hasten degradation .

Approximately one thousand fishermen earn

their livlihood at Chedabucto Bay in a variety of fisheries

including ground fish, lobster, mackerel, herring, smelts,

salmon and other less important species . The lobster fishery

was the most important part of the inshore fishery . There

are also four fish processing plants that normally employ

about 800 shore workers in the vicinity . These plants use
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large quantities of water and one of them was totally dependent

upon the sea for itu cleaning process . Until suitable filter

systems could be installed the threat of contamination was al-

ways present .

The lobster season was due to open April lst

and it was obvious that the danger of contamination had to be

determined . Only small amounts of oil were found on the

lobster grounds and tests were conducted to determine whether

or not the lobster fishery would be affected . It was con-

cluded that the meat and tamale of lobsters in Chedabucto Bay

would not be tainted by the oil and that any oiling of the

exterior of the lobsters could be cleaned by immersion in

running sea water .

The Scientific Coordination team has concluded

that there is no evidence to date that the ARROW oil. spill in

Chedabucto Bay has altered the yield of commercial fisheries

in the area in any way. The major problems have been with

contamination of-fishing gear, ships, docks and other equip-

ment .

Observations were made on seals, both at

Chedabucto Bay and Sable Island . About 5 percent were found

dead and the cause of death was from suffocation rather than

any toxic effects of the oil .

Estimates of the mortality of bird life caused

by the oil are difficult . The Canadian Wildlife Service has

estimated that about two thousand birds died in Chedabucto

Bay and another possible 5 thousand at Sable IsT.an'-1 . The

mortality will not, however, affect any particular species .

Some sheep became oiled along some of the Cape

Breton shore where sheep have access to the seaweed but auto-

topsies established that the death of four sheep could not be

attributed to ingestion of oil . The oiled seaweed, howeverr,

was considered a hazard to the sheep and its fleece and fences
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were erected as a preventive measure .

The spilling of 16 thousand tons of Bunker "CO

oil in the waters of Chedabucto Bay does not appear to have

had any substantial effect on the marine ecology of the area

or upon its fishery based economy . Apart from the possible

sublethal effect of the carcinogens that may have been taken

up by marine organismso the flora and fauna were not substan-

tially damaged, and whether or not a public health danger

exists in the long term cannot yet be determined . The fact

that the type of oib .b®Lng carried by the ARROW was of a low

toxicity and dispersants were not used to any great extent,

has helped to.minimine the damageo Had the cargo been number

2 fuel or one similar to it'and dispersants used, the damage

could have been devastating .

DAMAGE TO SHORE ENVIRONMENT AROUND CHEDABUCTO BAY

I®aill deal in this section with the effect

oi' th® .ARROW oil spill an the lives of the many people who

inhabited the shores of Chedabucto Bay .

Dmage to the fishing industry in the area

was pretty well limited to the fouling of some nets, boat s

and fishing gear . Suitable arrangements were fortunately made

by the Task Force to clean the nets and gear and a normal

catch of lobsters and ground fish was experienced . The men

who follow the sea did, however, suffer some inconvenience

and arecontinuir.g to do so . They were left with the problem

of cleaning their boats and the rearrangement of their patterns

of movement by the construction of dams and booms to prevent

further oil pollution . It was, of course, impossible to keep

the oil from their lines and clothing and even their dogs

became fouled and had to be cleaned . Some compensation was

paid for the economic loss that could be shown by the fisherme"n

as a result of their disrupted operations . But nothing could
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be done about the miserable conditions caused by the presence

of the oil and the fishermen simply had to suffer through them .

No actual damage was suffered by the fish pro-

cessing plants around the Bay, but the potential of damage was

so great that extreme measures to prevent it had to be taken .

Alternative supplies of water for washing their product ha d

to be obtained in two cases and in a third where no alternate

supply was available, a filtration system had to be developed

to make certain that the fish would not be tainted by the use

of sea water in the cleaning process . These services were

provided by Government through the Task Force and did not re-

present any actual damage suffered by the plants themselves .

No actual damage was established to the farming

industry of that part of the Province . There were some scares

and it was thought for a while that some sheep were being

killed as a result of contact with the oil on the shore . The

Scientific Coordination team established that the death of

the sheep had been caused by worms and not by the presence of

oil . It was, however, necessary to fence off some areas so

that sheep would not come in contact with the oil on the beaches

and damage their fleece .

One of the main industries of Nova Scotia is

tourism, and some of the polluted beaches would normally have

been used by tourists during the .summer season .- These beaches

were included in the areas attempted to be cleaned by the

Task Force but their subsequent reoiling lowered their useful-

ness as a tourist amenity during the 1970 season . It is im-

possible to say, however, whether the fouling of the shores

of Chedabucto Bay by the ARROW's oil in any way minimize d

the numbers of tourists visiting the area or caused-any damage

to the industry as a whole .

The persons who suffered the mast as a resul t

of the oil spill from the ARROW are those who live in and around

I
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Chedabucto Bay . They have suffered the full inconvenience and

aesthetic disturbance generated by the spill . They are the

ones who had to put up-with the period of uncertainty as to

the oil's effect on their livelihood. The housewives are the

ones who had to do the-extra cleaning when their children and

their pets brought the oil indoors . Sources of water used

for washing for generations had to be abandoned and new supplies

found. Their beaches cannot be used .'.without the threat of

contamination and the waters where their children used to swim

now have the ever present films of oil which take the real

enjoyment out of this amenity . Most of the shoreline is still

black and entry to the water over the oil polluted shore is

a constant reminder of the damage that can be done by another

tragic incident in the future o

It cannot be said that some people did not re-

ceive some direct benefit from the ARROW catastrophe . Many

of the people of. .the area received employment which they may

not otherwise have had . A tremendous demand for motels and

other services in the area was generated by the emergency .

-I am certain, however, that even those few who received some

benefit would join the vast majority of the people of Cheda-

bucto Bay in, itsisting that every precaution be taken to pre-

vent such an event occurring anywhere in this country in the

years ahead .

The people of the area were given an opportunity

to appear before a public hearing of the Commission held at

Port Hawkesbury on October 15, 1970 to express their views .

A joint submission was made to the Commission by Very Rev .

A . P . Poirier speaking on behalf of the many organizations in

the area and he iocal residents as well . He spoke for the

Municipality of the County of Richmond, the Isle Madame Board

of Trade, the Knights of Columbua Council 44607, the Arichat

Lions Club, the local branch of the Royal Canadian Legion, the

Teacher's Union, the Catholic 6doYnen 7 : : League and the Students'
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Union of the Isle Madame Regional High School . The brief re-

cognized the efforts that had been made through the Task Force

to clean up the pollution and felt that everything was done

that could have been done under the circumstances . They

pointed out very clearly, however, that their beaches were

being continuously repolluted by oil still coming from the

ARROW and other polluted areas, and felt that the eventual

clean up would be conducted by the forces of Nature . The pre-

sentation suggested that one or more swimming pools be erected

at public expense to compensate the people of the area for what

they had suffered . This they felt would be a very modest re-

quest under the circumstances . When questioned as to why the

request is being made to Government rather than to the owners

who caused the damage, they stated that they did not believe

there was any way in which recovery could be made against the

company which owned the ship .

At the time hearings were conducted in Port

Hawkesbury a survey of the condition of the shores of Cheda-

bucto Bay was undertaken by the Commission . What Monsignor

Poirier stated in his brief was correct . Oil is still coming

from the wreck of the ARROW although in small quantities, and

the beaches which were cleaned have been reoiled In many in-

stances . Their complaint is not a frivolous one in the light

of the catastrophe which their area suffered through a set

of circumstances over which they had no control . Recovery

against the owners would be very difficult and they can only

look to a governmental body for redress . refore spending any

further amounts on shoreline cleaning in the area, I would

recommend that serious consideration be given to their request .

COSTS OF THE CLEAN UP

The total contribution of the Govermment of

Canada to the cost of minimizing and cleaning up the pollution
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damage to Chedabucto Bay caused by the ARROW has been estimated

by the marine finance branch of the Department of Transport to

be $3,100,000o This figure includes the out-of-pocket expenses

actually paid for in cash together with estimates of the value

of the time of other goV®rnment personnel and agencies, and

the use of governmentt -eqaipmento The. estimate also provides

for the future.opeaing of the Lennox Passage dam and the cost

of retaoving the Canso Tickle dam o

imperial Oil Limited have estimated their con-

tribution to the clean up to .be over $900,000 .00 but no estimate

was made of the costs of Atlantic Salvage Limited or other

expenses of the owners during the early days after the grounding .

Other costs undoubtedly were incurred by the Government of the

Province'of Nova Scotia and by the local residents who donated

a good deal of their time to the causea The preparation of

cost estimates of this type with accuracy is very difficult

but it can be seen that very substantial expenditures were made

by different bodies in an attempt to clean up the mess caused

by the grounding of the ARROW In Chedabucto Bay .

RECOVERY OF COST S

The recovery of costs incurred by the various

persons damaged as' aresulg of the ARROW oil spill poses very

difficult problemso The normal action in rem against the

ship itself would be of n® as3istance since the wreck of the

ARROW now lays at the bottom and is of no value . The alterna-

tive of an action-against the owners of the ARROW for damages

caused-by the negligence of their master would be little better .

The company that owned the ARROW was incorporated in Panama

and as far as is known its'total assets were the ARROW and one

other ship which has subsequently been sold . If an action were

brought against this company, Sunstone Marine .(SA) of Panama,

there would be a limitation of amount that could be recovered
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by all claimants pursuant to section 657 of the Canada Shipping

Act of the equivalent to one thousand dollars gold francs for

each ton of the ship0s tonnagea Under the formula set forth

for the calculation of this amount p the limitation would work

out to approximately $730o000o The parties to the action would

have to establish the causal connection betwaen the negligence

of the Master of the ARROW and the damage they suffered an d

if successful, would be entitled to share in the total amount

of the judgment in proportion that their damages bear to the

total damages established . Since the company owning the ship

has no assets in Canada, it would then be necessary to attempt

to enforce the Judgment against the owner in Panama and if a

suitable procedure for this purpose was available, and the

company had assets sufficient to respond to the claim, recovery

might be made . If, on the other hand, the company was found

to have little or no assets, in fact, it would be impossible

to recover .

There is no evidence brought forward at the

Inquiry to indicate whether or not the compa:ay that owned the

ARROW carried public liability insurance which would permit

recovery of a Judgment against the owners . 'rhe evidence did

indicate that the owners were members of the TOVALOP scheme

but this would not be available as a source of recovery of

costs expended in the clean up except by a national government

or the owners themsel.ves . The individual claimant, any pri-

vate company or the Province of Nova Scotia would not have

any right to recover its damages under the TOVALOP scheme .

The difficulty of recovery of damages which may very well be

suffered in substantial amounts by private citizens and com-

panies from oil spills on our coasts, ntakes it imperative that

some better arrangement for their orotection should be worked

out for the future . In doing so it must be kept in mind that

we do not have in Canada the right to seize a sister ship of

1
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the offender to assist in the recovery of a judgment as was

done by England in the case of the TORREY CANYON .

TOVALOP

On Febrwgy bIo b970o the Canadian Government

was advised by letter that -Smstone Marine Panama (SA), the

owner of the ARROW, was a participating owner in the Tanker

Owners' Voluntary Agreement concaming liability for oil.

pollution known as TOVALOPo - This letter is on file as ex-

hibit Pll and enclosed with it were copies of the TOVALOP

agreements filed as exhibits P36 and P37a The letter con-

firmed that the obligations of S unstone Marine Panama (SA)

Under TOVALOP have been insured and gave the names of the

insurers .

On February 12, 1970, Mr . Arthur Tripp of

London, England, the managing director of the international

Tanker Owners' Pollution Federation, the organization which

manages TOVALOP, met with the Minister of Transport and Mr .

Stead, the associate deputy minister, in Ottawa, and dis-

cussed in detail the rights of the Canadian Government to

make a claim for the costs of clean up under the TOVALOP

arrangement .

TOVALOP is a voluntary organization which

was set up by the tanker owners of the world after it was

realized that coastal pollution from major oil spills was

becoming all toocommono A general description of the

scheme is set forth in the literature published by the

Association as follows :

TOVALOP originated from the determination
of certain tanker owners to take constructive
action with respect to oil pollution . These
owners recognized that marine casualties may,- on
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occgsiono lead to pollution of coast lines, at
least when crude oil, fiaeg : oil , heavy diesel oil .
or lubricating oil is discha.eged o (For conven-
ience theme materials will be referred to simply
as ftoill) o- These owners were aware of the fact
that traditional maritime laws and practice do
not always provide an adequate means for reiffi-
bursing .gnational governments who incur expendi-
tures to avoid or mitigate damage from suc h
poll ,ution, as well . as tanker owners who, on their
own initiative incur this kind of expenditure .
They recognized also that traditional maritime
law and practice do not encourage voluntary action
by tanker owners, or joint measures by governments
and tanker owners, against such pollution .

In an effort to establish responsibility to
national governments with respect to these matters,
to assure that there will be financial capability
to fulfil this responsibility and otherwise to
alleviate this situation, these tanker owners I-lave
developed an Agreement called "TOVALOP" which -is
available to all tanker owners throughout the
world .

TOVALOP provides that a Participating Tanker

Owner will reimburse national for ex-
penses reasonably incurred by t :~et~~ to prevent or

cles.tr! up pollution of coast lines as the result of

the negligent di sch.aLge of oil front ~l-_~e of ;-~is

tankErs o The tanker causing the diachE_gge is

presumed to be negligent unless the owner ^Wn es-

tablish that discharge occurred with:3tiai: the tanker's

fault . The Participating a\Tner would not, under

TOVALOP, re i wl LYr se ~1C~'T~:YC~~'s?? ".W;_- ::'..lC:-a:5 ';.1 -.) cosw s
incurred by private parties. i f a natienal
government spends ~xonies to
vate ly owned coast lines, ~,L; the wc`4.'~ -a of

negligence of the d .c.scharainj these
expenses sron •rhr-~ ta*Okex

In the e~rent of a negligent Qia.^har.:gz of oil ,
where '. the .oiTi _pollutes or . cauess grave and immi-
nent- danger ofof to lines he
Jurisdiction of a national qove:c'nu;ient ; the, tanker
owner , involved is obligated . to reimL-,_=t~!e tllae
national governnent concerned. f<;)r oil costs
reasonably incurred by it up to a maxinticv of
$ I00e©a $U 0 SJ per Sross registered. ton of the
tanker discharging the oil, or $1Qyf10t?,0©() ( f,T~ S .? .
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whichever is lessero IIf the owner himself also
helps remove the ®ilo his costs in effect result
in prorating the government's claim where the
combined cosgs enceed th®se limits. o

TOVALOP also contains provisions for reim-
busing a tanker-owner for any expenses reasonably
incurred by him to prevent or clean up pollution
from a discharge of oil . These provisions are
designed to encourage a tanker owner to take
prompt action to scwwve or kitigate pollution
damage o

TOVALOP applies only to physical contamina-
tion to land adjoining waters navigated by tankers
including structures built on this land . It
doesn B t cover fire or explosion damage, conse-
quential damage o or ecological damage .

TOVALOP will be administered by a limited
company regisgesed in England, and headquartered
in Z.osndonewhich will be called The International
Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited and
each tanker--owner who becomes a party to TOVALOP
would be a-membeg of this F'ederation. o TO'JA.LOP
requires each tanker owner who becomes a party
to establish and maintain ginandial capability
to fulfil his contractual obligations described
aboveo The parties to TOITALOP have made provision
to establish their financial capability by forming
another limited company registered in Bermuda called
International Tanker Indemnity Association Limited .
This Associa-*ion will. provide insurance coverage
for all tankLrs owned by the Partia8 to TOVALOP,
and thus assure that they would be capalDle of
fulfilling their rinanc:i.al conua3tmen7ts . Alter-
native coverage may be provided should the Associa-
tion consider this necessary .

TAVALOP is structured so that all ;:snker owners
of the world can at any time become participasxts .
Tanker owners o,.ming at least 50 per cent of the

tankers of the world (excluding tankers owned by
a government or governmexau agency and tankers, of
under 5,000 d,w .te) as measured by deadweight
tonnage must become parties before the principal
ob l igations of an owner Linder TOVUOP corme into
existence and TOVALOP itself becomes fully effective,
and 9:OVALOn will lapse if 80 per cent (with the same
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exclusions just mentioned) do not become parties
at the end of two years after its effective date .

In the case of any disputes, a national
government can enforce the liability of & . tanker
owner who is a party to TOVA.LOP through arbi-
tarion under the Rules of the International Cham-
ber of Commerce . This latter feature should
avoid the problems of establishing jurisdiction
and effecting collection which exist at present
in maritime law and practice .

When a tanker owner becomes a party to TOVALOP
he continues in the Agreement for an initial period
of five years from its effective date and for
successive two~grear periods, uales;3 he elects to
withdraw at the end of one of these periods . All
tanker tonnage (including barges capable of sea-
going service) otmed or barelacrat chartered by a
par.t:y to tha Agreenent will be covF7redy excluding
LNG and LPG carriers o

In sumnaa y a TOVALOP does the following .-

(1) Encourages immediate remedial action by
Participating Tanker Owners in the event of a dis-
charge of ail ~

(2) As v ures financial crpabilifhy of Pzrtic:i-
pat;ing Tanker Owners to fulfil their BblY_gy_ticns
under TOVALOP through ineuranc ~,, coverage .

( 3 ) Avoids Jurisdictional problems under
existing mariti7m.e law and practice .

( 4 ) Pl aces on tanker o.;r.sz thp burden of
disproving negligence .

( 5 ) Provides a national gsvarnmant with
mac.hines.-y ZzAL, making valid claims iaR~tc~ ; a zing

the fact that suc h gouerzraent mig~~ ~-_ not., undex
international or local law , have a 1,ega .l obli-

gation to senove oil diGncarged .i :=~« ;°,; a ta.nketi or
a legal right to recover removal ex'oen~es .

The mos=: important thi .;sq to rLaliz~ about

Tatrr-:.lop is that i t i5 cc►raplet e ly avcRur;.i :a:ry The

national gaverr men*t is given the privileqe of y a

under its provisions but the n&tional go2perrir ent ~+ould isavp,
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no right to enforce such a claim should this right to claim

at any time be unilaterally withdrawn . Whether or not a claim

is paid rests in the control of the Association who at the

present time will refer any disputes to arbitration . There

is, however, nothing to prevent the agreement being change d

by those who have control of it in the future .

The second thing to realize about TOVALOP is

that it was brought into force after 50 percent of the worldes

tanker tonnage accepted the Agreements on October 6, 1969 . It

will cease on October 6, 197 1 unless at that time 80 percent

of the tanker tonnage has accepted membership . The situation

today is that slightly more than 80 percent are members but

as the world tonnage increased this percentage will fluctuate .

Should the required percentage be reached at the appropriate

time, then members who have joined initially for a five ~ .year

period would be expected to remain as participants during that

period at least . There is provision that they may withdraw

should any amendment to the Agreement be made which is unsatis-

factory to them and undoubtedly they would be forced to with-

draw if they refused to pay their dues .

TOVALOP limits the amount to be paid per

pollution incident to $100 .00 U .S . per grosi registered ton

of the vessel fs°(.,}r, which the discharge was made, or a maximum

of $10 ,0 0 0, 00 0 . The amour.at which would be paid as a result

of the ARROW spiLl would be approximately $1,200,000 .00 and

under the Agreemenit, if the Canadian Government makes a claim

within one year from the date of the grounding of the ARROW

the $1,200,000 will be shareable between it and the owners

to the extent that each participated in the clean up of the

spill . When Mr . Tripp testified at the hea:rings on November

24, 1970, the Canadian Government had not, In his opinion,

made such a claim . It had merely given notice of its in-

tention to pursue a claim . Any claim that Is made would, of

course, have to be made against Sunstone Ma :rine (SA ) of Panama
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and not against the Federation, and any amount validly paid

to the Canadian Government-by the owners would be recoverable

under the Agreement from the Association .

The establishment of a claim under TOVALOP is

not as simple-as would appear on the surface . The definition

of damage by pollution is limited to physical contamination

damage to coast lines resulting directly from a discharge of

oil and does not include damage from fire or explosion, or

consequential damage or ecological impairment . It could thus

be argued that many of the scientific efforts taken to prevent

ecological damage to the Chedabucto Bay area would not be pro-

perly included in the costs covered by the scheme . Another

difficulty is presented when it is realized that the cost s

of the clean up and efforts made to prevent pollution must be

shared ratably between the Canadian Government and the owners .

The question must therefore be raised as to what expenses come

within the category of owners' costs . Does this include the

costs of Imperial Oil Limited which are alleged to have been

incurred both as representatives of the owners and as agents

of the Crown? Does it include the costs of Atlantic Salvage

Limited, who were attempting to prevent pollution as the re-

presentatives of the owners and TOVALOP? Are the expenses

incurred by Olympic Maritime Limited in sending personnel to

the scene to be included as well? These and other questions

which are difficult to answer will probably mean that it will

be necessary to resort to arbitration proceedings as permitted

under the Agreement before the matter can be finally settled .

Any private'citizen or corporation carrying on

business in-this country, who may have been . damaged by an oil

pollution incident, has, of course, no right to claim against

the owners under the TOVALOP arrangement .

It is the opinion of the Coamiss3on that a

voluntary arrangement for insuring tan ;cerz' liability for oi l

~
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pollution incidents like that of TOVALOP is not a satisfactory

method for the recovery of damages suffered as a result of an

oil spill . The right of persons and governments to recover

should be clearly established and suitable legislation en-

acted to establish the financial responsibility of tanker

owners using Canadian waters and an efficient procedure to

see that this responsibility is carried out .

CRISTAL

The oil companies have recently developed a

voluntary agreement similar to TOVALOP which provides funds for

the payment of claims up to .30 million . dollars to persons suf-

fering damage resulting from an oil incident . It is called

CRYSTAL after the first letters of its name, which is Contract

Regarding An Interim Supplement to Tanker Liability for nil

Pollution .

The preamble to the CRISTAL agreement recites

that it is designed to cover the period until the International

Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution and the Inter-

national Convention creating an International Compensation Fund

are brought into gorceo The money required to finance this

arrangement will be produced by levies against the oil companies

involvedo In order to bring CRISTAL into operation, 50 per-

cent of the world receipts for crude fuel oil must be repre-

sented by parties to the Agreement, and the Agreement wil l

cease to exist if, at the end of two years, this figure has

not reached 80 percent . The contract is to be interpreted

under the laws of England whose courts have been given ex-

clusive jurisdiction o

The compensation payable under CRISTAL is the

amount of damage incurred, not to exceed 30 million dollars

less the amount payable under TOVALOP to a government, less
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the expenditures entitled to be made by the owner for the

removal of oil under TOVALOP, and less owners' liability

under the laws of the place .

In the opinion of the Commission a voluntary

agreement such as CRISTAL is not a suitable methodof ensuring

that persons damaged by oil pollution incidents are compen-

sated .

I
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CHAPTER 16

OIL POLLUTION IN THE YEARS AHEAD

All types of petroleum products will be

carried through Canadian waters in the future . The volume

of world tanker tonnage is increasing at the rate of 12 per-

cent per year and the size of the individual carrying units

is continually increasing as the era of the supertanker has

arrived. We now know the extensive damage that can be caused,

by the wreck of a relatively small .tanker like the ARROW, but

it is difficult to comprehend the tremendous potential for

damage contained in a 200 thousand ton tanker carrying petro-

leum of 'a highly toxic variety .

To place the future threat in perspective,

it is necessary to revicaw a few statistics o In 1960 the

world shipping tonnage of tankers was 62 .9 million tons dead-

weight . By 1969 this had increased to 127 million tons dead-

weight and it is expected to increase by 1975 to 183 . 5 and by

1980 to 289 .7 million tons deadweight, In other words the

next ten years will see a more than doubling of the world

tanker tonnage o-

During the next decade it is expected that

the world tanker cargo tonnage which increased from 440

million tons in 1958 to 1120 million tons in 196 8 will double

as well . A very high concentration of this world traffic

sails the North Atlantic and will be passing within Canadian

waters or within polluting distance of Canadian shores .

In 1961 the world fleet of tankers was com-

posed of 2671 vessels, having an average size of 22 thousand

tons . BY 1969 this had increased to 2991 vessels of an

average size of 40 thousand tons, In 1461 , there were 31 6

tankers on order averaging in size 45 thousand tons each and
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in 1969 the order book showed 379 vessels having an average

size of 150 thousand tons . Many of the tankers coming out

of shipyards today exceed 200 thousand tons and some are

being planned at the 50.0 thousand ton level .

Shipping casualties have increased with the

increase in world shipping tonnage . In 1969, 327 vessels of

all kinds totalling 824,978 tons gross were lost including

18 tankers totalling 330,513 tons gross or 40 percent of the

total losses. This increased to 617 vessels between September

'69 and. September 1 70 .

Long before the JIM1011 was ever heard of by

the residents of Chedabucto Bay, a large oil refinery was

being constructed and plans were being made ¢or a super-port

in the area . Tankers of the 20 0 thousand ton clase with

drafts of up to CO feet were scheduled to begin deliverie s

to the refinery by August 1970 and-Port Hawkesbury is expected

to become one of the major shipping centres on the Atlantic

coast .

158,937,000 barrels of oil moved throug .a

east coast waters in 1969 to Atlantic and St . Lawrence River

ports . The break down is as follows ;

Imported crude oil
imported clean products
Imported heavy fuel oil
East coast transfers

50,320,000 barrels
24,097,000 barrels
2 4 ,57 3, 000 barrels
59,90 7 ,000 barrels

These developments are only one indication of

the increasing hazard from potential oil spillo in Canadian

waters .

The construction of oil pr©duc4_Yag wells in

the Arctic and the transportation of that oil from there to

the West coast of the United States poses a simi lar increasing

threat of oil pollution on the Canadian Pacific Coast, Any

spill of this oil which would be in its crude form would be

extremely damaging to the marine ecology off the shores of

I
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British Columbia, and in the opinion of the Commission every

effort should be made to avoid this hazard .

Extensive oil exploration is now taking place

off the shores of the Atlantic Provinces and should producing

wells be established, we .will be faced with the possibility

of damaging spills of the kind experienced at Santa Barbara

and in the Gulf of Mexico .- We have already had evidence to

indicate that oil from the ARROW was taken by wind and cur-

rents a distance of over a hundred miles to Sable Island and

there is no reason to believe that a spill from an off-shore

well would not find its way to our coastline .

As the volume of oil being deposited in the-

sea increases each year and the iikelihood .of new and larger

spills becomes greater, it is obvious that some method must

be found . to minimize this terrible potential for harm t o

our enviror,meht .
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CHAPTER 17

ACTION ALREADY TAKEN

If the ARROW disaster accomplished nothing

else it did bring home to the people of Canada, its Parliament

and its Government, the serious threat to the environment

from potential oil spills . Already a great deal of activity

has taken place in an attempt to minimize this'threat . No

more will those who follow the sea remain in their own iso-

lated world . Their activities have come in conflict with the

rights of those on shore and the role of the international

shipping community will have to be reassessed . The day when

the activities of one ship are judged only in .relation to its

effects on other ships and people'at sea has gone . The sea

can no longer be treated as an inexhaustible container for the

disposal of waste nor can anything which interferes with the

propagation of life in the sea be treated indifferently . oil

pollution in the oceans is reaching the point cy°here it may

verv well be interfering with the ocean's potential as a

supplier of food for the world's population and oil pollution

in coastal areas can cause serious damage to the ecology,

economy and amenities of our country .

Mcariy recommendations have been made to the

Canadian Government as a result of experience gained from

the ARRUK spii]. . Some of the recommendations came from . .

citizens-at-laxge suggesting ways ofc jornve-nting future oil

pollution and dealing with the clean up . Othc:r recommenda-

tions came from members of the Government department like

rUr . Hornsby who had the initial responsibili-t-Y for dealing

with the ARROW spiAl o Then there were the formal recommenda-

tions submitted to the Minister by the Task Force, pursuant

to their terms of reference, and there were, of course, many
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recommendations submitted to this Commission by the various

experts called and pagties .gepresented o

THE ARCTIC BILL

Shortly after the ARROW incident, one of the

large international oil companies based in the United States .

started conducting axperimAinte with the transport of oil by

supertanker through the Arctic Oceana The S .S . MANHATTAN was

designed to withstand the Ice conditions expected in Arctic

navigation and an attempt was made to sail her from the Atlantic

to the Canadian Arctic as an enp®rianent to see whether this

would be a suitable and economic means of transportation of

the oil expected to be recovered there. With the ARROW catas-

trophe fresh in their raindsp Members of Parliament immediately

realized the tremendous potential harm that could be caused

by amaj®r spill under Arctic ice conditions, and strong .

legislativ® action was taken in the form of the passage o f

the Arctic Billo This became the Arctic Waters Pollution

-Prevention Act assented to June 26, 1970, part of the preamble

of which is as goglows o

And whereas Parliament at the present time recog-
nizes and is determined to fulfil its obligation
to see that the natural resources of the Canadian
Arctic are developed and exploited, and the Arctic
waters adjacent to the mainland and islands of the
Canadian Arctic are navigated only in a manner that
takes cognizance of Canada's responsibility for the
welfare of the Eskimo and the other inhabitants of
the Canadian Arctic and the preservation of the
peculiar ecolog~cag-balance th<xt,now exists in the
water, .ice and land areas of tsie-Canadian Arctic . °'

The Act prohibited the deposit of any waste

in Arct.1c waters a distance of one hundred miles from shore

from ships or land based operations, and made the owners of

ships and their cargos and persons conducting land based

operations civilly liable for any such discharge . This lia°-
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bility was made absolute and not dependent upon any proof of

fault or negligence . Financial tesponsibility was required

to be posted by potential polluters and extensive powers were

granted to the Governor-in-Council to make regulations fo r

the control of navigation and the construction of ships sailing

in Arctic waters . Provisions for policing the Act were in-

cluded-and substantial penalties to insure its enforcement .

The unilateral establishment of a hundred

mile limit in Arctic waters was considered by some members of

the international community to be beyond the legislative

jurisdiction of the Canadian Parliament . This argument was

not accepted, however, by Canadian authorities and from the

ecological point of view this makes good sense . Marine ecology

cannot be protected by the ancient concept of 'freedom of the

seas, and international agreements will have to be negotiated

which recognize this fact .

INTERIM rEDERAL CONTINGENCY PLAN

In July of 1970 the Canadian Government issued

an Interim Federal Contingency Plan for Combatting Oil and

Toxic Material Spills and a copy of this plan has been filed

with the Commission . The plan deals only with the federal

participation in oil spills, particularly in the Arctic, the

East and West coastal areas and the Great Lakes international

zone . The need for a more comprehensive contingency plan

covering the whole country is recognized and negotiations are

being conducted with the Provinces and tiie United States

government towards this end . By Julyof 1970 sufficient

technological information was not available to back up the

plan but a committee has been established to produce a com-

prehensive field manual setting forth the best current

methodology for combatting spills of oil and other toxic

materials .
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The Interim Contingency Plan does provide

procedures for the immediate reporting of oil spills and the

preselection of on-scene commanders in different regions of

the country . Provision is made for the immediate attendance

at-the scene of the on'-scene commander and sufficient tech-

nical people to properly assess the magnitude of the spill .

Once this is done the on-scene commander then has established

channels of communication through which the necessary forces

can be mustered to combat the incident .

The Interim Plan recognizes that costs will

be incurred and makes provision for suitable records being

kept of theseo The position is taken that these costs should

eventually be recovered from the polluter .

An Interim Interdepartmental Committee on

Contingency Planning composed of representatives of the Federal

Department of Energy Mines and Resources, Fisheries and Forestry,

Indian Affairs and Northern Development, National Defence in-

cluding Emergency Measures Organization, National Health and

Welfare and Transport is established under the Interim Plan

and their responsibility is t o

a) establish psredasignated on-scene coordinators and re-

gional coordinators o

b) develop a containment and clean up team capable o f

-Quick transportation to the scene ,

foster research into the effect of pollutants on the

environment and the development of new technology for

Identification, containment and clean up of spilled

substances Q

d) initiate negotiations with the Provinces for the

development of a fully coordinated national contingency

plan .
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NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR CHEDABUCTO BAY

When Gulf Oil Canada Limited decided to build

a large oil refinery at Port Hawkesbury they advised the

Federal Government of their intention to supply this refinery

with crude oil transported in supertankers having a draft of

up to 79 feet . Their requirements would necessitate a large

number of trips per year by these sizeable ships and a suit-

able navigation system was requested. The development of

other industries .in the area 'forecast additional increase in

the volume of shipping entering and leaving the Port Hawkes-

bury area .and it became necessary for the marine works branch

of the Department of Transport to face a situation which they

had never experienced before . The problem was tackled by the

navigation specialists in the Branch and according to Captain

Mahoney, who testified as the hearings, they came up with

what they felt was a system of aids to navigation which was

as nearly foolproof as they could make it . The planning for

this change in navigational aids in Chedabucto Bay was, of

course, done before the ARROW incident and its establishment

was not related to it . The plan is, however, indicative of

the approach being taken by the Department of Transport i n

establishing a safer navigational system for supertankers

carrying pollutants through Canadian waters .

The deep draft of these large oil carrying

ships has required new routes to be found for their passage .

Areas that were never considered shoals before where the

water is 15 or 16 fathoms deep are now to be avoided . The

first task of the navigational specialists was to determin e

a route through Chedabucto Bay and into the docking facilities

at Port Tupper, deep enough to permit passage of fully loaded

supertankers . They realized that most of the large tankers

would be coming around the tip of South Africa from the Persian
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Gulf and following a great circle route towards Chedabucto Bay .

A safe approach to the Bay had to be established and this was

done by means of the development of new and more sophisticated

charts and the use of electronic aids to navigation . Both

Loran, the long distance electronic navigational aid, and

Decca chains are available in the area and receiving equipment

will be installed on the shipso With the use of these two

aids there should be, in the opinion of Captain Mahoney, no

difficulty in establishing good position fixes in the off-shore

area as a ship makes its landfall near Chedabucto Bay . There

is a Decca line that can be identified at least fifty mile s

off shore and followed directly into the Bay . This Decca line

is backed up by a radio beacon which could be used to follow

the same course should any malfunction occur in the ship's

Decca or shore station . The ship would also have its Loran

for fixing its position all this time .

The ship follows this predetermined course

into Chedabucto Bay until it reaches the point where an al-

teration of course becomes necessary. The first course is

marked by a Fairway buoy equipped with a light and electric

whistle or horn which will operate whether there is any sea

running or not,'and a radar transponder which is an electronic

device that plants a radar display or a code on the ship's

radar . This identifies the buoy and the ship's position .

The course from the Fairway buoy into, .the Bay is marked by

a series of centre line buoys similarly constructed and the

chart requires ships inbound to pass to the north of the

heavy line running through these buoys and outbound ships tc,

pass to the south . There is, therefore, a traffic separation

scheme with a centre line that should not be crossed, de-

signed to minimize the possibility of collision in the ap-

proaches to Chedabucto Bay .

When an incoming ship reaches the last buoy
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in the approach series, the channel alters to the northwest

and from that point on the new channel is buoyed by normal

red and black channel buoys fitted with lights and radar

reflectorso This continues into the loading terminal at

Wright Point .

From the time a ship alters course to enter

the inner channel he will have the assistance of range lights

and day marks on both ends of each course o

The lights will be automated and a control

centre will be established at Eddy Point . From this centre a

radar check on the positions of all buoys can be made at any

time as this control centre works in conjunction with another

radar established near the town of Canso which will. assist in

the position checking of all buoys .

The new charts which have been prepared by

the Canadian Hydrographic Service to show this new navigational

system also contain a heavy blue line marking very clearly the

15 fathom depth areaso This is an additional aid to the

navigator of deep draft ships which shows him immediately all

areas that must be avoided .

In order to counteract icing conditions during

the winter months on the buoys set up under this system, a

combined buoy tender and pilot boat will be stationed in the

area. This boat will be capable of deicing buoys at a moments

notice and will be of high speed designw The buoys will be

of a new type devised by the Department of Transport engineers

in conjunct ion with the National Research Council to minimize

icing and cause ice already formed to clear its elf from the

buoy. The only problem which has not been overcome is the

problem of drift ice which may cause the buoys to be lifted

during certain periods in the winter .

About 360 ship :mavements a year are expected

to enter and leave the Port Hawkesbury areae Two hundred and

forty of these will be generated by the Gulf Refinery . Anothe r
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1500 ships of all sizes are expected to pass through the Canso

Causeway lock per year . No plans have been made for any bridge

to bridge or ship to shore traffic control in Chedabucto Bay

of the kind maintained by the Department in areas of higher

density traffic such as .the main harbours and St . Lawrence

Seaway .

Pilotage limits have now been established at

Chedabucto Bay and a pilot boat provided . It will now be

necessary for ships to accept pilotage service while well out

into the Bay on a line between Green Island and Fox Island .

IP•qCO

Canada has been one of the members of IMCO ,

the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization since

it began in 1958 . It is the specialized agency of the United

Nations concerned solely with maritime affairs . Nearly 70

states are members of IMCO today .

The United Nations Maritime Conference held

in Geneva in 1948 reflected the wish of maritime nations to

consolidate the diverse forms of international cooperation

which had grown up over the years in the world of shipping .

The IMCO convention was the resulte Until at least 21 states

including 7 with at least one million gross tons of shipping

each accepted the convention on March 17, 1958 it was not in

force but after acceptance the first IMCO Assembly was held

in London on January 1959 a

The Assembly nonnally meets in London once

every two years and its council meets twice a year . Canada

is a member of the council .

The Maritime Safety Committee of IMCO is

elected by the Assembly for the term of four years, and Canada

is also a member of this committee . Its field of work covers

aids to navigation, construction and equipment of ships, rules
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for preventing collisions at sea, dangerous cargoes, maritime

safety procedures and requirements, maritime casualty studies,

search and rescue, and many other matters connected with

maritime safety . It also deals with the prevention of pol-

lution of the sea by oil o

The Secretariat of IMCO is located at the

London Headquarters . The technical division of the Secretariat

under the guidance of the Secretariat of the Maritime Safety

Committee is divided into three sections, ship construction,

navigation and cargoes and related matters .

IMCO is consultative and advisory in its

function . It provides a forum where its members can consult

and exchange information on maritime matters and it is res-

ponsible for convening international conferences when ne-

cessary and for drafting international marine maritime con-

ventions or agreements .

In the field of oil pollution IMCO summoned

the international conference that was held in London which

drew up the International Convention for the Prevention of

Pollution of the Sea by 03.1 . This Convention came into force

in July of 1958 and since 1959 has been administered by IMCO .

Another conference was called in 1962 at which certain amend-

ments were adopted extending the scope of the Convention .

The-stranding of the TORREY CANYON in March 1967 brought to

light a number of problems calling for international action .

Since that time IMCO has embarked on an intensive programme

of studies aimed at solving difficult problems inherent both

in the implementing of stricter international rules to prevent

pollution by oil and other agents and in taking action after

pollution occurs against its effects . Other studies have

been conducted in the fidld of ship design and a special

sub-committee has been set up to make recommendations con-

cerning suitable design criteria, constructional standards,
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and other safety measuresm Some of the principal activities

carried on by XMCO since the TORREY CANYON disaster in 1967

have been summarized by representatives of the marine regula-

tions branch of the DepartaLent of Transport as follows :-

The marine Pollution Sub-Committee have carried
out considerable sea®arch into the question of the
prevention of pollution of the sea from the routine
bilge and tank cleaning operations carried out by
tanker3 in particular and by all of the ships that
use oil as fuelo As a result of these researches, a
new regulation was prepared in 1969 which has been
recor-manded for adoption to all signatory countries
of the International 811 Pollution Preventing Conven-
tiono These segubationo in effect will bring into
force the load on top system" through which it is
anticipated will have the effect of reducing pollution

by all signatory coQantoies, 1MCO has initiated a fur-
gheg resolution aoking1that all countries adopt these
maesuras before full ratigication of the convention
amndwent o

2the sea by a ftctoE~ of about 90 1A .

Although this gogulat4.on has not yet been ratifie d

The same coEmittae has developed testing and
calibration pr®c~ure@ for oily water separators and
oil content magoroo The Ge are basic instruments that
evmtual4y will h_r~ve to be installed on all ships if
tRa© gse~ica ago to knew if the wastes being discharged
2g®m the .ship are actually within the limits set out
by the -convention . This committee has also investi-
(gated enforcement policies in use by the various
signatory countri®g to enforce the Oil Pollution Pre-
wantion Convention and is presently endeavouring to
achieve & better co-ordination in this respect .

A further sub-committee working under IMCO is
the Sub-Committee an Ship Design and Equipment which
has a® far drafted a code for ships carrying dangerous

fact drafted two cedesp one applicable to existing

collected data on the means that might be adopted in

I

chemicals or other pollutants in bulk . They have in

ship and another codeo more stringent, which will
apply to all new ships . This sub-committee has also

tankers and other ships to prevent pollution of the
sea by collision or otranding ; data such as manoeuv-
ring data ; stopping data, also data on hull construc-
tiono ideal shaft horsepower, number of propellors,
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value of lateral thrusters,, tests of braking devices,
various types of propellers and information of that
nature o

The same committee has also produced recommen-
dations concerning safety of automated ships which will
have indirect application to the prevention of pollu-
tion by disaoter . Work is also continuing in the in-
vestigation of the design of large tankers in order to
acertain why, when such tankers are void of cargo and
are sailing in ballast there have been several tank
explosions .

This sub-committee has also been charged with
the responsibility of developing future regulations to
limit the actual size of cargo tanks in all new tankers .
This technical and economical study is well underway
and draft regulations are presently being formulated
for submission to the Maritimes Safety Committee in
February 1971 .

Another IMCO Sub-Committee is the Sub-Committee
on Dangerous Cargoes which has already prepared de-
tailed standards for containers, used for the trans-
portation, not in bulk, of dangerous or polluting
substances . These standards define the required con-
struction of tanks for carrying dangerous gases and
other poisons .

This same Sub-Committee on dangerous cargoes
also recommends certain methods of safe storage and
has prepared operating procedures for ships carrying
such cargoes .

IMCO is also active in the field of crew training
and navigational safety and have developed a recommen-
dation regarding the fire training of ship°s crew s
and a regulation requiring V"~F for marine'traffic
control areas .

They have also developed a recommendation for
improving the interpretation of the collision regula-
tions, that is the "International Regulations for Pre-
vention Collisions at Sea" together with further re-
gulatory changes which would require radar and plot-
ting facilities in all ships of 1,600 gross tons and
up; a gyrocompass in ships of 1,600 gross tons an d
up ; echo sounders in ships of 50 0 gross tons and up ;
regulations controlling the use of automatic pilot
facilities and regulations requiring the carriage of

I
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adequate charts and publications .

It is anticipated that a conference will be held
_: . . iri :-the fall of 1972 to approve these revisions to the

International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at
Sea .

There are-further recommendations that ships
carrying oil or noxious cargo should be fitted with
electronic position fixing devices suitable for the
tradef that masters and officers make the utmost use
of all navigational equipment and test this equipment
frequentlyt that ..govertdnsnts encourage the development
and use of reliable speed and distance indicators1
that governments establish port and advisory services
where needed espocially'in .heavy traffic areas or for
oil terminalst that governments organize piloting ser-
vices where this contributes .to safety in a more ef-
fective way than other meanss the qovernments insure
that maneouvring data should be available on the
bridge . This is data defining the stopping distance
of the ship and order of the turning circle .

There have been various recommendations on ship
routing in the navigational safety field which includes
certain Canadian waters and this is probably one of the
most significant steps that has been made by IMCO to
date. There are now traffic separation schemes estab-
lished in western European waters and various places
around the world . The sub-aommittee on Navigation
Safety is presently considering a proposal respecting
special signals for deep draft ships in narrow channels
and a review of the regulations regarding the avoidance
of the Grand Banks as an especially dangerous area
where this is practicable .

Recommendations have also been made regarding
representation of all affected governments at marine
inquiries after an accident ensues .

IMCO has also decided to convene in 1973 an In-
ternationaLConference on marine Pollution for the
purpose of preparing a-suitable international agree-
ment for placing restraints on the contamination of
the sea, land and air by ship, vessels and other
equipment operating in the marine environment .

Although this brief explains the work being done
by IMCO on the subject of pollution it should be noted
that there are several other IMCO Sub-Committees that
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are engaged in work that relates to the safety of ves-
sels and thereby indirectly relates to the prevention
or the possibility of such vessels polluting the sea .

The Marine Regulations Branch of the Ministry of
Transport has actively participated in all of these
groups at IMCO in an effort to eliminate or reduce
the possibility of the pollution of our coast line .

At the Brussels Conference arranged by I ViCO

in November of 1969 several Conventions were passed . The

International Convention Relating to Intervention On The High

Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties authorizes parties

to take measures on the high seas as may be necessary to pre-

vent, mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent danger to their

coast line or related interests from pollution, or threat of

pollution of the sea by oil, following upona-maritime casualty .

Provisions are contained in the Convention for the notification

of the flag state and person interested in the ships concerned

and for the consultation with independent experts to be

selected by XMCO before measures are taken . If measures are

taken that are more drastic than required to deal with the

situation then provision is made for compensation to those

injured and disputes can be settled by arbitration and con-

ciliation .

This Convention was to remain open for .accept-

ance until December 31st, 1970 and was to come into force after

fifteen states had accepted it . These requirements have not

yet been met .

The next Convention adopped at the Conference

was the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil

Pollution Damage . This Convention rendered the owner of a

ship liable for any pollution damage caused by oil escaping

or being discharged from his ship, unless it was caused by

an act of war or wilful act of a third person, or negligence

of a government authority . The owner is permitted to limit

I
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his liability to the aggregate amount of two thousand francs

per ton, not .to exceed 210 million francs . This limitation

.does not apply if the incident occurred as a result of the

actual fault or'privity of .the owner .

To obtain the benefit of the limitation of

liability the owner mutt constitute a fund in the amount of

a total sum.of his limitation with a court of competent

authority in one of the contracting states, and this fund is

distributed among all claimants in proportion to their estab-

lished claim .

The CorivdYi~ion sets forth the procedure for

recovery of claims which> .muet',be-brought within a three year

period and also provides-
.
:for the recovery under judgments in

the member state holding* O® .`fund without reopening the case

on-the merits

. This Convetition was also scheduled to com e

into force December 31., 1970-upon'the acceptance of it by eight

states including. fiva' .:-itiatlrs ,sach with not less than one

not yet'been met .

tonnage . This requirement has

At thst : saaio Brussels Conference a resolutiont : . : . - . .
was passed in relation~to•the establishment of an international

compensation fund . Tliis'',resolution noted that the Inter-

national Convention- ..oA'Ciyil-Liability for oil Pollution Damage ,

1969, lays down :the .principal of strict liability and provides

for a system of compulsory insurance or other financial

guarantee for ships carrying oil in bulk as cargo, but re-

cognizes `.that' ~thi,e~ . does -not :,afford full protection for victims

in all cases . xt''=eqtiestnd*IMCO to prepare a draft for a

compensation scheme based upon the existence of an international

fund and to'convene a conference to consider the scheme during

the year 1971 .
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THE CANADA SHIPPING ACT AMENDMENTS

Bill No . C-2, an Act to amend the Canada

Shipping Act, was introduced in the House of Commons on October

19, 1970 . This Bill contained substantial amendments designed

to make provision for the potential pollution threat to Cana-

dian waters from oil and other pollutants . The Bill applie s

to all Canadian waters except controlled zones described pur-

suant to the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act and covers

any fishing zones of Canada prescribed pursuant to the Terri-

torial Sea and Fishing Zones Act . The 100 mile limit of the

Arctic Act was not attempted in these amendments but rathe r

an approximate 12 mile limit applies .

The Bill gives power to the Governor-in-Council

to make regulations prohibiting the discharge of pollutants

specified in the regulations from ships and requires . the mas-

ter to make immediate report of any discharge or threatened

discharge to a pollution prevention officer . When the Minister

has reasonable cause to believe that a ship is likely to dis-

charge a pollutant, he may take control of the ship and its

cargo and remove the hazard .

The Bill further authorizes the Governor-in-

Council to make regulations identifying pollutants, prescribing

reports to be made by ships' masters setting standards of

navigational equipment to be carried .by ships carrying pol-

l.utants, setting the types and quantities of pollutants that

may be carried in particular ships, establishing the fittings

and installations required on such ships for handling pollu-

tants, controlling discharge of oily wastes, requiring appro-

priate nautical publications to be carried, respecting the

quality and complement of personnel on board, establishing

navigational procedures and practices to be followed as wel l

ris loading and unloading procedures, prescribing supplies and

equipment for the loading and unloading operations, determinin g

1
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the records to be kept concerning the pollutants carried,

regulating pollution of air by ships,regulating discharge of

pollutants by Canadian ships in waters generally, and estab-

lishing compulsory traffic routes and other shipping traffic

controls for safe navigation in waters to which the Act

applies o, Provision is then made for the issuance of a certi-

ficate to masters of ships that comply with all the regulation s

M&de under the law .

The Minister is authorized to appoint pollu-

tion prevention officers who may require information from ships

®ntering waters covered by the Bill, and refuse permission to

proceed .unless the ship complies with all of the regulations .

He may direct the route through which such a ship carrying

pollutants shall pass and in the event of a discharge of any

poggutantso may commandeer other ships in the area to assis t

in the control and containment of the pollutant .

The owner of the ship carrying a pollutant

LO liable and the owner of its cargo may be made jointly and

oeverally liable with the ohip owner for the costs and expenses

of taking action undeg the Bill and also for all actual loss

or damage incurred by the Government of Canada or a Province

og any person as a result of a discharge of pollutant into

waters to which the Act applies . Such claims shall be taken

in the Federal court and a limitation period of two years is

imposedo The liability imposed by the Bill is absolute and

does not depend upon proof of fault or negligence . A limi-

tation of liability iso however, established by the Bill in

the amounts approved by the 1969 International Convention at

Brussels, that is'two thousand gold francs or $134 .00 for

each ton of the ship's tonnage up to a maximum of 210 million

gold francs or $14,000,000 .00, if there is absence of any fault

or privity on the part of the person or persons being sued . If

there is fault on the part of the ship owner or the owner of
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of the pollutant, then no limitation of liability exists .

Should the amount of damage suffered excee d

the amount that can be recovered under the limitation of lia-

bility provisions, a special fund is provided from which re-

covery can be made . This fund is known as the Maritime Po llu-

tion Claims Fund- ,and will be made up of a levy on all oil im-

ported into Canada in bulk and oil shipped from place to place

in Canada as bulk cargo of a ship at a rate not exceeding

fifteen cents per ton as determined by the Governor-in-Council .

The fund shall be used to pay claims against unidentifiable

polluters and amounts in excess of liability of identifiable

polluters .

Evidence of financial responsibility must be

posted with the Minister by ships carrying pollutants to the

extent of their limitation of liability .

An administrator of the fund is to b6 appointed

by the Governor-in-Council who will have power to deal wit h

all claims and either make settlement or conduct litigation

in accordance with the results of his investigations . Before

payment, the administrator takes an assignment of the amount

of the judgment and is then responsible for recovering the

amount paid out from the person primarily liable if such re-

covery is possible .

Fishermen who claim to have suffered income

loss as a, result of a pollution incident may apply to the ad-

ministrator and a procedure is established for assessing such

loss, and when the fishermen's loss has been assessed, it

will be ~Paid oat of the fund .

Any person or ship that discharges a pollutant

in contravention of any regulations made under the Act is

liable to a fine not exceeding 100 thousand dollars, and any

ship that fails to comply with any reasonable requirement of

a pollution prevention officer or an order given by him, is

liable to a fine .not exceeding 100 thousand dollars .
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This Bill to amend the Canada Shipping Act

has now been passed by the Canadian Parliament . It is subject

to proclamation by the Governor-in-Council and will not come

into force until proclaimed . I presume that the many regu-

lations that are to be made pursuant to the Act will have to

be settled before the law is brought into operation and the

content of these regulations will be influenced by the many

people associated with the aftermath of the ARROW incident

and the conclusions reached after full and extensive inquiry

made by this Commission .
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CHAPTER 1 8

SUMMARY

The ARROW incident exposed the Canadian public

to the fact that Canada was completely unprepared for a major

oil spill . The TORREY CANYON and other previous spills had

not made us realize that it could happen here . The situation

in Canada was no different from that in other developed

countries of the world where the increase in the number of

reported oil spills was causing only the first small steps

to be taken in the direction of pollution control . The inter-

national shipping community and the oil companies themselves

were just beginning to realize the hazard they were creating

and had slowly begun to initiate change . The legacy of the

ARROW to the people of Canada was the tremendous acceleration

of this rate of change . From a position of unpreparedness we

have moved rapidly to a position of world leadership in the

legislative and physical planning for the prevention, clean

up and assignment of resoonsibility for future oil spills .

We have very rapidly come a long way from the situation as it

existed on February 4, 19 70 when the ARROW grounded in Cheda-

bucto Bay and spilled her cargo of Bunker "C" into Canadian

waters . The situation as it then was has been set forth in

detail in the earlier chapters of this report and may be

very briefly summarized as follows b

The only responsibility assigned by Parlia-

.ment to government concerning oil spills was the enforcement

of the oil pollution prevention regulations made pursuant to

Part VITA of the Canada Shipping Act under which the Inter-

national Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the

Sea by Oil 1954 had been adopted . Both the Convention and

the regulations under the Act were designed to prevent the

intentional discharge of oil into the sea, but gave no guidance

t
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for the control of a major spill such as that caused by the

grounding of the ARROW .

The Minister had been given power to remove

or destroy a stranded vessel polluting Canadian waters under

section 495 (c) of the Act, but no funds had been made avail-

able for the exercise of this power . Up to the time of the

ARROW's grounding, senior government officials had attempted

to cajole polluters into cleaning up previous spills but the

responsibility still remained in the owner of the ship or the

cargo, and personal damages were left to the uncertainties of

the law of the sea and the law of the place where the incident

occurred for recovery .

The government did not have any preconceived

contingency plan In force under which to bring its various

resources to bear on the control and clean up of a major oil

spill . No research programme was baing conducted into the

effect of oil spills-in the marine environment or into the

technology 'of oil spill containment and clean up .

The owners of the fleet of tankers, to which

the ARROW belonged, did not have any oil spill contingency

plan either . They took the position that it was impossible

for them to maintain a clean up capacity when their ship s

may get into trouble anywhere in the world and contented them-

selves with participation in TOVALOP instead . This scheme

is not in the opinion of the Commission, however, a satis-

factory means of providing the funds necessary for the clean

up of a major oil spill o

Imperial Oil Limited in association with its

affiliated companies did have an oil spill contingency plan

in force . Their plan was not, however, designed for a major

oil spill of the size of the ARROW incident . it lacked re-

search into the use of the techniques recommended and was

untested in a cold water marine environment such as that
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found at Chedabucto Bay .

an the midst of this state of unpreparedness

the ARROW was grounded on Cerberus Rock, Chedabucto Bay and

began spilling her cargo into Canadian waters . Even though

the initial reports from the ship indicated there was no im-

mediate danger, everyone concerned soon began to realize the

potential hazard and began to zero in on Port Hawkesbury .

-Imperial Oil realized that it was its cargo that was .beginning

to pollute the shores and they put their contingency plan into

operation . They began sending men and equipment to the scene .

The owners and their insurers at first treated it as a matter

of salvage and tried to round up forces to free the ship .

They soon realized that the ARROW was beyond salvage and sent

representatives there to try to minimize or prevent pollution .

The Government dispatched a representative to keep an eye on

the situation from its point of view .

From Wednesday, February 4th until Saturday

February 7th, the many persons with divergent interests who

were assembling at Chedabucto Bay attempted to face the

catastrophe with full cooperation . There was no boss giving

direction but each group did what it felt necessary . The

Imperial oil forces assembled dispersants, booms, and other

equipment known at that time to be useful in fighting oil

spills. They also provided the ships and other gear required

by Atlantic Salvage Limited in the attempt to off-load the

ARROW's cargo . Government representatives assisted in the

provision of the various types of Qquipment becoming necessary

in :the operation and sent scientific personnel to assist at

the scene as well . Although there was no overall direction

everybody worked hard at his task and many experiments were

conducted in an attempt to find ways of containing, destroying

or dispersing the oil .

On Saturday evening the senior government
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representative at the scene was notified of the Minister's

proclamation under section 495 (c) of the Canada Shipping

Act and he was then appointed on-scene commander . Although

he had had no previous experience in a situation similar to

this, Mra Hornsby accepted his new responsibility and there-

after attempted to coordinate the many activities being

pursued at the site . By Sunday the condition of the ARROW had

deteriorated to the point where off-loading of its cargo was

no longer possible and the stern section of the ship had to

be broken from the bow in order to prevent further wreckage .

Efforts during the next few days were directed towards the

refloating of the stern section and taking it with its cargo

to a safer place .. These efforts were frustrated, however, on

Thursday, February 12th by the sinking of the ARROW before

the operation could be completed and all of their valiant

efforts to minimize further pollution from the cargo remain-

ing in the ship ended in disappointment . The problem had now

become one of dealing with the oil remaining in the wreck at

the bottom of the Bay and the cleaning up of the oil on the

water and on the shores .

By Saturday, February 14th, some progress was

being achieved towards the development of a plan for the re-

moval of the contents of the wreck after Captain Madsen had

arrived from New York . As this and other plans for the con-

tainment and clean up of the oi.3. were progressing, the Govern-

ment realized that the immensity of this pollution incident

required the assignment of extensive forces with adequate

financial resourc:es to attack the job, and the Task Force was

appointed and took over on February 21st, 1970 .

^he Commission does not wish to criticize the

efforts of anyone involved in the aftermath of the ARROW's

grounding but it must be pointed out that nona of the persons

associated with the attempts to prevent or minimize this
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pollution had had any previous experience with a major pollu-

tion incident . Had these people had available to them an

expert in tanker salvage working under the authority of an on-

scene commander who had the immediate right to control the

destiny of the ship, their efforts to minimize pollution might

have been more successful .

The Task Force took over the clean up operation

on a more highly organized basis . They carried on with much

of the work that had been started earlier but with their

greater scientific and technical resources were able to im-

prove substantially on the clean up and anti-pollution tech-

niques empboyed . Substantial quantities of oil were removed

from the wreck by following the method originally proposed by

Captain Madsen and techniques of removing oil from the water

surface with slick-lickers were greatly improved . Much more

effective booming arrangements were developed to protect the

fish plants and dams were constructed to prevent further pol-

lutiono Different methods of cleaning the beaches were at-

tempted and disposal of the oil recovered in dump sites

agrang®d e

The systematic and scientific analysis of the

various problems encountered has provided extensive knowledge'

upon which to base future plans and the research of the

scientific coordination team has already and will in the future

provide the basis for the development of oil spill clean up

.technology to be incorporated in a contingency plan to handle

future catastrophes .

Fortunately for Canadians, the ARROW oil spill

did not cause any substantial damage to the marine environ-

ment . It did not interfere with the fishery or the production

of the fish plants in the area and the only damage to marine

life was found in the intertidal zone . Although the clam beds

were closed they were not operating commercially and the damag e

I



there was due to suffocation rather than poisoning. The

minimal damage done was due to a great extent to the nature

of the cargo which could have been extremely toxic had it

been composed of the lighter fractions of petroleum .

The problem of blackened shore lines and

fouled boats and ge&T still remains for the residents of

Chaclabucto Bay as no amount of cleaning could have removed

the general evidence of the disaster o How long this will

remain is the subject of speculation as insufficient scien-

tific investigation has been conducted over the years in

this field . Until the remaining Bunker '°C" is removed

naturally by the process of biodegradation, evidence of the

grounding of the ARROW will be kept in the minds of those

who encounter the shores of Chedabucto Bay .

Sg nnce the ARROW incident , Canada and many

other countries of the world have realized the tremendous

potential damage that can be caused by a future oil spill .

Ef g®.Tts to prepare for such a contingency are at last being

made . This country has moved ahead with legislative and

physical planning and the international picture has improved

as wzgb, The Arctic Bill was the first step in the right

diractieno gt has been followed by the recent amendments

to the Canada Shipping Act passed in the House of commons,

which will put this country In a position where it can pro-

vide for improvements in navigation and construction of ships

with a view to minimising the possibility of pollution in-

cid®snts and provide funds for compensation of those injured

when such incidents do occuro A contingency plan has been

developed within the F°edermg Civil Service under which an

immediate and knowledgeable attack can be made on the pro-

blems created by any such future spill .

1Cngerng+tionally, o an attempt has been made to

give coastal states the right to prevent anticipated pollution
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and to provide a means for paying for the damages suffered .

The International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pol-

lution Damage signed at Brussels, November 29, 1969, recog-

nized for the first time the liability of the owner of a

ship for pollution damage and limited that liability to two

thousand francs per ton or an aggregate of 210 million francs .

The limitation is not available if the damage occurred a s

the result of the actual fault or privity of the owner . In

order to avail himself of the limitation of liability, the

owner is required to constitute a fund in one of the contract-

ing countries that would be able to respond to a judgment ob-

tained in any other country .

At the same time the International Conventio ,a

Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil

Pollution Casualties was signed at Brusselso This Conventio .:l

permits parties to thsConvention to take such measures on th-3

High Seas as would be necessary to prevent, mitigate or

eliminate grave and imminent danger to their coast line or

related interests from pollution or threat of pollution of

the sea by oil, following upon a marine casualty . These two

Conventions represent the first major breakthrough in the

ancient battle between those states that operate a large mer-

chant marine and those states which are merely the victims

of such operations . The two Conventions were not, however,

satisfactory to Canada as they did not go far enough for the

protection of countries such as ours with extensive coastal

waters . They have not received acceptance in other member

states and it would appear that all countries concerned are

waiting for the 1971 Conference to find an acceptable solution

which will adequately balance the needs of all countries in

the oil pollution field .

The fact that Ca~-iada is making a real effort

to spur on the work of IMCO in the gormulation of V
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factory convention, is proceeding with changes in its own

maritime legislationo is conducting continued research into

the effect of and control of oil spills, is revising the

regulations governing the construction and navigation of

tankers, and has established a Federal contingency plan to

be put into operation in the event of future spills, has been

a direct result of the grounding of the ARROW in Chedabucto

Bay on February 4th, 1970 and the pollution that followed .

No previous event had been of sufficient impact to put these

forcem in motion o
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CHAPTER 19 ,

RECOMMENDATIONS

The first attack against the problem of

pollution must be in the field of prevention, and the frame-

work for the establishment of new navigational controls and

requirements in ships' construction and equipment has been

laid in the amendments to the Canada Shipping Act recently

passed .

Navigation was once left to the skills and

whims of the Master, but this doctrine can no longer apply .

As.the world tonnage grows and is becoming represented by

larger and larger units, many restrictions on the ships'

freedom of movement are becoming apparent . The draft alone

of the supertankers . limits their area of movement to well

charted avenues of the required depth . The volume of traffic

and the need to avoid collision and grounding in the cluttered

sea lanes has demanded the development of traffic separation

tmd navigation systents necessary for its control . It is in-

f .eresting,to note that only recently the barriers raised

against the acceptance of traffic separation have collapsed

~nnd international agreement has been reached in this direct .-'.on .

The increase in the potential hazard created by such large

quantities of oil in supertankers is the other factor tha t

has demanded the development of the navigational systems .

We can no longer afford a major oil spill and ways must be

found -to cover 'the costs of more sophisticated means of pre-

vention if the hazard is to be avoided in the future .

Ships today are usually small parts of

large transportation systems participating in the movement

of goods throughout the world . To be competitive their

movements must not be unduly impeded and any navigationa l
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system which enhances their ability to approach a port and

leave again with maximum speed and safety should be welcomed

by the international shipping community . There is no reason

why the ship or equipment ._ required for this purpose should

not be provided and properly maintained by the operators .

The approach system which has been devised

for Chedabucto Bay with its traffic separation and the us e

of Loran, Decca and radar-equipped buoys appears to be a sound

arrangement for the guidance of the supertankers expected to

visit that area in the future . There are two radar stations

connected with it which will enable the buoyage system to

be monitored at all times and will enable ships' positions,

to be fixed from shore base as well . The„system as described

to the Commission, however, did not indicate that any shore

based control or even ship-to-shore communication was en-

visaged in the scheme . It seems to the Commission that the

only sure way to prevent the type of.mistakes that occur

from time to time when navigation is entrusted solely to the

bridge of a ship is to have an independent check or control

on that ship's movements . There should, in the opinion of

the Commission, be a radar monitoring system covering the

ships in-the Bay and shore-to-ship communication to advise

the Captain or pilot of his position and apparent hazard s

to be encountered .

Since the larger tankers normally are making

deliveries to and from refineries, this type of navigational

control system would only be required in areas of such con-

centrated traffic . Other tankers plying the coastal trade

should be equipped to participate in the systems as well

because of their greater need for accurate navigation arising

out of their proximity to our coasts and their many visit s

to coastal ports in the course of their voyage .
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P.i;COTIMC;iDATION - Your Commission recommends that

navigational systems be established at all major

harbours and in all areas where oil refineries

1.aill be receiving and delivering oil by sea i n

whicsi use will be maae of Loran, necca, . raciar,

P,llF, usual navigational aids and shor e based radar

surveillance with shore-to-ship communication of

the ship's position and apparent potential iiazarcis ,

and that all ships coming into Canadian coastal

waters be required to maintain equipment necessary

for participation in thi s type of system .

Lvidence was presented to the Comwi®aion re-

lating to the developments in the field of oil tanker construc-

tion . It is apparent that up until now .little consideration

has been given by the owners and designexs of tankers to the

incorporation of measures which would assist in tae prevehtion

of pollution . In the opinion of those who testified, any

developments in this field would have to be forced by govern-

inent regulations, and would not be sponsored by owners or

operators of tankers unless they could show a positive economic

advantage .

Some of the suggestions made dealt with

double hull construction and it was thought that this migiit

be a means of minimizing pollution after a grounding . Other

suggestions dealt with the use of flexible piping within tne

ship so that a distortion of the hull would not necessarily

put the Plumping capacity of tjie tanker out of commission, an"

off'-loading operations could be conducted .

Another suggestion to assist in the off-loauing

of a tanker's cargo was the installation of valves at the top

of each tank, so that whole tanks could be pumped into a re-

ceiving ship by letting sea water into the bottom of the tank

and forcing the oil to the surface . Such an arrangement to be
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effective would require the use of a portable pump to be

placed on the deck and a gas turbine type was recommended .

No detailed investigation .of these suggestions

was made and only one recommendation can be made arising out

of the evidence that is before the Commission .

i2EC0'•ML 14UATION - It is recommended that f it-

tings be required on the deck surface of each

tank in a tanker to which portable pumps can

be attached for off-loading purposes in the

event of an emergency . 1t is further recom-

mended that continuing research be conducted

into the design and construction of tankers so

as to render them less liable to cause pollu-

tion in the event of a grounding or'collision .

Inspection of ships is now carried out by the

classification societies . These inspections are designed to

assure that the ships conform with the existing international

conventions and th!~~ requirements of their insurers . Little

attention is paid -_o the condition of a ship's navigational

equipment or the qualification of its personnel when these

surveys are conducted .

• Fu.,-thermore, there is no international standaru

set or required dealing with pollution control .

The standards to which oil tankers must be

constructed and maintained in the future must be determined

by regulation untif such time as those standards are adopted

by international t.reaty . To insure that ships being directed

to this countrv meet these standards, some arrangement must

be made for their inspection . Once the standards are deter-

mined there is no zeason why an arrangement cannot be made

with tha various classification societies to act as agen t

for Canada and gra.:_t certificates of compliance on our behalf .

To attempt to main~ain a separate inspection staff and call it
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into action whenever a particular ship wishes to come into

Canadian waters isn't practical, and the shipping interests

of the world are accustomed to using the classificatio n

societies for this purpose .

RECOMMENDATION - The Commission recommends that

whenever construction and equipment standards are

established for all tankers entering Canadian

waters, an arrangement be made with the various

classification societies to act as agent of our

Government for the purposes of carrying out the

necessary inspection and granting of certificates

of compliance with our Regulations .

When a shipping casualty does occur there

must be immediate notification given to Canadian authorities .

In the case of the ARROW several hours passed before the

Master notified Canso radio that he was grounded and then

many more hours passed before he advised of any need for

assistance . These are the-crucial hours during a pollution

incident and perhaps the only time when some successful

avoiding action can be taken . Section-737 of the amended

Canada Shipping Act makes provision for the passage of re-

gulations setting forth circumstances in which the Maste r

of a ship must report that he is in danger of discharging

a pollutent, but until those regulations are made the

ground rules will not be known . It is important that the

decision as to whether or not there is a potential hazard

should not be left to the !taster of the ship who may very

well tend to minimize his predicament rather than face

reality .
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RECOMMENDATION - Your Commission recommends that

the regulations to be made under the amended

Canada Shipping Act be phrased in such a way as

to require the Master of a tanker to make im-

mediate report to the pollution prevention

officer as soon as any event has occurred which

creates a possibility of the discharge of o il

into the sea rather than a probability .

A contingency plan to meet the inevitable

spills that will occur in the future is an absolute necessity .

Such a plan requires the immediate availability of a smal l

team of experts who can be rushed to the scene of any pollution

incident and make an assessment of what has to be done to

minimize or abate the threat . This team will have to have

available to it expert knowledge in how to best deal with

marine casualties from the pollution point of view as wel l

as top scientific advice concerning the procedures it adopts .

The team will have to have clear cut authority to act without

hesitation caused by legal or financial concern, and there

must be no question that the paramount consideration when

formulating its plan of attack will be the prevention of

pollution .

The team must have available to it a package

of the type of supplies and equipment known in advance to be

most suitable for such an operation . Such packages must be

maintained in strategic locations so that they may be taken

'co the scene of a pollution incident by helicopter and put

into immediate us-^ . These packages should provide, when

necessary, suitable portable pumps and fittings to assist

in an off-loading operation . They must also provide-pro-

peily designed bo*ms for containment of oil spills, and

slick-lickers for removal of the oil from the water . jis-

persants of known quality must be available where they are
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suitable to be used .

The team must be backed up by a well co-

ordinated effort involving the military, technical and

scientific forces of the government service who can bring

into action the degree of support required for any con-

tainment operation . A regular liaison with the oil industry

should also be maintained and their organization should be

used to complement the work of the team . A proper contin-

gency plan must be supported by continued scientific re-

search into the technology of oil spill containment and

with the rapid movement in this field today, will require

regular updating of its procedures .

The Izterim Federal Contingency P~an for .

combatting oil and toxic material spills, issued .in July 1970

shows that the Federal authorities are moving in this di-

rection. it is an excellent,start on a suitable contingency

plan and envisages the eventual establishment of a truly

comprehensive national contingency plan through cooperation

between the Pederal,Provincial and Local levels of govern-

ment .

Before the amendments to the Canada Shipping

Act are proclaimed, it will be necessary to tie in the

contingency plan with the role of the pollution prevention

officer, so that there will not be two persons exercising

authority at the same time .

1
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RECOMENDATION - Your Commission recommends that

efforts be continued to establish a truly national

contingency plan for combatting oil an d toxic

material spills so as to provide for immediate

assessment of any threatened oil pollution inci -

dent and the taking of whatever actio n is neces-

sary for the containment and clean up o f the spill

should it occur . Such plan to provide for full

cooperation between Federal, Provincia l and Muni-

cipal governments, members of the oil industry and_

the United States Government, our neighbours to the

South. The plan must be tied in with the recent

amendments to the Canada Shipping Act and other

lea islation dealing with pollution and must pro-

vide not only for a team of qualified persons to

act immediately, but also for the must erinc of sub-

stantial forces to combat an incident and research

into the effects of oil pollution and clean up

technology .

The recent amendments to the Canada Shipping

.Act call for the enforcement of the new anti-pollution re-

gulations in,Canadian waters within what is roughly described .

as a twelve-mile limit . The area corresponds to fishing

zones of Canada prescribed pursuant to the Territorial Sea

and Fishing Zones Act . No international agreement as yet

permits coastal states to enforce anti-pollution regulations

to the extent called for in the Canadian legislation and the

Government is therefore obviously being very cautious in its

approach . It is felt that other countries will recognize

Canada's right to extend its jurisdiction in the manner

attempted .

A twelve-mile limit is, however, unsatis-

factory from the point of view of pollution control . As was
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pointed out earlier, the oil from the ARROW-drifted a hundred

miles to pollute the shores of Sable Island and if satis-

factory preventative steps are to be taken, the limit should

be extended to the Continental Shelf . This would mean, of

course, intruding into one of the major sea lanes of the

world and could not be enforced by unilateral action of this

country. An international agreement must be worked out .

FtECOTYMEPdDATIORJ m Your Commission recommends

that every effort be made to obtain inter-

national agreements which would give Canada

jurisdiction to enforce its proposed anti -

pollution legislation to a distance from its

shores that would be adequate to prevent the

foul ing of its coastline .

The provisions of the amendment to the Canada

Shipping Act which deal with financial responsibility for oil

spills render both the owner of the ship and the owner of its

cargo jointly and severally liable for the costs of clean up

and damage caused by an oil spill . The principle of liability

without fault has been adopted and a limitation of liability

to the extent of two thousand gold francs ($134 .00) per ton

or 210 million gold francs ($14,000 .00) in total has been

permitted . The limitation does not apply in the event of

fault-or privity on the part of the owner . A Maritime

Pollution Claims Fund will also be established by making a

levy of up to 15 cents for every ton of oil transported

through Canadian waters . This fund together with an insurance

or bonding arrangement to cover the primary liability will be

used to satisfy all claims for damage caused by an oil pollu-

tion incident and the costs expended in its clean up .

These provisions appear to have overcome

the past difficulties standing in the way of recovery of

damages suffered and costs incurred as a result of an oi l
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pollution incident and are, in the opinion of the Commission,

much more satisfactory than reliance upon any voluntary scheme

such as TOVALOP and CRISTAL . If a scheme such as this could

be incorporated in the international Convention for the Pol-

lution of the Sea by Oil, the costs of such a fund would be

spread over a broader base and would not fall exclusively o n

tankers serving Canada .

RRCOI01ENDATION - Until such time as the principle

of absolute liability, secured bya fund fro m which

collection can readily be made, are establi shed in

an international agreement, civil liability pro-

visions of the type contained in the amendments to

the Canada Shipping Act should be enforced in this

ccuntry against pollutors of our coastal waters .

My final recommendation deals with research .

Every one who became associated with the ARROW discovered

the amazing lack of-knowledge of the effects of oil pollution

in the marine environment and of the ways of dealing wit h

it . Much has been accomplished since that time through

the efforts of the scientific people involved, but many

questions still remain unanswered .

RECOMMENDATION - Your Commission recommends that

continuing research be conducted into the effects

of oil spilled into the marine environment and

into the methods of dealing with it .

Perhaps some day a way will be found to re-

move the fear of a catastrophic oil spill along our shores .

The ARROW was a relatively small tanker . Let ug hope that

its misfortune will have triggered sufficient activity t o

prevent a major spill in the future .

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED ;

k~'L,L U 6 .V
Commissioner
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1970
CANADA

ROYAL COMMISSION

POLLUTION OF CANADIAN WATERS BY OIL

and

FORMAL INVESTIGATION INTO GROUNDING

of

STEM TANKER "ARROW"

IN THE MATTER OF the Royal Commission Inquiry and Formal
Investigation into the circumstances Sur-
rounding the grounding of Steam Tanker
ARROW on Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto Bay,
Nova Scotia,, on February 4, 1970, the Sub-
sequent sinking of the Sh ip, the pollution
of Canadian Waters by oil escaping therefrom
and the Measures taken to Prevent or Minimize
such Pollution Damage ,

-AND-

IN THE MATTER OF the Inquiries Act, Chapter 154 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada 1952, and the
Canada Shipping Act, Chap-ter 29 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada, 1952 .

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE MR . JUSTICE GORDON L . S . HART,
Cnmiesioner .

R FS P O R T

TO .THE HONOURABLE DON JAMIESON, Kin5.nter of Transport,
Ottawa, Canada .

On March 12, 1970, I rer.bived your appoint-

ment as a Commissioner pursuant to Section 55 8 of the

Canada Shipping Act for the purpose of holding a Formal

Investigation into the circumstancen surrounding the

grounding of the Steam Tanker ARROW on Cerberus Rock in

Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia on February 4th, 1970, and

the subsequent sinking ' of the ship, the pollution a.-ising

there from and the measures taken to prevent or minimize
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pollution damaqe o

On the saw date by Order-in-Council P .C .

1970-448 , His Excellency the Governor General in Council

authorized my appointment as a Commissioner under the

Inquiries Act to conduct an inquiry into and report upon

the pollution of Canadian Waters by oil escaping from the

Steam Tanker ARROW, following the grounding of the said

tanker on Cerber:as Rack in Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia

on the 4th day of February, 1970 . The Minute of the

meeting of the Privy Council is as follows :

The Commigta® ®2 the Privy Council have had
before them @ r®past representing :

That it ia deemed expediant and in the
public inter®sg respecting the prevention of
pollution of Canadian Waters by oil from

tankers that Q complete and rernpr (}hensiva

public inquiry be made into the circumstances
surrounding the grounding of the steam tanker
'ARROW' on Carbaruo Rock, in >hadahucto Bay,
Nova Scoti& on the 4th day of Februaxy, 1970 1

That th(a Honourable Gordon L . S . Hart has,
pursuant to th® authority vested in the 241nis-
ter of Transport under Section g{59 of the
Canada Shipping Act a been appointed Commissioner
for the purposes of holding a ftirmal investi-
gation into the circumstances sL4.rrGursd ting the
grounding of the steam tanker 'I-.RxOW' on
Cerberus R®ck p and the stabsetp:ex :t ginking o f
the ship .

The Committe® o therefore, on ttao recom-
mendation of the Minister of Transport o advise
that the Honourable Gordon L . S . Hart, a ..Tudge
of the Supreme Court of the Province of Nova
Scotia, Halifax, Nova Scotia, bit appointed a
Commissioner under Part 1 of thg< gnc~°,aixi®s
Act to inquire into and report c:pon °ahe
pollution of Canadian waters by oil, ibAcapinr~
from the steam tanker 'ARROW' following the
grounding of the said tanker ;sn Cerk,erus Rock
in Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia G,n the 4th day
of February, 19700 "
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After considering my terms of reference in

each of these appointments, g reached the conclusion that

the Inquiry should be divided into two phases . The first

phase would be conducted in the normal way of a formal

investigation into a shipping casualty pursuant to the

Canada Shipping Act and the Shipping Casualty Rules, and

would inquire into all .matters up to the time of the

grounding of the S .S . ARROW. The cacond phase will deal

with all matters arising subsequent to the grounding of

the S .S . ARROW including the sinking of the vessel, the

measures taken to prevent or minimi8e pollution damage

and the actual pollution of Canadian waters by oil-es-

caping from the S . S . ARROW,, with a view, to the prevention

of such pollution damage in the future .

Once this division of the Inquiry was made,

plans proceeded for the holding of the Formal Investi-

gation into the circumstances surrounding the grounding

of the Steam. Tanker ARROW . Two Nautical Arasesvors were

appointed to assist the Court in technical matters . They

were Captain, R. Caldwell and Mr . Murray Osborne,, both of

whom have had considerable tanker experience, the former

as Master and the latter as a marine engineer . Mr .

Vincent A . J. Morrison, O .C . of Sydney, Nova Scotia, was

assigned to act as counsel to the Commission and Mr . K .

Peter Richard of Antigonish was appointed to assist him .

Arrangements were made to conduct hearings at the new

Dalhousie Law School Building in the City of Halifax

commencing may 25th, 1970 and due public notio.e was given

in the national press of the ,time and place of the holding

of the Formal Investigation .

The date for commencement of the hearings

wodild have been earlier but Commission counsel felt it

was necessary to have testimony from. soma member of the
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crew of the S . S . ARROW, none of whom WAS subject to

the laws of Canada . Eventually arrangements were made

with the owners of the vessel to have its Master attend

the hearings on a voluntary basis but his presence was

unavailable until May 25th, 1970 .

A Notice of Investigation including a

statement of the case together with a statement of the

questions to be raised at the hearing was served on the

owners of the S . S . ARROW and Imperial Oil Limited, the

owners of its cargo . The parties to the Fosmal investi-

gation therefore were :

The Minister of Transport
Sunstone Marine Panama SA ., the owners of the

SS. ARROW
Imperial Oil Limited, the owners of the cargo .

No other person applied to be added as a party at the

hearings . All parties were represented by counsel and

the Republic of Liberia was represented by Mra Robert

Vaughan.

Before the Investigation proceeded, Your

Commissioner and both Nautical Assessors took and sub-

scribed the oaths required by the Canada Shipping Act,

which are attached hereto for your record .

Mr. Edgar Gold, a law student, studying

at Dalhousie Law School, a former sea captain, acted

very efficiently as Clerk of the Court . Miss Patricia

Martin, who has had previous experience in the conduct

of Formal investigations into Shipping casualties, was

appointed secretary to the Commission,, and Dr . Gordon

A. Riley, Ph .D. of the Dalhousie Institute of Oceanography,

has been appointed scientific adviser, but his respon-

sibilities will fall within the second phase of the

Investigation .

The firm of Nethercut and Company Limited
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of Toronto acted as official reporters during the in-

quiry and produced satisfactory daily transcripts of

the evidence as the hearings proceeded .

The hearings comslenced on May 25th ,

1970 and continued until June 2nd, 1970 . Written briefs

were submitted and oral argument completed on June 29th,

1970 . Attached to this Report is a transcript of the

evidence taken at the hearings, the oral arguments of

counsel, the exhibits tendered in evidence and the

written briefs submitted by counsel .

Attached also is the original statement of

the case containing the questions submitted for the

opinion of the Court. These questions have all been

dealt with except number 16 which was deleted at the

hearing by agreement since this question will be dealt

with in the second phase of the Inquiry . Question

number 7 was amended by agreement of counsel and the

amended question is attached .

The findings of the Court are being

handed down this date and a copy of these findings is

attached to this Report . Copies are also being sent

to the parties to the Formal Investigation .

I call your attention to certain recom-

mendations contained in the judgment concerning certain

Canadian Marine publications . I trust that appropriate

action will be taken to implement these suggestions .

The second phase of the inquiry is

scheduled to open on September 6th at Province House,

Halifax, Nova Scotia. These hearings will be publicised

in the national press .

I return herewith my original appointment
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and that of the Nautical Assessors, as I believe that

my responsibilities pursuant to Section 558 of the

Canada Shipping Act have now been fulfilled .

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this

day of July, A.D . 1970b

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED :

9ox' on ' . S .

commissioner

Hart
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1970
CANADA

ROYAL COMMISSION

POLLUTION OF CANADIAN WATERS BY OIL

and

FORMAL INVESTIGATION INTO GROUNDING

of

STEAM TANKER "ARROW"

IN THE MATTER OF the Royal Commission Inquiry and Formal
Investigation into the Circumstances Sur-
rounding the Grounding of the Steam Tanker
ARROW on Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto Bay,
Nova Scotia, on February 4, 1970, the Sub-
sequent Sinking of the Ship, the Pollution
of Canadian Waters by Oil escaping therefrom
and the Measures taken to Prevent or Minimize
Such Pollution Damage ,

-AND-

IN THE MATTER OF the Inquiries Act, Chapter 154 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada 1952, and the
Canada Shipping Act, Chapter 29 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada, 1952 .

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE MR . JUSTICE GORDON L . S . HART,
Commissioner y

and

Captain Arthur Reginald Caldwell, Nautical Assessor,
Murray R . Ofcborne, Nautical Assessor .

J U D G M E N T

On February 4th, 1970, at approximately

0935, Atlantic Standard Time, the Steam Tanker ARROW ran

aground on Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia,

within the internal waters of Canada . The ship subse-

quently broke in two and large quantities of her cargo

of Bunker C fuel oil escaped from her tanks causing ex-

tensive pollution to Canadian waters and the shores of

I



Chedabucto Bay .

On March 12th, 1970, the Honourable Don

Jamieson, Minister of Transport, pursuant to Section 558

of.the Canada Shipping Act, Chapter 29 of the Revised

Statutes of Canada, 1952, appointed me a Commissione r

"for the purpose of holding a Formal Investi-
gation into the circumstances surrounding
the grounding 0f-the Steam Tanker ARROW on
Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia
on February 4th, 1970, and the subsequent
sinking of the ship, the pollution arising
therefrom and the measures taken to prevent
or minimize pollution damage . "

The extent of the oil pollution was so

great that it wao g®lg @ more extensive inquiry then nor-

mally made under t4ao Canada Shipping Act was necessar y

and a report was mda to the Committee of the Privy Council

of Canada as fo11®w@ 0

"That it is deemd expedient and in the public
interest respecting the prevention of pollution
of Canadian waters by oil from tankers ; that a
complete and comprehensive inquiry be made into
the - circumstances eurrounding the grounding of
the Steam Tanker ARROW on Cerberus Rock in
Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia, on the 4th day of
February, 19700® ,

Pursuant to this Report, on March 12th,

1970, His Excellency the Governor General in Council by

Order-in-Council.P.mCo 1970-448 authorized my appointment

as a Commissioner pursuant to the provisions of the

Inquiri®s Act, .Chapter 154 of the Revised Statutes of

Canada, 1952 ,

to conduct an inquiry into and report upon
the pollittion .of Canadian waters by oil
escaping .from the Steam Tanker ARROW,
following the grounding of the said tanker
on Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto Bay, Nova
Scotia, on the 4th day of February, 1970 . "

A -formal investigation into a shipping

casualty under the Canada Shipping Act must be conducted
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in accordance with certain statutory procedures and

rules; whereas under the Inquiries Act, a Commissioner

is free to adopt whatever rules of procedure he deems

appropriate . Under the Canada Shipping Act, the appoint-

ment of counsel and nauticQl assessors lies with the

Minister, whereas under the Inquires Act the appointment

of technical advisers, assistants and staff are vested

in the Commissioner . Furthermore, the Commissioner is

directed to report to the Minister under the Canada

Shipping Act and to the Governor-in-Council under the

Inquiries Act . It soon became apparent that it would be

impractical to pursue my terms of reference in a single

proceeding, and I therefore divided the inquiry into two

phases. The first phase has been conducted as a Formal

Investigation into the grounding of the ARROW under the

Canada Shipping Act, and the second phase will deal with

the sinking of the ship and subsequent pollution of

Canadian waters by oil escaping therefrom . This division

was approved by the representatives of the Minister of

Transport and all reference to the pollution aspect of

the Inquiry was deleted from the questions placed before

the Court .

This judgment is therefore rendered after

having conducted a Formal Investigation into the circum-

stances surrounding the grounding of the Steam Tanker

ARROW on Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia,

on February 4th, 1970, in accordance with the Canada

Shipping Act and the Shipping Casualty Rules made pur-

suant to Section 578 thereof . The court was assisted

by Captain Arthur Reginald Caldwell and Mr . Murray R .

Osborne sitting as Nautical Assessors, both of whom have

concurred in this Judgment .

The hearings commenced on May 25th, 1970,

and continued until June 2nd, 1970 . Written briefs were
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submitted and oral argument was completed on June 2 9th,

1970. Counsel to the Commission were Vincent A . J .

Morrison, Q .C ., and K . P . Richard, Esq . Parties to the

Inquiry were the Department of Transport represented by

E. N. McKelvey, Q .Coo and C. K . Kennedy, Esq . ; Sunstone

Marine SA of Panamao the owners of the S .T . ARROW repre-

sented by Peter R . D . NacKell, Q .C ., D . A. Kerr, Q .C .,

M. J. Healy, Esq., and B. Cleven, Esq . ; Imperial Oil

Limited, the owners of the cargo represented by Donald

Mclnnes, QoC .o John H. Dickey, Q .C ., Flavel Barrett, Q .

C . and J. E. Gouldo Z&¢go The Government of Liberia was

represented by Ro k art Valughan, Esq .

After considering the~evidence as a whole,

and * the argument@ og counsel, the Court finds the factual

situation to be gm g®lb®wffi s

.The Steam Tanker ARROW was built by

Bethlehem Steel Company at Sparrow's Point, Maryland,

U.S .A. in 1948a Her segioteged length was 529 .4 feet

and her registit®ged gross tonnage was 11, 379 . 37 tons, with

a net tonnage of 6 0 89i7 toana o Her oil carrying capacity

was divided among 27 tanks marked 1 to 9 starboard, centre

and port . She vao powered by a steam turbine engine

generating 6,050 horsepower and driven by a single screw .

Her registration called for a crew of 38 and she was

assigned radio call and signal letters 5LHZ .

At all times material to this Inquiry

the S .S . ARROW was owned by Sunstone Marine SA of Panama

and operated on its behalf by Olympic Maritime SA of

Monte Carlo . Her permanent certificate of registry was

issued by the Republic of Liberia dated October 18th,

1962 . On July 6tho 1965 the owners of the ship entered

into a time Charter Party Agreement with Standard Tankers

(Bahamas) Company Limited for a term of about ten years,

and on March 31st, 1968 Standard Tankers (Bahamas) Com-
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pany Limited entered into a Tanker Voyage Charter Party

with Imperial Oil Limited for the transportation of

petroleum products from loading ports in the Caribbean

Sea for discharge in East or West coast Canadian ports,

including ports requiring trmoit of the St . Lawrence

Seaway . under this Tanker Voyage Charter Party the

ch Ekrterer was required to notify Standard Tankers of its

requirements for petroleum ,carrying services and Standard

Tankers would then assign a suitable ship for the voyage .

Under both the Time and Voyage Charter Parties the res-

ponsibility for the condition, equipment and navigation

of the ship remained with the owners, who were to "supply

a full complement of Master, Officers and crew and main-

tain the ship in a tight, staunch and strong condition at

all times ."

Pursuant to the Time and Voyage Charter

Parties, from November it, 1965 until December 4th, 1969,

as a result of requests from Imperial Oil Limited, the

S .S . ARROW made fifteen voyages from loading ports such

as Amuay Bay, Venezuela ; Aruba, Netherlands Antilles ;

Rotterdam, Texas City and Carapito to such ports of dis-

charge as Montreal, Toronto, Quebec, Port Colbourne ,

Port Hawkesbury, Chatham and Charlottetown in Canada .

It was during the last voyage under this arrangement that

the S .S . ARROW was loaded at Amuay Bay, Venezuela and

while proceeding to Port Hawkesbury as its port of desti-

nation, was grounded on CGrbegusj Rock in Chedabucto Bay

and sank .

Captain George Anastassopoulos was the

Master of S .S . ARROW at the time of her grounding . He

is a Greek National and has had eighteen years of ex-

perience in all officer ranks at sea. He holds a Master' s

certificate ALPHA for sea-going vessels issued by the

Department of Merchant Marine of Greece . He also holds

I
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a Master's certificate foreign-going issued by the Republic

of Liberia. Although his natural tongue is Greek the

Captain does have some facility for reading and speaking

English, but it is apparent that his ability is quite

limited. The officers and members of the crew of the

ARROW were at the time, with oneeocoeption, Greek Nationals

and although none were called to testify at the Inquiry ,

I would presume that the working language for the S .S .

ARROW was Greek . The ship's log was however written in

English as were the British and American charts and

navigational publications carried on board and the Captain's

limited knowledge of English was not in the opinion of the

Court a factor which in any way contributed to the ship-

ping casualty .

Captain Anastassopouloa joined the S .S .

ARROW at Charlottetown on December 11, 1969 . He sailed

to Chatham, New Bruns wick® where on December 14th, 1969

he assumed command of the ship .

At this time the S . S . ARROW carried a com-

plete set of British and American charts and navigation

publications . No such Canadian charts and publications

were carried aboard and the Captain says that he was

satisfied that the British and American publications were

satisfactory for his purposes . There was one Canadian

publication dealing with the lights in inland waters and

the Great Lakes, but none dealing with the Atlantic coast .

When Captain Anastassopoulos assumed com-

mand of the ARROW she was equipped with magnetic com-

passes, a Sperry-gryo compass with repeaters, a mechanical

sounding device, a hand lead, a Raytheon radar, a radio-

direction finder, and an echo sounder, which did not work .

At no time during the Captain's term as Master of the

S . S . ARROW did the echo sounder work .

After taking command, Captain Anastassopoulos
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sailed the S .S . ARROW from Chatham to Aruba, arriving

there on December 22nd . Aft®r loading her tanks she

left Aruba for Salem, Massachusetts,, on December 24th .

During this voyage, the motor of her gyro compass failed

and from February 26th at 0 250 until 1300 the ship was

steered by magnetic compass . From December 27th to

December 31st, while-completing the voyage to Salem the

S .S . ARROW encountered very rough weather with very high

seas. The rolling and pitching of the ship was so great

that speed was reduced to prevent damage . Heavy waves

were breaking with force on the main deck and super-

structure and the hatch coaming of number 7 port cargo

tank was bent, and pipes of the heating coils on dec k

were broken. Sea water appeared in the boiler water, which

was presumed to be coming from the broken heating coils on deck

and to avoid any boiler damage it was decided to shut off

the heating coils . On December 28th cargo oil had

appeared on the deck and it was discovered that oil was

leaking from the hatch coaming of cargo tank number 7

port, and temporary repairs to this hatch coaming were

made .

While discharging cargo at Salem, oil

appeared outside of the number 6 starboard tank from

below the water level around a rivet and according to

the log the cargo in number 7 port wing tank had been

contaminated with sea water . After samples were checked

this cargo was refused by the Charterers .

On January lst, 1970, the S . S . ARROW was

ordered to proceed to New York and the following day - the

gyro compass once again was not working properly, and

the ship was steered by magnetic compass .

The S . S . ARROW left New York on January

6th for Aruba and because of poor visibility at the be-

ginning of the sea voyage it was necessary to use radar .

I
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Very rough weather was encountered and the log shows that

on January 9th the gyro compass was off once again . On

January llth the gyro compass was restored to service and

Captain Anastassopoulos explained that the trouble with

the gyro compass was in the motor . The first time it

stopped after he-took command of the ship it was repaired

by the repbbcement of the brushes, but on the second

occasion no part was immediately available and the period

of repair lasted several days . The Captain further testi-

fied that the gyro compass when working was maintaining a

constant error of three degrees West when it was checked

at noon of each day o

On January 14th the S,. S . ARROW arrived

at .l4ruba, discharged her cargo and proceeded to .-Oranjestad

for repairs, which were commenced on the 19th . Repairs

were completed on the 25th and on January 29th, 1970, a

certificate was iffisued by the American Bureau of Shipping

at Aruba, maintaining the class of the S .S . ARROW as

+A1 (e) oil carrier, the highest rating given to tankers

by the American Bureau of Shipping . During this period

of repair Captain Anastassopoulos says that he also had

the radar set checked as he had had some trouble with its

operation prior to that time .

With the repairs completed the S . S . ARROW

left Oranjestad on January 26th and proceeded to Amuay

Bay, Venesuelao where she arrived the following day. On

January 28th, 1970o she completed the loading of her

cargo of 16,010 tons of Bunker C fuel oil and 79 .5 tons

of a lighter grade fuelo The Bunker C fuel oil was dis-

tributed among all of the ship's tanks except number 5 .

The 79 .5 tons of lighter fuel were carried in number 5

centre tank and number 5 starboard and port wing tanks

were left empty. It was with this cargo-that the S .S .
ARROW set sail for Port Hawkesburv on January 28th, 19701,
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The voyage was apparently uneventful and

the S. S. ARROW was averaging between 13 and 14 knots in

the open sea . The Captain indicated that the gyro com-

pass continued to have a constant error of 3 degrees West

and that he had no need to use radar during the voyage .

Landfall was made on the Nova Scotia coast prior to 0800

on February 4th, 1970, while the Second Mate was in charge

of the watch .

At 0800 Captain Anastassopoulos took charge

of the ship and remained in full charge thereof until her

grounding at 0935 . The Third Mate was on duty with the

Captain on the bridge during this last watch and he also

had the assistance of a lookout, a seaman by the name of

Boukalis . The Third officer had attended a nautical school

but was not licensed at the time . The only other person

on the bridge was the helmsman .

According to Captain Anastasaopoulos, at

0810 he established the position of the S . S . ARROW in

relation to Cranberry Island Light by means of radar and

had the position checked by his officer of the watch

visually . Again at 0815 he fixed the ship°s position as

being abeam of Cranberry Island Light and distant 3 .5

miles from it . This position was also taken by radar and

verified visually both by the Captain and the Officer of

the watch . The visual verification was taken by a compass

bearing. Captain Anastassopoulos continued the ship on

its course of 0120 True and took another position at

0825 when he was abeam Grime Shoal spar buoy at a distance

of one half mile . Although this buoy was marked in the

log as an unnamed buoy, it was observed by the Captain to
,

be a spar buoy and accepted by him as the Gria~a Shoal gas

and whistle buoy shown on the charts that he was using .

The Captain said that he further checked his position by

reference back to the Cranberry Island Light .

I
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From this last position the Captain cal-

culated the time period of five minutes to permit the

S. S . ARROW to travel one mile through the water and

planned an alteration of course at 0830 to 2910 True

which would carry the ship into Chedabucto Bay safely past

Cerberus Rock, the only navigational hazard, and into the

area where he was to pick up the pilot . The plotted course

into Chedabucto Bay was a little over a mile off Cerberus

Rock buoy when there was an area of six miles of safe

water through which the ship could pass, but the Captain

indicated that he wished to be close enough to the buoy

to identify it at the proper time .

After laying off the course of 291' True,

Captain AnastassapouYos said that he made provision for

the three degree Westerly error in .his gyro compass and

allowed one degree to compensate for his anticipated set

by wind and tide and established a gyro course to be

steered of 293'degreeso Be then gave the command for

change of course at the time planned and continued at

full revolutions into Chedabucto Bay . The Captain cal-

culated that his sea passage would end at 0912 and at this

-time reduced from full speed revolutions of 95 to 80 revs ;

and at 0925 gave an order for further reduction to 60

revolutions . These reductions of speed came only shortly

before the ship's grounding and measurement on the chart

from the ship's position at 0830 to the time of grounding

indicates that the ship made an average speed of 12 .6

knots over the ground .

As the S .S . ARROW proceeded into Chedabucto

Bay, the winds were from the south at force 7 to 8 on the

Beaufort scale . This placed the force of the wind on the

port beam of the ship . Waves were 3 to 4 feet and the

tide was about half ebb . The weather was overcast with

mist and spray .

The question of visibility that morning is
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one in which the Captain of the S .S . ARROW finds himself

in conflict with uumy other witnesses . He says that the

visibility was between three and four miles at eigh t

o'clock when he took over the watch but that by nine it

was cloudy and foggy and had closed in . Captain

Anastassopoulos el@ime that the visibility had closed to

less than a mile at the time of the grounding, and he was

unable to see any of the land baaed aids to navigation

shown on his chartg and wao therefore unable to verify

his position from any visual bearings .

Other witnzooas located in different areas

in and around ChGdzbucto Bay at the time testified that

the visibility was much gr®zt®ro Mro Gerrior, who wa s

in charge of the Canso Radio station and had a respon-

sibility to take aa®goaar®menta at fixed times, placed the

visibility b®tueon eight and nine aoffi. at approximately

eight nil®s o He aye that it was reduced to two miles

between ton and eleven a,ma that morning . Mr. LeBlanc,

who tended the lighthouse at Creighton Island, placed

the visibility at six miles shortly after the grounding .

Captain Hersey of the giahing trawler J . B . NICKERSON

observed the S . S . ARROW as she came in Chadabucto Bay

and had her within visual might until after the time of

her grounding : he says that he could see her clearly

when his radar indicatod that she was almost six miles

away .

Having considered all the evidence concerning

visibility, the Court is satisfied that at all times prior

to the grounding of the S03 . ARROW, the Captain of tha t

ship was operating under conditions of visibility of

between five and six mileo, The Court cannot therefore

accept the evidence of Captain Anastassopoulos to the effect

that he was unable to obtain visual fixes of his position

subsequent to his last alteration of course from land based

I
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aide to navigationo

The Captain said that after he made the

0830 alteration of course, he felt that he had been

working from a good position and did not anticipate any

difficulty. He did attempt to fix his position by a few

nadar bearings but the radar set did not function properly

and he was unable to do so . He says that the radar was

sectoring and producing spurious blips on which he could-

not rely and that this was the same trouble that he had

®"rienced on an ®arbi®r voyage and had supposedly been

repaired at ®ranjeatad two weeks before .

When the difficulty with the radar developed

and he was unable to fix his position in this manner,

instead of attempting ®ioumg fixes he relied upon the

ability of his Second-Kate, the lookout and himself to

might the Cerberus Rock buoy to verify his end of voyage

positiono HwWas, how®vcro so confident in the correctness

of his course that all @ffosts were made to sight the buoy

an the starboard bow of ,the S . S . ARROW and very little

reduction in speecR of the jBhip was made . The unfortunate

truth ®f-the situation uzsD howevero that instead of

making good -a course of 291° True from the charted point

of-the last compass course change, the S .S . ARROW made

good a course of 2970 True and landed oquarely on top oi:

Cerberas Rock . The course made good took the ARROW a

mile. and a half north of her plotted course and this was

one half mile north of the Cerberus Rock buoy .

Although there is some suggestion in the

evidence thata lookout was being kept on the port bow

as well, the Court is satisfied that any lookout that was

in fact being kept was directed towards the starboard sade

of the ship . The argument raised by the .owners to the

effect that Captain Anastassopoulos wa's misled by the -

change of the normal summer gas and whistle buoy on
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Cerberus Rack, to a winter spar buoy, which could not be

seen as well by a navigator, is not acceptable to the Court .

Under these circumstances the difference between the two

different types of buoy used to mark the hazard of Cerberus

Rock was not a material factor which contributed to the

failure of the Captain and his crew to might the buoy . They

were looking where they expected to see it, not where it was .

The Steam Tanker ARROW grounded on Cerberus

Rock on February 4th, 1970, because her Captain who was in

charge of her conduct at the time failed to see that she

made good the course plotted for her entry into Chedabucto

Bay. The fact that she did not make good this course was

probably caused by a combination of his failure to see

that the alteration of course scheduled for 0830 was made

accurately at the time and at the position chosen on .the

chart; and by the fact that insufficient allowance was made

for the action of the wind and tide in setting a course of

293 10 to be steered during the hour-long passage . Gross

negligence,, however, was attributable to Captain Anastasso-

poulos when he found that he was unable to confirm his

plotted course by radar and failed to confirm it by us e

of the visual aids to navigation that were available to

him at the time . Had he determined his position at any

time within an hour after his original change of course

he would have had ample opportunity to avoid the grounding

by passing to either side of the Rock, but instead he

,relied upon the accuracy of his 0825 fix and was confident

that he was making good the course laid out on the chart .

There was some suggestion that all of the

Captain's calculations were made by the use of Chart

HO-611, a small-scale American chart of Cape Breton Island

and Cabot Strait, and that Chart H0-1236 showing the de -

tails of the Strait of Canso and Chedabucto Bay .was not on

board the ARROW at the time . The Court accepts the evidence

I
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that U .S . Chart HO-1236 was being used by Captain Anastasso-

poulos as well as H®-611 In plotting the course for the

ARROW to take into Chedabucto Bay, even though there is

some difference in the position lines placed on the two

charts . 3 ren if this were not no, however, and only one-

of these charts had been used it would not have contri-

buted to the grounding of the S . S . ARROW. The course laid

off for the entry into Chedabucto Bay of 291 10 True is a

oourae .which would have taken the ARROW safely by Cerberus

Rock had the ship -~~i ~ &&vigated in such a manner as to

make good the o®uroo pbetted m

Thsoo e~za a1so isome : suggestion at the hearing

that the ARROW should Mve had on board all of the latest

Canadian charts anc~-~peabbications concerning aids to navi-

gationao . It Is the Vl®w of the Court that the grounding

was act-'caused or contributed to by the failure of the

ARROW to carry og board such charts and publications . The

.AHHOW' aras a ship. whic'h .10li®d the waters of the world and

carried with her'-ooj~pl®te sets of American and British

chirta and ;publicati®aas o . This practice is recognized in

m wift circles throughout the world because it would b e

in fact impossible for ship's to carry the national marine

publications of 'every country, and keep them up to date and

ready - for ' use. ;~ 8hould the ship be sent to a particular

country . Undoubtedly the Canadian charts and publications

give ' the best and most .up to date information concerning

Canadian watere=.. and : should be used by those navigators

who . eatar Canadiaia 4atess frequently, but it cannot be said

that a mariner is negligent for not doing so . _
One of the main reasons given by counsel

for the Minister for the argument that Canadian publications

should have been aboard the ARROW was that her Master would

have been familiar with the change in the Cerberus Rock buoy
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from the summer gas and whistle buoy to a winter spar

buoy . The carrying of Canadian publications would not,

however, have given the Captain information which was

much different than that contained in the British publi-

cations on the subject . The only way the lifting of the

summer buoys and replacement with winter spar buoys could

have been brought home to the Captain was through the reading

of Canadian Notices to Mariners settimq forth the chang e

in the buoy or by listening to the radio-Notices to Ship-

ping issued cyver,Canadian ;marine radio stations advising

of the change . Since the Court is of the opinion that

the changing of the Cerberus Rock buoy to a winter spar

buoy had no bearing on the grounding of the ARROW, it

cannot be said that the carrying of Canadian.charts and

publications or the monitoring of Canadian marine radio

broadcasts by the ARROW would have prevented this disaster .

We must in no way, however, give the im-

pression that the Court in any way underestimates the

value of Canadian charts and publications to those who

sail regularly into'Canadian waters . Since both British

and American .authorities select their material concerning

-navigation in Canadian waters from Canadian sources, their

Importance becomes equally as great to-those foreign-

going ships using British and American charts and publi-

cations. There is, however, a gap to be filled to cover

any changes in navigational aids listed in Canadian or

British or American publications carried on foreign-going

vessels between the time of their last updating and the

time'of the arrival of these ships in Canadian waters .

The evidence adduced at this inquiry leads to two sug-

gestions that are made in order to bridge this gap .

The first suggestion is that the references

to the removal of summer buoys and the replacement by

winter spars in-the various Canadian publications .-be more

1
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accurately not. fortho The evidence reveals a difference

between the reasons given by the Department for the re-_

sova3 and replacement of the buoys from the reasons stated

in the various publicati®ns B and it might well be that a

navigator would interpret these instructions to mean that

the regulaY° buoys eeould only be moved during periods of

drift Lae flow la thG m®eo If this change should be

made now attempt should be made to have the British publi-

cation voasrsfted as well since the same impression is left

there . . .

The 8s@oa~ anggestion is that some altera-

tion @h®cad be Bade in t&o pubUcation of Notices to

Efrasiza®sa and the shipping notio®s by .: radio telephony and

t7$T®1®®o talayethy to flnouo® that notice of changes in

~vigatimal aide IS aw@ilabla to foreign-going ships

mppir®ashiag Canodim wat©rc md coming within range of

the radio broadca®to agtGr the radio Notices to Shipping

Mveb4en o=callod but Beftce the foreign-going vessels

have had an opp®gctmigy to r®c®ive the written Notices

to Nasinesso

gsa thio @a'eo the failure of the ARROW to

receive notice of ohwge of the Cerberus Rock buoy was not

a contributing factor to the casualty, but in other cases

It :L® possible that it could be . With the possibility of

such extensive demag® bmming caused by marine disaster s

of this nature in the ftgug® o this Court recommends that

the Department make (zvery agfort to close this gap in ,

their eacellent system for dissemination of the latest

navigational inforaattiono

The answers to the questions that have

been placed before this Enquiry are as follows :

1 . (a) By whom was the S .S . ARROW owned and operated

at the time of her grounding on February 4th,

19?O?
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ANSWER: The S. S. ARROW was owned by Sunstone Marine

Panama SA, and was operated on behalf of the

owner by Olympic Maritime SA of Monte Carlo at

the time of her grounding on February 4th, 1970 .

(b) Was any person other than the owner responsible

for the manning, equipping and supplying of the

S . S . ARROW?

ANSWER: Other than the owner, Olympic Maritime SA of

Monte Carlo which managed the operation of th e

S . S . ARROW would be responsible for the manning,

equipping and supplying of the S .S . ARROW at the

time of her grounding on February 4th, 1970 .

2. By whom, where and when was the S .S . ARROW built?

ANSWER : The S . S . ARROW was built by Bethlehem Sparrow s

Point Shipyard Inc. at Maryland, .U .S .l►. in 1948 .

3 . .• What are the particulars of the S . S . ARROW as

described on her certificate of registry ?

ANSWER: The particulars of the S . S . ARROW as shown on

her permanent certificate of .Registry No . 99-6 2

of the Republic of Liberia, dated October 18th, 1962,

are as follows : steel single screw steam turbine

tanker, official number 961 ; radio call and signal

letters 5LHI. Registered length, 529 .4 feet .

Registered breadth, 63 .3 feet. Registered depth,

37 .5 feet. Gross tonnage, 11,379 .37 tons . Net

tonnage, 6,897 tons . Horsepower, 6,050 S .H .P .

Crew, 38 .

4 . (a) By whom , where and when was the S . S . ARROW last

surveyed?

ANSWER : The S . . S . ARROW was last surveyed by Allan L. O'Brien ,

I
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a surveyor with the American Bureau of Shipping,

as agent for the Republic of Liberia, commencing

January 19tha 1970, and being completed January

29th, 1970, at Arubao Netherlands Antilles .

(b) What was the result of that survey?

ANSWER: The surveyor xecomended that the classification

of the vessel with the American Bureau of Ship- -

ping as +A2 BZ) oil carrier be retained. This

classification is the highest classification for

tankers issued by the American Bureau of Shipping .

5 . Was the B .S. ARRM in .possession of all the re-

quired certificat®a og a safety convention ship,

and were theoo @®rtificates valid ?

ANSWER: The S . S . ARROW w@@ in possession of all the

certificate v r®qaired of .a-safety convention ship

by the gnt®raaati®mQg Convention for Safety of Life

at Sea o 1960 o and fihoo® certificates which were

valid are as follows :

(1) CazVo Ship Safety Construction Certifi-

cate, Republic ®{s Liberia, issued at New York on

April 10, 1967 and valid until February 28th,

1972, by the American Bureau of Shipping .

(2) C"go Ship Safety Equipment Certificate,

Republic of Liberla, issued at Genoa, Xtaly on

April 20, 196 8o ~md valid until April 20, 1970,

by the American Bureau of Shipping . In addition,

the S . S . ARROW had undergone a safety equipment

inspection at Araxba o N o A . from January 19th, 1970

to January 29th, 1970, and as a result, the Ameri-

can Bureau of Shipping had recommended the issuance

of a new Cargo Ship Safety Equipment certificate .

(3) Cargo Ship Safety Radio Telegraphy Certi-
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ficate, Republic of Liberia, issued at Aruba,

N.A . on April 30th, 1969 and valid until April

30th, 1970, by the American .Bureau of Shipping .

In addition, the S . S. ARROW had undergone a

radio telegraphy installation inspection at Aruba,

N.A . January 19th, 1970 to January 29th, 1970, as

a result of which the American Bureau of Shipping

had issued a now Cargo Ship Safety Radio Tele-

graphy certificate valid from January 29th, 1970

to June 29th, 1970, pending issuance of final

certificate .

In addition to the three certificates issued

under the International Convention for Safety of

Life at Sea, 1960, the S . S . .ARROW was also in

possession of a valid International Load Line

certificate (1966) . This certificate was issued

under the authority of the Republic of Liberia by

the American Bureau of Shipping at New York on

May 26th, 1969, and was valid until February 9th,

1972, subject to periodical inspection in accord-

ance with Article 14 (1) (c) of the Convention .

Although the International Convention on Load

Lines (1966) has been accepted by Canada, the

effective date was April 14th, 1970 and at the

time of the grounding of the S . S . ARROW Canada

was still bound by the provisions of the Inter-

national Load Line Convention of 1930 . The S . S .

ARROW was, however, in possession of the certi-

ficates required under the International Load

Line Convention 1930 issued by the American Bureau

of Shipping, at Aruba, N .A., on April 30th, 1969 .

6 . (a) With what navigational aids was the S . S . ARROW

provided?

I
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ANSWER: The S . S . ARROW was equipped with the following

navigational aides magnetic compass, gyro com-

pass, radaro radio direction finder, echo

sounder (s®aaflc il"athometer) , mechanical depth

sounder, hand lead and sextant .

(b) Were these navigational aide in efficient working

order at the tim of her grcunding?

l ►NSNaRs Magnetic Conq?a®ffi s the Master of the ARROW testi-

fied that the magnetic compass was working satis-

factorily but the was no evidence as to when

this compass vao last swung or corrected or sub-

sequently veoiPflod by @siiauth .

Gyro Co~pas@ s the ARROW was equipped with

a Sperry gyro ooppae@ mind repeaters . The evidence

indicated that there had been difficulty with the

brushes . in tha mt®r of the gyro compass o

n October22n6o g969o December 26th, 1969, January

2nd, 1970 &nC J@anmry 9tho 1970 . But the Captain

testified that tga® gyro compa o s was checked daily

and showed a constant error of three degrees W. By

checking tkaG sobsitIonship between the gyro heading

and the standard compass heading at noon positions

on January S0tho 31sto February 2ndo 3rd and 4th,

and making a7llovanee for a constant gyro error

of 30 High @nd for the magnetic compass variation

at these ga8itio8am a m deviation of from '9 to

11 1/20 is observedm If the gyro compass was

functioning with & conetant 3 0W error, then this

fluctuation of 2 mnd 1®20 is totally attributable

to the magnetic compass, but since there is no

evidence con$$ming the accuracy of the standard

compass it can only be said that one or the other

of the gyro and standard compasses was not render-

ing a true and co nstant indication of direction .
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The evidence was that the Captain navigated

by gyro compass alone and that he did in fact

complete his ocean voyage at the position con-

templated . This fact to some extent tips the

scale in favour of the accuracy of the gyro com-

pas s , and the Court cannot say that it was not

functioning with a constant error on the day of

the grounding. .

Ita the ARROW was equipped with a Raytheon

radar set which had been checked during the period

of repairs at Aruba as a result of difficulties

encountered by the Captain during an earlier

voyage . Captain Anastassopoulos described how

the radar developed a simi11ar malfunction after

he had altered course into Chedabucto Bay . He

described what is known as sectoring or spoking

on the radar screen which raade it very difficult

for him to determine what was being shown by the

set. Pie-shaped black sectors would revolve on

the screen which interfered to such an extent

with the picture shown as to render it impossible

to place any reliance upon the information being

revealed by the set . Under these circumstances,

the radar set on the S . S . ARROW was rendered

useless as a navigational aid .

Radio Direction Finders This navigational

aid was in working condition at the time of the

grounding .

Echo Sounder : The echo sounder on board the

ARROW was not working at the time-of the ground-

ing and had not been working since the Captain

took command of the ship .

Mechanical Depth Sound er : This apparatus

was in working order but it was not ri gged for

I
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immediate use prior to the time of the grounding .

Hand Lead : There was a hand lead on board

the S . S. ARROW at the time of . the grounding .

Sextant : This instrument was used to deter-

nine the position of the S . S . ARROW

during the voyage o

(o) Was full and proper use made of these aids during

the hour preceding her grounding?

Att6V8R: . Magnc r No use was made of the magnetic

compass as the Master was navigating by gyro com-

pass at all tisafa o

Gyro Compassa Use was made of the gyro con-

pass during the period in question for the steer-

ing of the ship . During the hour preceding her

grounding, hmo►eveso no use was made by the Captain

or crew of the S . S . ARROW of either the magneti c

or gyro compasses for the purpose of determining

bearings on land based points . No attempt was

made to establish the position of the ship after

the Last alteration of course by this fundamental

■sthod of navigation, and it therefore cannot be

said that full and proper use was being made of

these navigational aids .

Radar : Captain Anastassopoulos attempted

to use the radar sat and placed too much reliance

upon it when it was not functioning efficiently

-due.-to spoking .
.
Radio Direction Finder : No use was made

of this navigational aid as the Captain felt

that bearings taken by RDF would not be suff d-

ciently accurate-for his purposes .

Soho Sounder : No use was made of the acho

sounder as it was not working .

Mechanical Depth Sounder : No use was made._~.
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of this navigational aid but in the opinion of

of the Court it is doubtful if its use would

have been of any real assistance to the navi-

gator in the waters of Chedabucto Bay .

Hand Lead : This was not used .

Sextant : The sextant was used only for

determination of noon positions of the ship .

7 . (a) What land based aids to navigation (including

floating aids) were available to mariners in or

near Chedabucto Bay?

(b) Were these aids available to the ARROW?

(c) Were these aids functioning correctly on February

4th, 1970, and were they adequate?

The Court will deal with (a), (b) and (c)

of Question 7,together .

ANSWER: Loran Navigation System : The Loran Navigation

System was available to mariners navigating off

the coasts of Nova Scotia . Its use is most

suitable as an aid to mariners at sea rather than

in coastal waters . The Loran Navigation System

was not, however, available to the S .S . ARROW as

it was not supplied with a Loran receiver by the

owners .

Decca Navi at.ion S 3y tem : The Dacca Navigation

System I , :s available to mariners in the Chedabucto

Bay area and is particularly suitable for pro-

viding rapid and constant position fixes for

ships approaching or sailing in coastal waters .

This system was not available to the S . S . ARROW,

hourever, as her owners had not installed the

necessary equipment for its use .

Radio Direction Finding Station at Cranberry

Island : This station was functioning correctly
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on February 4th, 1970, and was available to the

S . S . ARROW but no use was made of the system .

Lighthouses and Ranges ::~--..P...,~ .e
Cl) CranberEX Island Light : This light

stands 58 feet Qbove high water mark and is

visible for tvalv® miles in clear weather, as a

flashing light.' It is equipped with radio beacon

and fog signal (diaphone) . It was available to the

S . S . ARROW and functioning correctly on February

4th, 1970, and e#na In fact used by the Captain of

the S . So ARROU to d®tsrffiisae his position at 0810

and 0815 . This lighthouse could be seen by Captain

Anastassopouloo a both by radar .and visually .

(2) Canso Rm ®o This range consists of

*two yellow lighta 90 @nd 97 feet in height which

were probably beyond the visual range of the

S . S .-ARROW.

(3) Canso Mns'boanr R an e s This range con-

mists of two fixed green lights 30 and 41 feet

in height which woubd probably be beyond the

visual range of the So So ARROW .

(4) Canso Harbour Light (North and of Hart

island) : This light is a fixed red light 48

feet high and is equipped with a fog signal

(diaphone) . It wao probably beyond the visual

range of the S o So ARROW.

(5) Green Bsland Light : This light is 119

feet above high water mark, exhibits a flashing

white light with a ► range of 16 miles . It is also
equipped with fog signals (horn) . This aid was

available to the S, So ARROW on the morning in

question by radar and by sight under the con-

ditions of visibility which existed at the time .

It was functioning correctly .
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(6) Petit-de-Grat Outer Range : This range
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consists of two fixed white lights 50 and 28 feet

in height . It was probably beyond the visual

range of , the S . S . ARROW.

(7) Petit-de-Grat Inner Range : This range

consists of two fixed amber lights 45 and 53 feet

in height . It was probably beyond the visual

range of the S . S. ARROW .

(8) Petit-de-Grat Lighthouse : This light

is 32 feet high and exhibits a fixed red light .

It wrao uithin the visual range of the S . S . ARROW

but its light would have been extinguished by the

time the S . S . ARROW passed. It.still should have

been available by sight or by radar to the S . S .

A1tROT9 and it was functioning correctly on the day

in question .

(9) Arichat Lighthouse : This light is a

fixed white light 34 feet high, located at

Marache Point and visible for a distance of 11

miles . It is equipped with a fog signal (horn )

which is designed to answer vessels' signals .

This lighthouse was available to the S . S . ARROW

visually and by radar as a point of land. Its

light would also be extinguished by the time the

S . S . ARROW passed .

( 1 0) Jerseyman Island Light : This aid main-

tains a red flashing light and fog signals

(trumpet) . The light had been extinguished at 0845

but the tower of the lighthouse would have been

available to the S . S . ARROW visually or by radar

if itg radar had been functioning . Mr . LeBlanc,

keeper of this light, sighted the S . S . ARROW

visually when it was grounded on Cerberus Rock ,

a distance of three and one-half miles, at 094 5

I
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on the morning of the 4th. He placed the visi-

bility at that time at six miles . Mr. LeBlanc

also verified that the fog signal at the Jersey-

man Light had not been turned on that morning,

as.there was no requirement for it . None of the

fog signals at an3~ of the lights in and around

Chedabucto Hay was in fact being used on the

morning in question, as there was no fog , con-

dition requiring them to be placed in operation .

(11) Cr®ic~3~t®an Head Light : This aid is a

flashing white Ught 39 feet high . The light

would have been mtlngui.ehed and was probably

beyond the vionab range of the S . S . ARROW .

(12) . Elft-.Pelnt %.i htho,~_ls+s+ s This aid is

. a fixed white 11cShgD 43 feet high, visible 11 miles .

It is equipped-with fog mignal (diaphone) . This

lighthouse wao bay®nd the visual range of the

_. S . : S . ARROW arid did not have a radar reflector .

(13) 1u s a In addition to the manned and

.
.'.unmanned lighthouaeo and ranges previously

.,mentioned,, and ooRiz further lights and range s

closer to Port Haewls®sbury, the Department also

,.:maintains a eeri;es of buoys in Chedabucto Bay ;

(~D Grime Shoal gas and whistle buoy

;(replaced by winter spar buoy) . This buoy was

available to the So So ARROW and used by her

Captain to establish his position for change of

course into Ch®dabuoto Bay . The buoy was on

.station-and although the chart called for a

lighted whistle buoy, the Captain apparently

accepted the winter replacement spar buoy as

being the charted buoy, and placed full reliance

on ito
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(b) Canso Harbour Fairway gas and

whistle buoy. This buoy had a light and radar

reflector but was probably beyond the visual range

of the S . S . ARROW. It was on station and function-

inq correctly .

(c) Orpheus Rock gas and bell buoy

(replaced by winter spar buoy) . This buoy was

probably beyond the visual range of the S . S .

ARROW .

(d) Petit-de-Grat gat and whistle buoy

(replaced by winter spar buoy) . This buoy was

probably beyond the visual,ranqe of the S . S . ARROW .

(e) Cerberus Rock qas and whistle buoy

(replaced by winter spar buoy) . This buoy was on

station and well within the visual -range of the

S . S . ARROW .

(f) Other buoys in Chedabucto Bay as

shown in the list of lights, buoys and fog signals

Atlantic Coast 1969 were beyond the visible limits

of the S . S . AItROW .

The system of navigational aids referred to

above, established and maintained in and around

Chedabucto Bay by the Department of Transport,

were, in the opinion of this Court, perfectly

adequate for the guidance of Canadian and foreign-

going ships approaching the Strait of Canso through

Chedabucto Bay . Cerberus Rock is the only navi-

gational hazard to be found in this broad expanse

of water leading towards the Strait of Canso, and

a navigator has at least six miles of deep wate r

to the south of the Rock through which he may take

his ship .

Counsel on behalf of the owners argued a t

I



great length that the replacement of the Cer-

berus Rock gais and uhiatle buoy by a winter spar

buoy was the ugtflmg® cause of the grounding .

It was ®uggestad that even though the ship was

well off her oougo®o mho would have been able to

avoid the go®undiing had she been able to see the

Cerberus Rock buoy and that the Department in

changing th® bn®ya was negligent and responsible

for the subsequ®at grounding and damage to the

ship . Counaob gor gh® owners admitted that the

Departmant hoC the oight to change the buoys but

argued that pgopoT notice of the change had not

been brought ho ao to the Master of the S . S . ARROW

and thia lech og notice misled him into relying

upon thQ pr®oonoo oZ the regular summer buoy which

could . be gGQdigy in and would act as a warning

ofth® ha~@g6 in @Rpb® time to avoid the grounding .

The C®ust d®oo not occ®pt ghio seasoning . The

Department ®g T~fansgart is justified in replacing

the summer bu®ya with winter spar buoys in areas

where either icing og the buoys or floating ice or

general wintos conditions &re liable to cause the

buoy to get ogg otzgiono and thereby become more

of a ha~Qzd than an @id to navigation . Secondly,

the evid®ncG QMflczt®o $hatr, there is really very

little 6192Gxanc® between the ability to observe

the summer @M wgnt®r type buoy in rough weather .

Thirdly, the Captoin of the S . S, ARROW had al- .

ready observed the winter spar buoy replacing the

Grime Shoal summer buoy and had relied upon it

even though it dflf'garsd from th® charted buoy .

An iadiogto6 @boveo it was not the winter

spar buoy proposby on location that caused the

grounding of th® ~3o S . ARROWB but the failure of
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the Captain to establish and know him .position

with the available aids to navigation in the area .

In the opinion of this Court,, the aids to navi-

gation available to mariners in and about

Chedabuoto Bay were perfectly adequate for the

volume and type of shipping using these water s

at the time of the grounding of-the G . $&. .ARROW.

The evidence revealed that a muvh more ex-

tensive system for the guidance of ships entering

Chedabucto Bay had been planned for the area prior

to the grounding'of the S . S .-ARROW. The reason

for this new system was to accommodate the new

traffic of super-tankers expected to be calling

at the developing industrial area in and around

Port 8awkesbury, Nova Scotia . The fact that this

new navigational aid system was being developed

for Chedabucto Say was in no way an indication

that the existing system was aot adequate for the

traffic using these waters at the time of the

grounding. Two hundred super-tankers per yea r

are expected to pass through the Day in the future,

many of whioh .have a draft of more than 80 feet,

and it is for this reason that`aproper channel

must be marked by a series of buoys maintained

on-station the year around in order to insure

safe navigation in .the future s

(d ), Were notices of changes in navigational aids

sufficiently published to .mariners approaching

Chedabucto Day on or about February-4th, 1970 ?

A1iSWZft: The only change in navigational aids in Chedabucto

Hay was the removal of some of the sumac whistle

buoys and their replacement by-vinter,spar buoys .

Notice of these changes was broadcast over Halifax ,

I



m3® -

Canso and Sydney marine radio stations from

January 9th to February 2nd, when they were can-

celled. Due to an error at Sydney radio station,

the notice was not cancelled and continued to be

broadcast up until the time of the grounding .

The notice w" an follows :

'All buoys from Cape St . Lawrence to
Liscc®be Island, including Bras d'Or
Lakes, also LeHave River and Mahone
Bay, are now being lifted to protect
them from damage by ice o "

This message aa® bg®@dcast by wireless telegraphy

four times each day with the initial call being

made on the intezaaational distress frequency and the

message was then delivered on the working frequency

of each statfl®no It uao also broadcast twice

daily by iadfL®mt®lep&aogay with the initial call

on . the intemation@g distress frequency and the

message beinq bxv&doazt on the working frequency

Vf each stationo The range of the wireless

telegraphy:,,zoovld be between 400-500 miles under

average coa:ditl®n@ and the range of RT would be

about 300 mileQo-- .The frequencies upon which the

broadcasts =® zaade are published every three

months in . .Canadian Radio Aids to Marine Navi-

,gation .

Notice- of these changes was also published

in.-the January 23rd0 1970 edition of Canadian

Notices to Masin®rso This notice was as follows :

"All steel buoys east of Liscombe (440
55' 00°0 North,, 61053'34" W approx .)
including Cape Breton Island and the
Bras d'Cr Lakes to Cape St . Lawrence
(49003'00WA1, 60035'00"W approx .)
have .b®en lifted temporarily to pro-
tect them from ice damage, and the
critical buoy position will be replaced
by winter spars ."
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Those mariners who are out of range of the

Canadian Marine radio stations when Notices to

Shipping are broadcast, and have been unable to

obtain the latest issue of Notices to Mariners,

may, of course, call directly to a Canadian

Marine radio station to obtain the information

before entering Canadian waters . If they prefer

they can arrange to have their,agentsobtain the

information and relay it to them.

Should a mariner approaching Chedabucto Bay

not carry any of the Canadian publications, as was

the case with the S . S . ARROW, there are general

warnings concerning the replace merit of buoy s

during winter months contained in the British

and American publications . The St . Lawrence Pilot,

a British publication which covers the Chedabucto

Bay area, has this to say about the buoyage season :

"Buoys in Canadian water's-are,,generally
speaking, maintained in position during
the season of navigation . In localities
where the lights are maintained in opera-
tion throughout the year buoys are always
kept in position . In districts where
navigation is closed in winter, the buoys
are kept out in autumn until the .last
vessel has cleared, or as late as the
ice will allow, with due regard to their
safety . The buoys are replaced in the
spring as soon as the ice will permit .

All the buoys including the light buoys,
in the lower St . Lawrence between Gaspe
and Quebec and in Northumberland Strait,
are placed in position as early as possible
after the ice passes down each Spring, and
are removed each Autumn, after Novembe r
10th, the date varying with the season,
and every effort is made to leave the m
out so long as the state of-the ice permits,
but the later vessels must not expect to
find them in position after the ice ha s

t
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"begun to run. Some of the more im-
portant buoym o if lifted before the
last vessel has passed out, are tem-
porarily replaced by wooden spars, in
which case the pilots are duly notified,
then no special notices to mariners des-
cribing the removal or replacing of
buoys each season are issued ."
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There is a sianil&r reference to the buoyage season

in the Canadian Gulf of St . Lawrence Pilot which

reads as follow's s ~

"Buoyo 9,n'Cmada are, generally speaking ,
maintaiaeC in position during the season
of navigagflono Xn localities where the
liqhtm @oo mAng@ined in operation through-
out th® the buoys are kept out in
Autumn until th® last vessel has cleared,
or ac batca @o the ice will allow, with
due zvcjaod to their safety . The buoys
are repbz®®d In the Spring, as soon as the
ice wiA.b permito in order of priority,
accardinq to their relative importance to
navigagiono p

In .the opinl®a aff th® Court, notices of changes

in navigational a16o were sufficiently published

to marinerr cppg®nching Chedabucto Bay, on or

about_Febmaxy 4 ,kh o 197 0 , and any mariner who

wished to ohao}~ my such changes could doso by

(1) listening to Canadian Notices to Shipping

broadcast by marine radio, or (2) reading Cana-

dian Notic®o to A@riners, or, (3) making in-

quiries at any C@nmdian Marine radio station, or

(4) contacting hio local agent in advance of

arrival .

It is re2®meauded, however, that the re-

ference to the abuoyege season* in the Canadian

Gulf of St. Lawrence Pilot be altered so as to

make it clear that some buoys in the Chedabucto

Bay--area ar® lift®d during the winter season and
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replaced by winter spar buoys . It should be

stated that this is done in order to maintain the

buoy position under winter conditions, rather

than for the purpose of preventing damage to the

buoy by floating ice. Under the wording of the

exiating Canadian Pilotage publications a navi-

qatog may expect to find a charted buoy in

position If there are no ice floes in the vicinity,

aanal®ffio he has seen the Notice to Mariners or heard

the R1oUca to Shipping concerning the change .

(e) Did tho S . S . ARROW use all reasonable means to

obtain information of changes in navigational

aide in or near Chedabucto Bay on or before

P®breaasy 4th, 1970?

ANSWER : The Captain of the S . S . ARROW made .no effort to

determine whether there had been changes in

aaavflgztional aids in Chedabucto Bay before his

arr9.v&ao Be relied solely upon the radio operator

to bring to his attention any such notices tha t

he may receive and although notices were broad-

cast after the S .S . ARROW was in radio range, no

such notice was brought to the attention of the

Captain . No attempt was made under the Captain's

direction to obtain this information either from

Canadian Marine radio stations or from the ship's

Canadian agent . .

8 . (a) was the ARROW supplied with adequate charts and

marine publications for the voyage on which she

grounded?

ANSWER: The S . S . ARROW was supplied with British and

American charts and publications only . In the

opinion of this Court these charts and marine

publications were adequate for the voyage on

I



which she qg®mdad o

(b) Was full and po®p3r ugse made of them?

ANSWER= The Captain ag the So S . ARROW was not making

ftll anC pooyGz uaQ of the pilotagepublications

which hm 'had an board when he was attempting to

fix hio panLtfl®n by the Grberus Rock buoy. The

Sto II &wanc~ '1?ib®go published by the British

Aftiraltgpo Viwoo @ clear warning against this

aa S®bbaws opractice

'It i® mnQ2ootby impossible that any
2m,Umca am ho plzced on buoys always
waiatzflnflngj t&nois enact position .
Ruoy@ ohonLd,,thGxGfore,, be regarded
a@ w&gnflnga @ndl ndt to infallible
h%ani(U@tinq magEaoo mopecially when in
®~~ad pooStions B and a ship should
abcsayoo uh®n poooible,, be navigated by
boarflngm of gimed objects on shore or
mqb®@ R~Gtwzoa ghGm o and not by buoys . *

9 . With e5hat @@gqo wgo tho ARROW loaded at the time

of her qcounCiag7?

ANSWER: The, So So ~~ ~o loaded with 16,010 tons of

BunkGx C gu®A. QInduotrPiBl C 561) and 79 .5 tons

of a Ught®z, cgpzd® fteb ,

10 . (a) Who wam in aoa~=6 of the S . S . ARROW on February

4th, 19510 @nc~ what oartifficate of competency did

he hold?

ANSWER: Captain Ge®rgG Anaotzsz3opoulos was in command

and he h®lda a ftoters certificate ALPHA for

sea-going mss®ga issued by the Department of

Merchant Marine of Greece and a Master's certi-

ficate Sorei~~-Voiaag issued by the Republic of

Liberia o

(b) How many dach oggicars did she carry and what
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certificates of competency did they hold?

ANSWER : She carried three deck officers : a Chief Mate ,

Second Mate and Third Mate . The Chief Mate and

Second Mate were licensed and the Third Mato was

not, although he had graduated from a nautical

academy .

(c) How many of a crew did she carry?

ANSiBR : Thirty-four.

11. (a) Who had the conduct of the S . S . ARROW when she

grounded?

ANSI/ER: The lKaster, Captain George . Anastassopoulos .

(b) Who was on the bridge of the .S .S . ARROW when she

grounded?

ANSWER: The Master, the Third Mate,, the helmsman and an

Able Seaman lookout by the name of Boukalis .

12 . What was the state of the weather, wind, sea and

visibility at the time of her grounding?

ANSWER : The weather was overcast with patches of mist .

The wind was southerly, Force 7 to B . The sea

was running northerly and the waves were 4 to 6

feet with the tops of the wave being blown off

in streaks along the direction of the wind . The

visibility at the time of the grounding was

between 5 and 6 miles .

13. What messages were transmitted from the S .S . ARROW

in the hours following the grounding ?

ANSWER: Captain Anastassopoulos says that he cabled Olympic

Maritime, SA and asked them to send a tug and large

barge to his assistance, but there's no evidence

t
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indicating when this message was sent . The

first message revealed by the evidence was de-

livered at 1145 local time . Mr . Langley, who

owne$ the pilot boat which was waiting for the

arrival of the S . S . ARROW, testified that he

received a message at this time from the ARROW

indicating that she was aground and that her

engines were running full speed astern and her

heading had shifted 110• . Mr. Langley was asked

to notify the ship's agent at Port Hawkesbury so

that the Quent could notify New York to make

arrangemsnto to obtain assistance to get his out

of that pA®iti®n o

About Noono Captain Anastassopoulos contacted

C . C . G® 8t o E~ngwahb and advised that he was aground

on Cerbereae Rock and required no im®ediate

assistanceo Be also advised that his cargo was

fuel oi3lo .

The a eseag®x that were transmitted from the

ARROW subsequently are as follows :

TO FROM. MESSAGE

SLSI

CALL NRH

February 4, 1970

REPORTS AGROUND ON CEREBUS
ROCK ADV REQ NO IMMEDIATE
ASSISTANCE ADV FUEL OIL CARGO 122 6

LOCAL
TIME

1417

ADV ARROW CALLING ON 2182 1425

ADV IF YOU ARE PLANIN TO
UNLOAD ANY OF YOUR OIL CARGO?
MEG 145 4

S/LSt PILOT CALL ARROW ANSWRS PILOT BOAT
BOAT DOES NOT ANSWR 1530
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TO FROM

DO YOU REQUIRE ASSISTANCE
NEG NOT AT THIS MOMENT WILL
CALL IF I DO 1550

-37-

MESSAGE

5/LHI PILOT CONTACTS ARROW
BOAT SHIP LEAKING OIL IN SEA 1537

5/L8I

SLHI VCS

SLSI .

SLHI

SLHI

PILOT ARROW
BOAT

I
ARROW

51

LOCAL
TINE

1608

ADV VCS LNG 51/R 1610

ADV VCS HAS DX BUT UNABLE
READ U THIS FRBQ/R 51 1619

INFOFM VCS RE QTA DX C L
TO/R 51 1625

REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE
TO REMOVE CREW 51 1725

CLB 51 NRH 1726

R0 IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE IF
NEED ARISES TO DISEMBARK CREW
SHIP NW IN WORSE CONDX/B WL
ADV RCC 51 1731

SLHI CGBP 51 1830

CGBP ADV 5LHI CLNG ON 51/R 183 2

PILOT SLHI QSO RE GRNGNG WITH AGENT 5LHI
BOAT ADV STILL FIRMLY AGRND 51 1912

CGBP 5LHI QTH?/R 2-1/2 MILES FM U/R
CAN U GET CLOSBR/R WHEN WIND
DROPS/R. 5 1

SLHI PILOT 51
BOAT

1915

2017

ARROW VCS 51 NRH 2024

ARROW CLD 51 NRH 2025

ARROW CGBP 51 2043

CGBP SLHI 51 2100

I
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TO FROM

PILOT SLHI
BOAT

CGBP 5LHI

5LHI CGBP

SLflI CGBP

ARROW SH$DIAC
BAY

5LHI CGBP

5I.HI SHEDIACH
BAY

SHEDIAC 5LHI
BAY

SHEDIAC 5LSI
BAY

ARROW SH$DIAC
BAY

5LHI PRTHWICS
PLT

5LHI PRTHWKS
PLT

5LHI SHSDIAC
BAY

-38-
LOCAL

MESSAGE TIME

STILL AGND BUT SHIP ROLLING
ON ROCKS/AGBNT ADV TUG ON WAY
ETA 3 OR 4 HOURS FM NW 51 2106

CONDX WORSE PSE CUM VRY CLOSE
IF HV8 ABANDON/ 51 2135

HW MANY ONBOARD/R 34 2153

51 2241

WX IMPROVING & NW PROCEEDING
UR PX/R 51 2303

5g 2337

SOUNDING MACHINE OUT OF ORDER
CAN V CONFIRM TO HE WHAT SIDE
OF ROCK ARE YOU AGROUND/R STBY 243 1

OUR PX SHIP AGROUND CER$BUS
ROCK 45o27.7 N 61 .06 .5 W/R
HVE THAT BUT WISH TO KNOW WHICH
SIDE OF ROCK YOU ARE AGROUND/
R STBY 243 4

WE ARE AGROUND BETWEEN BUOY AND
ROCIIt/R THAT WEST SIDE . WE ARE
405 H1CLES FRM YOU AND DIPPING
QUITE A BIT . WE WILL PROCEED
CLOSER AND 6vILI. BE STANDING
BY/R STNDG BY 2436

CLL CH 51 0124

CLL CH 51 0145

CLL CH 51 0206

CLL ADVSNG PRT HWIS PLT
CLLNG/R SO IF NECESSARY TO
PICK UP CREW/R
IF URGENT HAVE NO , SOUNpER/R
STBY 0208
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LOCAL

TO FROM MESSAGE TIME

PRT HWRS SITUATION SHIP NOW HAS LIST
PLT 5LHI PORT SIDE AND SEA COMING FROM

PORT SIDE ON DEC1C/R TUG BOAT-
WILL NOT ARRIVE TO YOU UNTIL
9-10 AM . . . . ./ SHIP IN DANGEROUS
CONDITION LISTING ON PORT SIDE
AND STRIKING ON ROCKS FUEL IS
READY. . . ./R STANDING BY/R 0208/11

5LHI CGBP CLL CH 51 HOW ARE YOU MAKING
OUT /SITUATION IS WORSE MORE
DANGEROUS CONDITION OUR DECK
SAME AS SURFACE THE SHIP HAS
LIST PORT-SIDE . . .(FDING)/IS
STARBOARD SIDE BEST SIDE FOR
TARING MEN OFF IF WE HAVE TO
COME IN/R STERN STARBOARD SIDE/
DO YOU WANT BOAT TO COME IN
NOW TO TAKE MEN OFF/CAPTAIN
SAYS YOU CAN SEND BOAT TO TAKE
SOME MEN/R WILL DO THAT AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE . 0225/30

.SLHI CGBP CLL CH 51 0236

5LHI CGBP WE ARE COMING IN TO TAKE OFF
SOME OF YOUR CREW WITH OUR BARGE .
COULD YOU HAVE A LINE READY FOR
THE BARGE TO SECURE TOO/R WE
WILL DO IT/R 0237

5LHI CGBP OUR CAPTAIN WISHES TO PASS MSG
TO YOU . WE CAN TAKE 15 PEOPLE
ON THE BARGE/ PSE RPT .RPTD.R 0245

SLHI CGBP CLL CH 51 WILL YOU CALL US AND
LET US RNOW - WHEN BARGE IS ALONG
SIDE OF SHIP AND WHEN BARGE
DEPARTS FROM SHIP/RB/R THAT IS
CORRECT/R WILL LET YOU KNOW 0300

CGBP . SLHI THE BIG BOAT WAS ALONG SIDE-AND
ONLY 3 PEOPLE ONBOARD . SMALL
BOAT NOW ALONG SIDE TRYING TO
TAKE SOME/R 0306

I
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TO FROM

5LHI SHEDIAC
BAY

LOCAL
MESSAGE TIME

CLL CO 51 . NOW MANY MANY MORE
DO U HAVE TO COME OFF AND ARE
YOU GOING TO LEAVE ANY ON
BOARD/ WILL TELL YOU IN MIN
STBY/R/ 21 PRSNS ON BOAT 13
MORE ON SHIP . LAST TO LEAVE
WILL BE AE, RADIO OFFICER,
AND CAPTAIN/R THEY WILL BE
LEAVING TO PICK YOU UP RIGHT
AWAY/R

CGBP 5t.HI CLL CH 51, NOW CAPTAIN AND ME ,
RADIO OFFICER,, ARE GOING TO
STERN }~~N CENTER OF VESSEL .
NO RADIO COMNUNICATION . I
WILL &RkVE R/T SET ON,IN CASE
I EAVR TO COME BACK TO CALL
YOBY/R

5LHI SBEDIAC CLL ADVS gF WAITING TO BE
BAY T1~M OFF/R PSE COME NO1+1/R

0340/4 3

0351/5 3

CGBP 5LSI HOW LONG FOR U TO ARRIVE T O
SRI!/®NT XW YET STBY/R 0510/16

14 . What was the cause of the grounding ?

ANSWERc The . ground9.ng wau caused by the Master's error

in judgment when making allowance for existing

wind, sea and tidal conditions in establishing

the course to be steered into Chedabucto Bay,

and by the Master's failing to insure that his

last alteration of course was made accurately

at the time and plotted position which he had

selected, and by the Master's failure to check

his ship's position and relate it to its plotted

course by visual use of the navigational aids

available to him when his radar was not function-

ing efficiently.
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of Captain George Ar,astassopoulos in failing to

15 . Was the grounding and subsequent sinDcing,of thi-, .

S .S . ARROW caused or contributed to by any wroag'-.

ful act or default of any person or persotis,,and,

if so, .what were those wrongful acts or defaults

and by whom were they committed?

ANSWER: The grounding and subsequent sinking of the

S . S . J4RROK was caused by the improper navigation

maintain his plotted course into Chedabucto Bay

and jr failing to check his ship's position in

relation to that'plotted course for over an hour

while he wax proceeding at virtually full speed

through waters unfamiliar to him .

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, thi s

.day of July, 1970 .

~-c.,~ ~ u~✓
Justice G. L .-S . Hart

Commissioner
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CONCURRED WITH :

Nautical Assessor
kin A.
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